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PREFACE

In September 1977, Dorothyjinthicum, a graduate stUent at the
University of Maryland, jojned the State Board for Community Colleges staff

an intern to conduct'the'first comprehensive Statewidg-,ahalysis' of the
hosts and benefits of M'bryland's community colleges. This dodument repre-
S-ents a summary of the culmination of her efforts.-

In addition to the S ewide data described in this repqrt, individual
-

impact, studies were compiled for each of the seventeen public community
colledqs in Maryland. A technical manual which contains instructions for
updating information, adding survey data, and using the comer models
developed for this study 'has been made available to the colleges.. Further,
a document, available frSm the State Board for Community Colleges, has been
w ddly distributed.

This study could not have been completed without the cooperation of
many people at the t:011eges, especially the institutional researchers and-

. the busiPess,officers.. Their time and efforts are gratefully acknowledged.
The-State Board for Community Colleges-was abie'to'Conduct this cost- `benefit
,analysis through%a grant frorei the Maryland-State Department of Education,
Division of Vocational- Technical Education. The help .of two State Board
staff,membersJames'D. Tschechtelin for theoretical and technical afsistanee
and Maxine J. Pope for manuscript preparation, was also instrumental in
completing the report.

Finally, the State Board for Community Colleges appreciates the efforts
of Ms Linthicum who 'completed this complex project on time with existimg
-data, in a highly professional manner.

Brent. M. Johnson
Executive Director



ABSTRACT

Community college advocates for a long Lime have alluded to the
benefits of a college to students and the community. The economic side
of those benefits has been mentioned, but up to now quantitative in-
formation has not been available. This study-measures the short-term
impacts of public community colleges in Maryland through a series of
cash-flow formulas and the long-term impacts to'students and the States
throughhuman capital theory.

Total direct and indirect expnditures attributable to-the seven-
teen colleges in 1976-77 were ilmosf $124 million. In addition, the
State received about $9 million from taxes paid by the faculty and staff,from the federal government, and from taxes on business property allo-
cable to college transactions. About 6,700 jobs were also available be-
cause of the _colleges.

In the human cppital portion of the study; overage community college
students in Marylani were estimated to receive almost a 27 percent re-
turn on their investments in higher education during their lifetimes.
The average rate of return for the social investment was about 15 percent.
At the present, investments in community College education in Maryland

,appear to be sound for students, communities, and the State.

xi i



INTRODUCTION

The community college. Segmentiniaryland has offered unprecedented access

to:higher'education.. By lowering the cost of higher education to.';IstudentS and
_providing easy gqographic access, the community colleges have opened the door
to higher education to manY.citi2ens who otherwise would not hava.bOn able 0
obtain any college 'education. 1

N .

The community colleges have pr6vidid many benefits to the people of Mary-.:
land, not only In terms_of the value of-the education provided .to the students,
but alsoirr.the diversity.. of the institutions themselves.' Thespbenefiti'and
their associated costs have beerildentified in general terms, but _no one has
ever as'Signed numerical .values to them.. The quantification of t re'se benefits:,

and-their associated costs.c?uld be a useful tool in making decLions about-the
future direction and priorities of theommunity college system.. The'problem
addreSsed in. this study is the identrfication'of those economic benefits and

.

.costs generated by Maryland's community colleges.

What is cost-benefit analy

Cost-benefit analysis is a technique for making decisions within a frame-
work that has a wide range of considerations, including those which, are politi-

cal or social. In simple terms, it ilia-way of comparing all costs with all

benefitS. As a formal technique, cost-benefit analysis in the United States -

dates back to-the early part of the 19th century, Since then techniques-have
improved, and cost-benefit analysis has spread to many fjelds.

. Because cost benefit analysis is derived from the field of economics,
many equate the process with.numbrs., dollars, and cents. While a cost-benefit

study can be just as useful in measuring such, noneconomic factors as the
sOcial-cultural benefits'a community college provides its students, this study
will examine only the .economic costs and benefits-- other words, the numbers,

dollars, and cents,.



PURPOSE

economic costs and bane i

, Taxpayers and theirlegislative representatives at all levels are seekingevidence to justify the investment made in public 'community colleges. Part ofthe rationale for continaed support comes from the belief in equalization ofpportunity. Many people from different..socioeconomic levele; with-varyingdegrees of ability and of all ages, are obtaining a higher education throughthe community colleges.. Another. part of the rationale stems from the expecte-
tibn of increased economic benefits to both the individuals and society as awhole.

The economic benefits can be explained according to the varying kinds ofimpacts. First .and foremost. is the investment aspect of education. As a re-sult of community college education, both employees and their employers can
expect increased productivity and income.

A corollary to the higher incomes that college educated personS generallycommand is the increased taxes they also pay. These taxes assist in repayingthe public for its investment in the community college education.
1

Finally, the` operation- of community colleges results directly in more im-
mediate community benefits by providing increased"jobs through expenditure offunds, apd-indirectiy as a result of the multiplier effects of spent income.

Associated with these benefits are costs. These costs include not only
the capital and operating costs of.the community college program but also the
opportunity costs associated with the student's fbregone incdme, tax receipts,
and production. Income is foregone because,,obviously, a vrson cannot be at
work while he is in class. Siffilarly, payroll taxes are not deducted when a
person,is not on payroll, and production is lost. This is true of.the tradi-
tional college student who attends college full -time. To the extent that com-
munity college students increasingly attend part-time while employed, incomeis less likely to be foregonewith consequently less loss in payroll takes and
Productlon. -The lost property tax receipts for college property which'is
moved from the tax, rolls also must be considered. While not. all of these costs
are related to each benefit, =they must be considered when appropria'te iyn the
calculation of costs and benefits.

How can economic costs an -dhefifs be measu'red in education

Economic impaCts of community colleges, can be examined in two ways. Iwo-,

short-term approach the-expendluCres of certain dollars are traced throuihout
a certain r ion during a short time span, usually one year A long-termap-,proach cons ers impacts of invdsfments over a long period of time. -

1
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Just as businesses invest in additional capital, e.g., equipment and new

buildings, to expand their a nings, individuals and society can invest in edu-

cation to expand earnings and increase producfivity. By paying some costs in

the present, they can generate greater returns in the future. This kind of

long term investment is often called human capital investment.-

Comparispns of future earnings and the investmemts made by community col-

lege students and the people of Maryland describe which in"vestments are most

16crative. Those factors which are most critical in decreasing or increasing

expected re9rnslalso are identified. What is the diffetence, for example,

between the student who works part-time, and the one who is unemployed? The

State and local 1jurisdictions can also get an idea of how much additional tax

revenue will be generated, and to what extent their investments will be-repaid.

The human capi,tal approach is a methoct of viewing long-range econ'omic im-

pacts. A short-term impact
studi'examines the immediate,ffects of the income

and expenditures of the colleges on theeconomy of Maryland and the local juris-

dictions. Funds enter the economy through the colleges from State and local ap-

propriations, from out-of-state sources, and from student fees and tuition.

The funds are circulated through the economy by expenditures of the college for

salaries, purchase of materials, and capital building improvements. The impadt

study can be useful in showing the Staterand local jurisdictions the ways-and

extent to which community colleges contribute to the economic base. In addition,

impact information. can reveal to the colleges how certain of their activities,

which were thought to be purely internal-matters '
affect the community in direct

and measurable ways.

How c n the numbers be used

Cost-benefit analysis can cause officials and citizens to look at problems

in different ways and help to raise important questions. This study can improve

community and college relations by revealing the
interrelationships the area

and college sha-re. Public officials can be made more aware of the tax costs and

tax revenue benefit that the college
generates-Faculty and staff can 'be made'

more aware of their immediate contributiOn to the community and State. Finally,

State-officials and the citizens of Maryland can see that the outlay of funds

in support of corimunity colleges does, not disappear but rather supports the

States economy. Neither position adeiluately portrays the true circumstances

unless thr two are considered together inlight of the actual facts. This study

provides some of the facts.

Citizens often only view the community college as a cost to be borne. Edu-

cators, on the other hand, are inclined to dwell on economic, cultural, and .

recreation conttibutions and the visibility an
institution brings a community.

L1M1TA 1 NS

What do l ' t the numbers show?

-Colleges are not banks; they do not propose to make money for investors.

They do try to enlarge a stu,dent'- world by introducing neWpeople, new activities,
.
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and new ideas. Carefyl addition, .rn short, flows the determination of the costs

of a-community college tducattion, but eve_ e most accurate estimates and pro-

jections of economic impact,Lsala ies f..ringe ben fits, and employmeAlt levels

cannot reveal.,:,lAs total .,value,

There are several .technical limitations which also shouldbe_xecognized.,
For example, in usl- mulsjplitr effect to measure the expansion of the initial

ilivestment from cyC of responding, it is-assumed that the money would not have

been spent otherwise. jhis can beargued 'readily- at he local`` level but. is

questionable at the,Sja,te Tevel. Ilultiplier-effects re ge'nerated only by spend-

ing 'hat does not withd-raw resources fm alterdatiNie uss in the area. If no

Comm nity colleges ex ted' it could be argued that the money would have been
.spent on the other segments of higher education or by cOnsdi-riers who would be pay-

ir-fq lss taxes. Thi-t' study, however-, TN)lich attempts to estimate 'as closely as
possible t.+M total impact ofCommunity college spending in Maryland, will use a

`multiplier effect. The assumption is made that money spent in support of com-
Munity colleges wou'id.Tot have otherwise been spent' in Maryland. For comparison,

-estimates not ineludi6g the'multiplier effect are included.

It should also be noted that this study makes u -se of existing data from the
State Board for` ,Community Colleles and, the seventeen Maryland community colleges;
from federal, State, and local agencies; and the literature in general. Because

no new data were cdMpiled, estimates basedson similar - studies, aggregate data,

and judgr*ntreire Aecessary. However, actual- figures for most of the critical

information availa*c>. Some eTror also might have been introduced in the)
attdmpt to represent all 41Lles in 1976 dollprs. For example, the Census of Manu-
facturing, which was ued to assess the economic,base of the State and'- local sub-

divisions, is taken every five years. Because the 1972 version, which was pub-

lished in 1976, was used, it was necessary to estimate the growth between 1972

and 1976.

One other word.iof caution should be mentioned. There is no way to add all

bend is in a credit column and all costs in a debit column to come out with one

neat answer. First of all, some expenditures and costs would be listed more than

once. Secondly, theOmpact analysis computes both stock and floalfi6ures. These

are scon_omic term!, which riJ.ter td spending on items which are quickly consumed
(flow), and spending on items that have a longer life span (stock). Theoreti-
cally, Ahese cannot be added to, or subtracted from, one another. A third re-
lated point deals with the use of human capital and impact analysis in one study.
Like the stock goods,-humnn capital studies deal with long-term investments.

The results Nflect increptiied earnings or taxes over a lifetime. The impact
analysis is comparable to flow goods because an assessment 1470 the expenditure

impact, i Mod only 1971 fiscal year_

Co -benefit andly,,i not pretend to he a perleL .chliqu( Although

ec_onunriL andlysi has Malty imperfections, it can be an elfeJ_tive tool. "Ihc

cUtl1Sult + " art -T7ht creitod by cw:it-benefit gnaly,,L-i. Moreover, Ilicy dk) not

render cinantitativolancily .10!-;',. They simply mean that ono h.-is tti he [11',-

criminating about when and Iit,4, to thlie various to01'1:." 1 )21



.SUMMARY RE IEW OF THE LITERATURE

HUMAN CAPITAL INVESTMENT

Intensive interest in the proposition that education js an investment in
human beings originated with Theodore Schultz in 1960 Since then, estab
lishing the specifics of a causal relationShip between edutation ancLincome-
has continued to dominate the writing in human capital investment. Kastner
[20]'notes that research no longer is directed toward the validity of the human
capital concept, but is now concerned with determining its value.

The approach most used in human capital research contrasts the future
lifetime earnings of people of less education with people of greater educa-

tional. attainment. Alexander [1] believes that this rate°of-return method
th6 most precise because it relates not only benefits but also costs.

B cker's [3] classic study, for example, showed a very substantial private
gain to white Male college graduates as compared to high school( graduateA.

To cal,cu lato 113 rate of return, .it is necessary to know how much an edu-
cation costs, how much the college-e0cated earn compared to those.without a
college education, and how much those. future earnings are worth today. - [2]

The costs of education include direct expenditures for salaries, sdpplies,
etc-., and indirect or opportunity fists that ta-k--1 the form of foregone student

income or foregone tax revenues. [45] There has been some controversi, about

including Foregone income as a cost component. Schultz, Cohn, Blaug, ands'

others feel that it should be included and that a downward bias in costs will

be created if it is excluded.' [34, 8, 5,] Becker:claims the dominance of
foregone earnings and the relative unimportance of tuition can be vividly
demonstrated,with rate of return calculations. [3]

The economi- value of education is distorted by factors; -,Lich

gence, -parents' -ducafion, se-x, and xace. The degree to whi "ch -ct cati n con
tributes to higher economic returns is often 'disputed. Raymond and Sysnowilz
[33] contend the income differences between educational categories ,14-e likely

to heoverstated since those with mire income are more ant to havo greater

ability. Much work has been done recently in an atteApt. to separate the of -'
feces of education and ability on earnings, but no clear consensus has been

reached.' Becker, however, points out that economists have been .aware that

conventional measures of ohility, while relevant at times, do not fiably

measure 13] Nousethe- talents required to succeed in the economic ,,pher
'[16] also leek that adding do ability bias 'has been somewhat mi'dfire(led.
Others have consistently corrected lino) earning differential,, by fh to' 43

percent to account lot ahility differentials. [15, 33. 3, 16] In- a study

Signed to determint: the ahil, t fattor, WoHhrod and KArninl ct.Imaied
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that about (prig fourth of the difference between the mean earnings of college

graduates and.the mean earningsfof high schodl graduates as shown by Census .

data is due to noneducational- variables.

Long-payoff periods also -aft the rate of return on a college education.

Becker notes that the length'of t_e payoff period increases the difficulty

anticipatin-g again from college. While business' investments. often pay off'

Within five or ,ten years, tpe payoff from college takes much longer. Di.

This affects the determination of an appropriate discount rate. Selected dis-

count rates used to compute'lifetimarnings were usually 3 to-5 percent..

[151 Internal rates of-return, computed_ discount rates of community col -.

lge students,
.

ranged from LE, _ percent for white males with no ability adjust

ment [33] to 2.2 percent for-onwhite males. [17] -stner found the direct

returns to individuals who acquire a community college -ducation represent an

annually compounded interest or discount rate of at least.5.6 percent for males

and 5.88 percent for female4. [20]

Another factor aff ct,ing the time 'span is the normal growth of the economy.

Studies show that some llowance for growth rates i s probably in order for

cross-sectional studies, which measure earnings at one point in timeas opposed

to cohort studies which trace a group's earnings over a period of time. A 34.6

percent increase per year seems to be an accepted rate. [33]

Becker also -suggests that data should be corrected for mortality [3], but

Raymond and Sesnowitz argue that,it has virtually no impact on the rates cnf

return.
. [33]

The social economic gain froM education, the gain to society as opposed
A
to individuals, differs from the private gain in cos and benefits. Direct

costs are obviously greater to society than to s t u n t s because some Of the ex-

Finditures of students 4e.,paid-out of,public and p ivate subsidies. Raymond

and Sesnowitz ho that in all case the social rate Mall short of the corre'

spondin< rivat [33]

Another way of looking at social benefits is by estimating the blolefits

inithe form of future tax returns. Hansen and Weisbrod found that in o case

do State and local taxpayers recoup the full value of theWinvestment i.n higher

education. [151

Economic benefits found by rate7of-re urn analysis, or any other economic

tool currently in Us-e, fall far short of a Complete determination of social and

private benefits accrued front investing in education. education, however, still

posse se,. formidable economic benefits, implying that investing greater sums in

manCho development ol h through education is sound economic policy.

FCONIIMIC IMPACT ANATY5F,

The ClinteClintmii ( impact ly, is actually a Ser ies I IIHCAr Cd'Ah-fh,W

wll in( lade only whaf can he readily Intd. The formnlas

ttr idtInfify who i,, wnding how much is spent, what is hIng honghl, ,reel

clout' . They do not show l oliti( a 1 , wcial, or .)c,-,fhelicspending is heir
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impacts- or the effects uq7-6 the community of the colleges' human resources.
They do measure dollar outlay and provide simple indicators for planning. [7]

Most,of the effects considered in an economic impact analysis are current, .

and short range. They are not concerned with the ultimate impact of the col-
lege upon'the community, and,they do not consider what a community might have
been like without the college.

One of.the problems associated/ with economic impact analysis s:the de__

termination of the multiplier effeCt. The purpose' of a multiplier is to re-

flect the final-impact of an initial expenditure. The smaller and less self-$-
sufficient the region, the larger the portion 'Of respendl- that leaks out
and the smaller the multiplier effect of the original in tment. The larger

I

the' region, the greater is the total cycle of respending regaptured by the -

region, and 1 'larger- the multiplier. [18] A multiplier effect of 2.0 is
generally accepted fOr a Statewide region. i1=1, 14,'35.1

/

The results of studies employing techniques of economic impact analysis
have generally found that nonprofit, nontax institutions have a,capacity to
generate employment and m' 4.1ions of dollars in personal. income,through what is
in effect interreqipnal trade. In additiOn, the subsequent expendittire of that
income in the local' economy con:make an 1 portant contribution to economic
growth.

A study of Virginia community colleges, for example, demonstrated that
hi -r education institutions give more to the communities than they take.
The business volume generated by the presence of the community college system
exceeded the State's appropriation *for the system by 142 percent for the eight-
year period of the study.` [47] Other studies also have shown significant

benefits. The operation of Harrisburg Area Commurrity College contributed from
$2 to $4.5 million annually to the cash flow of the local ehtmomy, while the
total operating budget of the college was $3.8 million for the year rn which

the estimate was based. [36]
1

The Johns Hopkins University, through nonprofit', was found to rival a
number. of Baltimore's major local businesses in total volume of local business
expenditures./ Tonal direct and indirect expenditbres attributable to Hopkins
in 1972 -73 wo7ro more than $137 million- However, it receive. more in services

fr'Om the City than it contributes in txes. The tax-exempt status perhaps
recognizes contributions of those unpaid services to the community. [21]

A 56milar study at the University of Rhode Island showed it generates about
$81 million of business in the state and $31 million in the local are.l. [6]

Another study of higher education institutions in North Dakota found that for
vacft dollar the 'stat appronricited to higher education, the colleges jind nn
vefitioc, roturriod S',".1(1 to the' economy of the State, and 111,1t total cc,l serf

pr,-)vidH rlir ',late about 10,000 jot',, 11-11

6f sr-. Cloud Minnesota estimat that nnivci,ity-Fc1,--0'e

-,pcmding in Ow ',I. Cloud Jren in 1175 amounlcd t =tr wort.. than'',.2/

an ultiT14110 c11 01 ni:IrIA Minn. [1ii
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Most studies indica _ that by its presence w..college nerate a con-

A sidecable dollac_volume of spendir47 create jobs, and add st. bility. Measur-

ing a- collegp's economic.pccountability can also provide a game of reference
a, (See--,_in which to evAluate the college on other more important cri -.ri

Appendix 4 or a complete Iiterature, review.



PART 1: ECONOMIC IMPACT OF EXPENDITURES

CHAPTER 1

The seventeen Maryland community colleges circulate funds thrugh the
ieconomy by expenditures for salaries, purchase of materials, and capital build-
ing improvements. The funds come from internal sources, including State and
local appropriations, student fees and tuition,. and from ekternal sources,
such as the federal government. It is through the circulation of these funds
that the colleges generate their economic impact.

The purpose of this part of the study is to estimate the effect of the
Maryland community colleges on the State'k economy. In the past higher eclu-
xation has not been measured by economic criteria; more idealistic goals Have
been used instead. These goals-are probably still-the most valid measures of
success, but as the cost of higher education increases, other criteria have
becoMe increasingly important.' The utility of education in the, work 'force' and
Ole economic impact of higher education on a community and a state are two such
criteria. The effect of the product, or the educated individual, will be dis-
cussed in Part II. This section will look at the actual effect of the income
and expenditures of the seventeen community colleges on the State's economy.

Linear cash-floW*quations are used in this study and include only what
can be readily coutPted. -They attempt to identify who js spending, how much is
:spent, and where spending is being done. No'singte figure tellS the story. A
college can have several kinds of economic impacts, some of which might be more
important than others. The impacts considered in this part of the study are
current (FY 1917) and short range. 'This study also tries to look at both sides
offthe picture, not only the.benefits-ofspendrng by colleges and their staffs-
in the. State, but ;also the co9tS, of supporting them.

Thetequations or models use data that are available from the State Board
for Comm6nity Colleges and college ecords State and local governments, fed-
eral and State statistical publications, Jed the literature in general. A

balance was attempted between-accuracy ativease of data acquisition-The
models developed by Caffrey and Isaacs t --'1d published by the American .ounci
on Education [7] -were modified to apply community colleges and a statewide
system,of.highgr ed6catil6n. The- y-4 Eishould not be expected to reflect ,compre-
hensivet:ri'-depth picture of al'. 1p6ssible economic relationships between the
colleges and the State. The p eClsion of the figures in this part of the ,;tudy
may not be as important as their clarity. The assumptions behin&them are
specific but may he -mdified if -ogditionalinformation heepmes available. As

a/ general rule, the approa=ch has been conservative in npidre. If a klrger
Lienefit could not he documented, even though it,appeared to be occurate, the
40re cnri,,ervarive figure w.- ii';od.
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In one regard, the study measures "inclusive" impacts, in -.the sense that

it includes all full-time employees who might or might not have lived and

worked in Maryland if the colleges did not exist. However, student impacts

were pot assessed because it could be argued that they would have lived, and,

therefOre, spent their money in Maryland regardless or the nmmunity colleges.

(Only 3 percent:offthe total student population came frOm out-of4state,) The'

younger students, for example, might have entered one of the State collegesor

universities, wbife older, part-time students might have elected to -c.) to a

State institution or a proprietary school.

The,studyarea includes the entire State of Maryland, including those

counries which' no have a community college. The State Boa'rd,for Community

Colleges estimates that over 98 percent of the- Maryland p pulation Ilas'direct

.1144ekacre tic a community; College. The col leges serve rural -t nts as,well as

suburban afd urban populations thai live in the three Stanill-q Metropolitan

ritatistic_al Areas (SrS,As) of Baltimore City, Washington., D. C;', and Wilminotbn,

Delaware. In the Fall of 1976, almost 8o,000 students were enrolled in credit

prociraw, in Maryland community colleges and thou ands more attended noncredit

classes.

The primary purpose or community colleges. haslnever been to create jobs,

generato huiness for en preneurs, or boost Aales of durable goods in Mary-

land--such functions alone can be better performed by a variety of ,other in-

stitutions in the public and private sectors. Community colleges do make

higher education accessible to a diverse cross-section of Maryland citizens

and in carrying out this primary task, create jobs, generate business, and

increase sales.

SUMMARY OF THE STATEWIDE ECONOMIC IMPACT OF MARYLAND COMMUNITY. COLLEGES

This section discusses the major findings and result; of the Statewide

Economic Impact Study. Although all the impacts origirote with the activities

or the seventeen Maryland community colleges, there are two basic channels

through which they flow into the State: the institutions themselves acting as

corporate entities, and the aciiitie, and staffs of the colleges acting as

individuals. The,ctetails of each calculation and sources of dati are included

in the comprehensive report available at the State Board for Comilunity Colledes.

All figures are for th(__! .1977 fiscal yea- unless otherwise sf cified.

BUS' A'1] S8VTOR

The numbers in this section attempt to estimate economic impacCs or the

Maryland...Commu'riltV 'coNO(1es on State businesses. This study estimates imhrcts

of the 'oknenditures in Maryland of: ,the colleges, their faculties and -staff s-,

)dditi-n'al spending stimulaled by oolTege -related purchases; the value of State

bu{,ines, property mmdttod'to collegq -related buiness; expow,lon,of Plaryland

books' !sulLio From College-related. deposits; onn tin- hty:ins

yr 1pme dlIFTO li7ed b r Luis er the colleges' auxiliary enterprises.
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What as the otal impact o expenditures by the Maryland comMun)t toll

and their staff

The Maryland dpmmunity colleges rival many of the State's, businesses in
total volume of business expenditures in the State ancLlocal subdivisions.
Total direct and indirect expenditures attributable to the seventeen colleges
in 1976-77 were almost $124 million. Of this, almost $62 mil-lion,Were*direct
expenditures by the colleges and their staffs. This includes inState expendi-
tures/by colleges for supplies and other,goods and services: by i-State
faculty and staff for housing, goods, an'd services; and by out-of-state ems
ployees for goods and services. Another $62 milliom were indirect expenditures
by, local busjnesses-and individuals in support of.heir college-related busik
ness volume. Total direct and indirect expenditures are computed by applying
the accepted Statewide multiplier effect of 2.0 on the direct Stateqexpenditures.
The multiplier effect is an economic gauge of the expansion of dollars injected
into an area from a single source resulting from cycles of respending.

One of the reasons thecolleges' impact is so significant is that more
than 95 percent of their staffs live in Maryland. Because education is labor
intensive, about 75 percent of the colleges' budgets a-re for compensatibn of
employees, apd almost all of. the more than $62 mill iom,of disposable income
(net income dafter deduction oT taxes and Social Security contributions) that
faculty and staff receive from the colleges is spent in Maryland. The colleges
themselves also buy almost 70 percent of their goods and services from suppli-
ers and individuals in Maryland.

ounce: cif "Binds for r land communit olledes in lY 1977?

Maryland communisty-eNleges in 1977 received a total of $28.6 million

from student tuition and fees, $37. million from State sources, $31,8 million
from local sources, $4,4 million from federal sources (not including pass-
through funds received by the colleges for student aid), and.$2,1 million from
other sources.

How much Marlandhusiness -roert exists in su ort of the ex-enditure
of Maryland community colleges and their erg loyees?

'The direct expenditures by the colleges and their facultie and starlsda,,,

not capture the full impact of such activities on the economic base bf the State.
The value dpf Maryland business property, including bath real estate'and inven-
tories that existed in order to service .the colleges and oolleqc-related bw,ines

-transactions, was worth an estimated $53 million in 1976-77.

How much did tije credi t base of Mar banks and, as a rep uit

-of tlar lanciunit' colleges?

;Roth personal and business incomes rela d to college dctivity havzhave an ad=
ditional impact on the State thro6W their ax anion of the credit base in
State .banks- The Maryland credit base was inc sed by about 525 million o

direct consequence pf college-related dept it A large percentage of thH
effect come' from the personal accounts Fa u tyand staff, asell as the
cash deposits of business ;=elated to their le e trailsactions. The colleges
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State banks.
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an average of $11 million in'time and demand accounts in-

such State business volume was unrealized in the busin'1 =ss sec

because oLMar rand community colleges?

To the extent that the colleges operate enterprises or provide services"

in competition with,buslness, the'receipts from these activities should be

recognized a's net subtractions from potential business volume. The receipts

from college-operated cafeterias, bookstores, day care centers, and other-

auxiliary enterprises make up about Wmillion of foregone bilsiness by State

enterprises. This amount should le netted out againSt the positive impact, on

State business volume detailed earlier. ThiS figure is probably high because

it does not take-into account the business that - exists because there is a

college, Such as book sales in a bookstores.

GOVERNMENT SECTOR

I
Educational ,institutions not only,hold significant amounts of,real 'p'rop-

erty e empt,, from taxation, but coll-ges and their staffs also make demands on

gayer )ent For a variety of service- from education'to health. The (alow-

Ing igures outline the contributions made by college-releed influe ces to

the public sector and then assess the cost to State in terms of oregone

property taxes, costs of services, and the oper- ng,costs,of public schools

attributable to the colleges and the households of their staffs.

---
Mow much tax revenue and transfer payments did the State of Maryland

ive because resence of the colleges?

Although the colleges operate under,a'tax7exemptstatus, they are nonethe-

less responsl_. Ule for direct and indirect cash payments- to the State. t is

estimated that Maryland in 1976-77 received cash revenue's of about $9 million

from taxes paid by faculty and staff, from_the federal' government, and from

tarstas on business-property allocable to cop
7
' e-van'sactions-. The sources' of

these revenues were real, and nonreal propert- taxes ($153,000), federal W
to public/schools for Aildren of collegerrelattd =families ($286,000) ,' Wer 1

aid to comai6nity'corleges($4,400,000,i-excluding student aid), State incorre

taxes ($2,),000), and'State sales taxes ($1,506,9p0).

Mow much revenue did he local 'urisoictions receive because

Local jurisdictions- received an additional $48,7 million directly=or-in-,'

directly from the community iolleges. This includes State and federal aid

(including aid for thevcol)eg-?s,but not federal student aid) and other idtal

gOvernment receipts derived f m.rChe colleOdbr their faculties and staffs,

and the related buiiines activi y,..such as income tax.
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'How mue4a did it e State ofh1Lyland-to prOvide services for colleges

.The State provided services:for the faculties and staffs ofthe colleges
valued.at more than $8.8 million: $1.9 million of this represented the ost

to the State of providing public school education for the
personnel1 and thebalance, $6.9 million, represented the
services other than educatiOn. Faculty and staff,members
have 2,761 children in the public s,cheols. Because no Al
for personnel who would live in Maryland in the absence o
the estimate of total costs may have been overstated.

What is
forthe colle es and their employees?

value of State er relat- to service-

children of college
expenditures for
are estimatedto
lowances were made
community colleges,

r vided

An indirect cost is the value of State property which is allocated to
that portion of services the State provides for college-related ac iv 'ties.
This represents the public investment in Stake property necessary to service
the college nd its staff. It is similar to the investment in inlrits, equip-
ment, and in entories in the business sector that existed in support of the
colleges and their staffs.

Earliel- it was estimated that the value of the services Maryland' p
the colleges and their staffs was over $8 million. This study attempts
calculate what proportion of all State-owned property exists in support
these services required by the colleges and their staffs. The' value of

property related to the colleges is estimated to be $1.3 million.

How much State real estate taxes were fore-on- b the State M r

because of the tax - exempt status of the college in FY 1977

°vides
to
of

State

Foregone:State real estate taxes on the colleges' tax-exempt property ace
estimated at $22,000, based on a tax late of 23 cents per $100 of assessed=
values. The simplified procedure which was used ,to avoid complex estimations
of property values has probably resulted in an understatement of the value of,
both StAte and local foregone property taxes.

How much local real ocal urisdictions

because of the tax-exem

local turisdictionvere Riot able to realize another $557,000 in real
xes because ofthe c011egeS.

The
estate

These estimates for both local 'WO Star_ foregone taxes are based on a
simplified procedure which essentially mul Pies'the total property tax
revenues of the jurisdiction by the college proportional'share of the geo-
graphical area. This was done to avoid making specific assumptions about the
value of each piece of property and, more importantly, Its relation to the
vale.gf surrounding property. It also should be noted that the colleges
self-provided over $1 million in public municipal-type services, such as
security, street Lighting, road majntenance, and garbage collection.
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Impacts

GENERALEMPLOYNENT

-time 'obi are available because of the

from the seventeen community colleges on private' individuals in

the State of Maryland are largely thrdUgh jobs and, employment opportunities,

lt, is estimated 'that about 6,700 jobs f .Maryland are a result of the activi-

ties oi. the community colleges,- 4,450 c) thesethese directly with the colleges,

and 3,250 'c reated as a consequence of aollege-related' business a d 'government
,

expend-it e'- ,The total lobs-are' calc lated.by multiplying corservative

emp'loym (it multiplier effect of 1.5 by the number of full-time jobs at Mary-

land comlunity colleges in 1976-77.



PART I: ECONOMIC IMPACT ORPEPENDITURES

CHAPTER 2

The previous chapter de cribed:the economic) impact! of the Marylan-d.commu-
nity colleges on the economy of the'State of Maryland. The purpose of this
section is to explain the methods that were used to- estimate the magnitude of
these impacts.

Illustration 1 portrays in a 6thematic form the income - expenditure rela
tionship between the .colleges, income recipients, and the surrounding business
community. The direction of the arrows indicates the direCtion of either an
income payment flow (I) or a purchase expenditure flew (P). The term "income
payment" =refers primarily to wages and salaries'paid by employers to employees.
The term /purchase expenditure" ,refers _to purchases by consumers and purchase
of intermediate products by'busipess. A main objective of this study is to
estimate, where feasible, the magnitude of cash flows in Maryland which are
related to the seventeen community colleges. The only out-of-state flow
esiimated in this study is the level of in-State expenditures by out -of -state
faculty end staff.

ILLUSTRATION 1

MARYLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGES
WHERE DOES THE MONEY pm

Where
Does the
Money Go?

College-related
business volume
Value of college-
related business
property
Expansion of
bent4 credit
base from
college- related
deposits

Student
Tuition

State Ald Local funds

17 MARYLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGES

1

ECONOMIC IMPACTS

Fejaral
-- Funds

Outside
Environments

MARYLAND'
INDIVIDUALS

collegrelated State & local taxes paid
Government costs of collegrelated Influences

Jobs attributable
to presence of
college
Income from
collegrolated
lobs
Increased earnings
from college
training

I Income payment P = Purchase expenditure Lt- Indicates direction of cash flow

17
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An eSsential point which is not explicitly shown in Illustration] is

that on increased lev'el of purchases from both Maryland and out-of-state busi-

nesses results in increased income in the form of Wages, interest, rent, and

profit.. Additional income flows generate additional purchases, which in turn

create additional income. A circular process results. within the period of a

year causing in economic terms a "multiplied effect." This means that the

total inc le for the participants as a group is increased.

The models or formulas used in this study are not appropriate for either

.- planning or forecasting purposes. They do not include business cycle impacts'

on the State nor do they take into consideration multi- region interdependence.

This means they -do not take into account the temp of economic activity, the
economic calendar, or economic stability. The models do describe, however,

what is happening to the money the public invests iOaryland's community

colleges.

The models are also limited to estimating short-term economic impact.
They are not concerned with the ultimate economic impact of the colleges upon

the State, and they do not consider what the State might have been like with-

out
,
the colleges. The type of impact reported in this study applies to op-

erations in a typical year, with the assumption that this would be similar to

other years.

Perhaps most importantly, the models provide a built-in under tatement.

The actual economic impacts are prbably.greater than the figures sUggest.

The models also are flexible and comprehenive in the measurement of dollar
,outlay, and they indicate where and how the dollars invested in community col-

leges were spent.

1
One other factor should be noted before the models are discussed in detail.

The impact of student expenditures and costs are not included directly in the

study. First of all, a primary 'goal of the study was to use only,data that

was already available or could\be easily calculated. Estimates of student ex-

penditures can be based on similar .studies, but the unique characteristics of

community college students make comparisons difficult. Most studies whitHO.

break down student expenditures not only have significant discrepancies, hilt

also measure traditional'four-year students. Without generating additional

survey data, it is difficult t6 determine factors such as the.numberof
students living with parents or other rela,tives, or how many would live in

Maryland regardless o4 a community college. In addition, many residents

probably would not he puroing higher education if the community colleges did

not exist.

A ind f,rtor that makes the inclusion of students questionable i the

increasing number of par.-time students in the State's comil-mniy colleges.
They can he considered as college-related, but college may riot be their major

activity. Omitting student impacts pobably 'ewers the estimate of the total

college impact. However, caleulatiors from qUestionable- estimates only pro-
-,

vide questionable results which in turn weakeri'the overall study.

, o
The models, based on -Caffrey and p4'aes'. n, tucy,

impacts err two sectors of the 'wnOmy, bus
.-:

. . .

-designed to assess
e and government.
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Because attention is focused on the variety of impacts on each major sector
rather than on a simple net postti-ve or negative Impact, there is no stimmary
business or government model. The notation scheme used in the models repre-
sents variables with capital letters, coefficients (factional Altipliers)
with lower-case letterS, and indexes with mnemonics.

The rest of this chapter presedts each of the models. and sub-models. ,A
detailed discussion including an evaluation of estimating pxocedures, data
sources,.and computations is included with the presentation of each of the
models. Wherever computation or estimating- procedures al-e too complex'or
distracting, they have been' placed in an appendix, and so referenced. The.same
questions asked in Chapter 1 will be answered in more detail to allqw the
reader to make comparisons and determine what factors are included or excluded.

BUSINESS .SECTOPP

What was the total impact of expenditures by the Maryland community colleges
and their

The answer to this question is the one most extensively estimated in this
study, and it is probably of greatest imporiance in terms of dollar-measured
activity. The total impact of about $124 million is calculated by applying the.
multiplier effect to the total college - related State,expenditures. of about
$62 miltion. Economist =?., use a "multiplier effect" to gauge the expansion2=of

dollars as they are respent within an economy. For example, the expenditues
by a resident in Maryland become additional income to the recipient of the
-expenditures. If the recipient is a local business, part ofthe recipient's
income becomes wages paid to employees, rent, interest on borrowed funds, or
either dividends or proprietor's income to owners. Additional consumer spend-
ing in the State means additional consumer income to someone--workers, land-
lords, lenders, owners,or to all four groups in varying proportions. Part of
this additional consumer income is then respent, some of it locally, some
nonlocally. Because a state has such a varied economic base, fewer dollars
"leak" out to other regions. Therefore, Statewide multiplierS are larger than
those used for smaller jurisdictions. Most economists would agree that the Z.0
multiplier used in this study is acceptatile.

There is some question about whether spending for community colleges is
really an additional spending. It dould be argued that the money would have
been spent for other public or pyivate alternatives if the colleges did not

In that case, the multiplier should be applied only to federal or other
outside Fangis coming into the State. However, because this study is attempting
to assess the total impact of dollars spent, the multiplier is applied to total

,expenditures. (A more complete presentation of the multiplier concept is pre-
sented in Appendix A.)
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BV
CR

us.ine p volume in Maryland related to the activities:

community colleges.

BV

.0) ($61-,138 ;402)

125,004

fect (see Appendix A)

= col elated local exPenditures

elatad sundst4res:

e `Maryland

the college-related expendi ures-incl6d-Wexpenditure
as institutions aqd expenditures by-the faculdes.and staffs.

serves a simple accumulating 'function ratKer than a specific

Expenditures_in Maryland related t

U_

Variables:

(E )L F

by the Colleges
This forMula
imatrng,functipn.

--'$17,261,889 $44,620,17-

= $61 W)2,502

-State expenditures by the college

in-State expenditures by faculty and sta

College Expenditures,

lieges.

The colleges buy various goods and supplies to maintain their ontation,
such as paper products, cleaning 'supplies, typewriters, and maintenance vehicles.

This model looks at wherd the colleges spend these kinds of funds. The,propor-

tion of in-State spending was derived from a sample of college vendor records,
excluding wages and salaries, taxes, and other payments to governments. Wages

and salaries will be treated in several of the subsequent formulas. Taxes and

other payments to all governments are excluded because they are'not in the busi-
ness sector.

Almost 68 percent of college purchases for goods and supplies ere

made within the State of-Maryland in FY 1977 ,Total college expenditures and



-gross compensation 'were taken fro p:annualaudit reports submitted by the
*colleges, but because student- mpac saie not being calculated, federal work-
' study funds were excluded. lnforma ion-about payments to government- came
from college budgets or from informa ion, supplied by the college busl kiss of-

.

flees.

(L)C

Expenditures by 'Maryland community colleges.

(EL)c = (et:)c (Ec. 7 F RC)

= (.6797) ($108,208,581 - $82,679,618 - 1 2 633)

= .$17,26148

Variables:

RC

proportion Of tota" co

excluding compensation,
eye expendi ures that are in-State,
internal items, and taxes

tota'.l college.expenditures

gross compensation to facul y, staff

= taxes and other r-Payments to governments.

Faculty-and Staff Expenditures'..

Faculty and staff purchases madein Maryland are estimated the next

model, which consider-S both rental houSrng expenditures, and nonhousing
Oenditures by in-State residents. Expenditureson owner-occupied housing will
be addressed later es.. part of the value.of'reAl property reraVed to the colleges.
Only-nsmhousing, expenditur:e's are considered for those faculty and staff living
outside ofr1aryland.

*Expenditures in Maryland by facul

Var

L F

y and staff.

(E EL4 EH)F (EL)NtF,

0- 7,500,039 $37,059,017:x+ ,561

44,6201E.17

ex enditure4 by
yland

cu l ty and staff- for rental housing in,
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(EN
,101-1 using expenditures by.facultY

.

E ) = in-State expenditures brout--b
_NLF

staff i

=

Maryland

-Pity and staff

The hbusing expenditures of homeowners are excluded Trom thg impact.,

estimate because most of-the amount, represents a capital 'rather than.a.current

&-inaction. Expenditures in the'form of mortgages reflect primrTly,an'ac-

Ctim4fation of previous savings and lendicg transactions rather,than'Current

incope.-. This model. is a good example ofii[pw the total figures may underestimate

the impact of the colleges .in the State. ExCluded from this formula are factors

such as payments to neal est&te, brokers, payment of interest charges on out-

tending mortgages to State hanks, and payments of homeowners' insurance pre-

miums.

Rental housing expenditures.

nditu es by faculty and staff living in Maryland for rental

housing u 7:5 million. ',Both this formdia and the one Measuring non -`

housing 'e nditures assume that income from the calegeS equal expenditu-res,

This is probably not the case in a number of households, particularly those in

which positive savings exist, other wage earners supplementhe househglds'

inicome, or where there is additional income from dividends, royelitieS, or

fainily business profits. To the extent that some income received by the'col-

leges' employees is not spent, the expenditur4 impact estimates are overstated.

At the same time, however, a household's total expendl\tures are likely to be no

.less than the employee's salary. after normal deductions. Because additional

`Income sources do very often exist, the household will probably have a higher

standard of living than if the only income was the salary from the colleges.

The net result, then, is probably an understatement of the actual purchase of

goods and services by faculty and staff living in Maryland.

Expenditures by- -acuity and

(E )F = (fH) (DIF)

= (.9640) (.4120) 62

= $7,600,039

EH) F
ar

f for rental housing;

620 .3060)

proporta5rr, faculty and staff residing in Maryl

= proportion of Mary and -faculty and staff who rent' housing

= total disposable income of facul y and staff-
\=,

= proportion of astenant's total expenditures likely -to be spent

for rental housing



Nonhousin ex enditures.

cENH

01gxpend turd ,by faculty and s ta

F'-
(e ). (DI (eNdF,,,,

= (.954Q) (,9888) 062,05

=

Variablq:

$37,059., ©17

= proportion of faculty and staff 'residing

proportion of total nonhousing expenditures that an individualnonhousing .expenditures

is likely to make in environment

aryl and

total disposable income of faculty and staff

H = proportion of a consumer`: s total expenditures spent on non-

r 'housing items

The proportion of faculty and staff residing in Maryland was calcu-

lated from address lists provided by the colleges.- Because existing data fO

most colleges does not include information about the housing status of faculty;

and staff, At is assumed that-college employees as a whole do not differ sus-

stenttally fromqhe population of Maryland 4s a whole. The most recent statis-

tics from the U. -S. Census Bureau indicate that about 41'.2 percent of Nryland

residents rent housing.. [38] This figure may seem .too. high for college,em-.,

ployees, but with no,.- empirical data available it is felt that the Census figure

is more reliable ,than one. based op uesswoek.
A

The total) disposa e income was calculated from co)lege payroll

figures which net'cibt tax,.social security, insurance, and other payments from

i'

gross compens&tion ,)n some cases colleges supplied ar annual net ,figure for

FY 1977, w il.e otig4.suPpliedisam le weeks from which annual- figuees were
_

gestimated..

In moist of the,fbrmulas only fuliTtime faculty are considered be-

cause it could be argued that the part-time perspnnel would have lived in

Maryland regardleIs of the community colleges. ":41owever;,becayier is diffi

cult for the -colleges to separate 'from the payroll only those employees working

fullRtimea fhe't44alcpmpensation.figure was used. The rationale is thali part-

time employees spend.-the same.pro017.tion of 'their college income for renW and

nonhilusing items as full-time employees:

The proport4on of a Rerson's income that-4s Ii6ely to he-spent for :; /

renal housing or nonhousing expenditures was estimated from the Bureau of
Labor Statistics report, Titrec SLmdards of Living for an Urban FamiZy of I.'our

[43] This report lists three levels of annual costs per family tr. a



number of metropolitan areas and non-metropolitan regions in'the Upited'States.

The estimate of the proportion of nonhousing expenditures the C011ebes' employees

are ikely to make in Maryland (.9888) was made using the gravity theory, which

that e amount of money spent is inversely proportional-to the square

th distance to the point of purchase. (See Appendix'W-for additiOnalin-.

neat ion on the gravity theory.)

E pendnt r s.tnadeT by oui-of-state facu t and staff.

Faculty and staff residing outside' Mar land make'some purchases

within the State although a much smaller proOrtion than- for those Living in-

State. It is estimated that these expenditures are abodt,$60,000,
-,

(L)NLF

E penditures made in Mary1071 by
,

out- -sta e

(EL)NL,E: .¶L

46) 4,461 ($300)

'$.61,561

Variables:

f
L

= proportion of faculty and staff residing in Maryland

= total nurser of faculty and staff

= estimated average local exditures y_each nonlocal faculty

and st.aff.person g

The proportion of facuttyAiving out-of-State is4talculated byoub-

racting the_proportibn lniing'i-n-Statejrom, ne. The total number of ty

_land staff incl6desalf ftal-timeemploydes as reported by the Colleges to the
Stateloard for Higher Educatioqe It i felt that the inclusion of ,part-time

employees would have overstated this impactJ. FeThe average icical expenditures by

out-of-state emptoyees is an estimate based on similar studies..

How much Mar land bus property exists in support of the ex endi ures

of Mar -land rcimuh colle es"-and the* r .em lo ees7

The worth of the capital and property related to the busine ctt sty

generated Fly the presence of the colleges is estimated to be $53, 72,99 The

formulas 'in this section attempt to.determine what portions of the exi, ing

capital and property relate to, the observed flo0 of putchasesjhat are

related. In effect, it isson indication of how much capital and pqopserty were

_employed.by business enterprises for each dollar of,saAos in FY 1977. This

avrracie figure is then apportioned to college-related sales



(PRB)C

Vatua-of Maryiland.b6sihess pr perty comm

Variable!

(RPB)CR

P )-CR ¢ 18 CR

$38,14113,58' + $14,851,800

=

$53,295,383

d to col lege-rel4 d'busines,

value of State business real property committed to col ege-
related business .

= value State bu iness invert,tcrly come itted to college-
- 5

reltdd,b-usiness

1 College-related s-rtAU property 4i

The dollar value of Maryland businesses' real p
service college-related sales is estimated-to be abou

aryland.

(RPU CR

operty, that

$8 million.
employed

Value of college- related real business property in Maryland.

5,755,276.9
0.04

Vari ables:

aelrege-related..bui.n

13V1 = Maryland business

V8

ss volume i

volume

= agseS'sea valuation 8f Maryland

amv. 7 ratio of assessed value to mar

Marylapd

business real proper

value _f taxable property'

The.total market value of realbus property is calculated by
.dividing the assessed value of business pr er y by theMaryland rati6of assessed,
value:to market 'valUe of taxable real prOperty. The ratio of assessed value to
market value is an estivate from' -the State Department of.Assessmentiand Taxation
based on surveys and actual sale prices.[24] The use of:assessed. value to
estimate market Value of real business property introduces a potential downward

5
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bias because during periods4Of rising prilVas at present, real property tends

to be ,undervalued even when re-assessments ate quite frequent. The assessed

valuation of Maryland business real.property for 1976 also came from the De-

partment of Assessment and Taxation.

The total Mariand business vo.i ume is estimate& y first obtaining

the sum of the dollar-volume-of retail , selected service5 and wholesale sales,

and value-added by anufacturing-in the State. Because'the most recent figures

are for 1972, thi sum is then weightedby the ratio of 1976 State sales tax

receipts to 1972 sales tax receipts to make the business volume estimate more

reOesentative of current conditions= (See Appendix C.)

2 College-related inventory.

1/1.he value of inventory required to support college-related demands is

estimated to be about $15 million. This figur is the <priduct of the total

college-related business volume times the estimated avarage,inventor'yto-
business volume ratio flor businesses in Maryland.

B/CR

Value of

(IB)C

-ry and'business inventory cOmmit e& to ollege7rele ed business.'

fliiv) (By )

$123;765,004)

140 51,800=

qVa,riables:

ibv inventory-td-b6sin volumf ratio

= co lege

The ratio of ifiVentory-to-business volume is computed_ from busine

income tax returns in the U. S. Internal Revepue Service's Statistics Income.

[44] The figures represent corporations only ; but are not significantly altered

f partnerships with balance sheets are included. Firms engaged in agriculture,

mining, finance, insurance, and real estate have been excluded because the

asset structure tends to overstate the desired statistics. The-.12 ratio is

an acceptable figure, but an actual survey of Marylandyventories might have
resulted in a sl-ightly higher or low r estimate.

ed-business voluMe

The estimation of both inAntory and - business real property,Pisibas0

OH tho impact of thy' colleges' operation for, one year, FY 1977. The colleges

as a group have been in operation for. many years, and the 'actual,process

Odded- lnventory investment has been a gradual one Iteflecting tne growth in

the overall operations` of Maryland community Colleges. 'Keeping in mind the

simplified as- sumptions of this study, it is felt that the computations' for

the value of college- related business property are a reasonable,,appcoXpilatioh.,
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flow much 'did the credit base of Mar banks ex and as a result

of the Maryland community college

The iMpact of the seventeen Maryland community colleges increased the
supply of credit in Maryland by over $25 Million in FY 1977. A bank's credit
base depends otr,the-g-Vboge Tevet of time and demand deposits which the bank

holds for its customers Not all of these deposits, however, are available to
the bank for making Marls and investments because the bank is required by the
Feder/al Reserve Board to retain a small percentage of the total time and demand

depots.

Aver,age deposits by the colleges, their personnel, and Maryland burin
establishments as a consequence of their colltRge-related business are avai able
to.$ ate banks for loans and investments exdklpt that small portion which

m
must,

be held i reserve. This study makes; no attempt to personal- savings in

terms of equity in autOmobiles and homes and in financial assets such as stocks

an'd bonds. , Liquid financial assets, such as checking-and savings-accountsare
used because of the more obvious relationship to State credit conditions. '

CB

E pension of bank credit base in Maryland from college-rellted deptiS
4

1-t) [TDc (0TDF) (F)] + (1-d [DDS + (DOE) (F) (cbv)6

1-.03) [$9,507,803 + ($2,063)' ,461)r+'-4
1 175) [$1,745.,970 ($579) (54,461) + (.037Y (5121,765, Oa

Variables:

TD

MarylaInd time deposi.t,reserve requirement

average time ilepotlt of the college in Maryland- banks

average time deposit Of each faculty and staff person in

Maryland banks

total number of faculty and staff

d Maryland demand deposit reserve requirement ,

0

DDc = average demand dep8sit of the college in Maryland banks

DDF = average demdnd deposit of each faculty.and staff person

01 Maryland banks

cbv = cash '-to - business volume ratio

BVcR llege7related business volume in' Maryland



The average time_and demand deposits of the colleges were based on esti-

mates made by the seventeen colleges. The average deposits of facultY and-

staff require the use of State Board for Community Colfeges salary information

and statistics showing bank deposits by selected income.categories. Average

deposits for,fu)l-time support sta4#4.zi for full-time adpinittrators and

faculty were estimated for type of e oyee using-a sturdy by the Federal Re-

serve Board which showed average deposits per income category. [32] Those

results were then weighted according to the number of support staff and pro-
fessional staff employed at the colleges, and an average time deposit and
demand deposit for all employees was computed.

1-Although the savings behavior of faculty and staff may not be identical
to national estima 4s, the' basic saving rates and motivations -for savings should

nob be too dissimi _ar. Thepe estimates are also compatible with similar.studies

which used survey d a. Even thos ies using . survey instruments to deter-

mine spending and s vings patterns nd a high degree of resistance to clues-

tiOns concerning i anciaT assets, an ften were forced to rely on national

isavngs rates. )

This is a very rough attemptto measure dollar:earn° n in areas of economic

behavior that are both coceptually and empirically difficult. It does, how-

ever, provide a feel forthe impact of the colleges,on the State's credit,bese

although the estrM -bate of $25 million may overstate r understa $'the act a

impact. Even if.ihe figure is slightly inflated, the colleges still make a

signifIcant impact on the State's credit base.

Howuct-i Mas land business volume was unrealized in the business sector' because

ETMaryland coritnunity colleges? ,

To the exteht that "the colleges operate business enterprises, they compete

with other Maryland businesses. The dollars that the- colleges receive fromthd

_competing businesses they operate,, such as bookstores: cafeterias, and day care=

centers are dollars that are foregone by other Maryland establishments- in

Maryland this business volume is estimated to be over $5 million. The operation

of th se auxiliary enterprises has a negative impact on the private business

secto of the Maryland economy which must be netted out against the positive

addi-tions,to sales and income in the' business sector.

(BVu)C

Marylan'd business volume unrealized because of college activities.

(BV-)
C

$5,670,513
U

The $5.7 million includes all revenues received from college-operated enter-
,

prises as reported in the annual reports of the colleges. The gross-amount was

used ip'order to be compatible with the figure4reprosenting the total-college-

related business volume.
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GOVERNMENT gclioR

Whilethe ion economic impact of the Maryland community, colleges' takes
place in the busipess sector, there are also significant impacts in the goVern-
menfsector. This set.of forthulas is designed to reveal the effects of the
colleges upon government revenues and expenditures. There is a temptation' to
compare revenues with expenditures because it seems logical that if revenues
``exceed expenditures, the State and local jurisdictions come out ahead. Or if
expenditures exceed revenues, they come up short. The formulas, however, are
intended to provide only estimates of the impact of the colleges on State and ,

local g6vernments. A simple balance sheet is not acceptable whim so many im-'
portant, unmeasurable, and intangjble factors.are beyond exact quantitative
analysis.

Thee colleges are not businesses promoted to bring the State.dded tax
dell , The State, in its support of community colleges, is'making an invest-
ment in education andthe future of its citizens,

much tax revenue and transfe
because of the resence, the colle e

is did'the State of aryland, receive

The annual tax receipts and outside aid derived from the colleges and from
college - related personnel and business activrties is, estimated to be about $9

million in 1976-77. This includes real, estate and'. property taxes, sales tax
'----revenue, income tax receipts, and federal aid allocable to the presence of the

RCR

College-related revenue received by Maryland.

RCR 7 RRE CR (RNRE )CR + (RST )CR4 (RI )0A 1-1 (RA)CH ± (RF )CR +

53 $73,112 $1,506,052 $2,445,167 $286,196

$P39,406 $4,374009:

$8,977,226

IVariples:

R-

.. .,

(RRE)CR- ff,college-related- eat es paid hf;.tate taxes pa to the State
fl

(RNRE)CR - college-relatedYP
1,

operty taxes, other than real estate paid
to the State

a

(RST)CR = 'sales tax revenue -eived by the State as a result of
college-related purchases

= income tax received bY,the State allocable o college-1
related influenteS

,



(RA)CH
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federat-aid -to public schools allocab l e tc the presence

of the colleges

(ROCR federal revenue-sharing to the Stat allocable to the
presence= of the college

(RF)C federal aid forcommunity col eges, excluding aid to
students

Federal aid for community college students, whichcomes primarily from
Basi6 and-Supplemental Educational Oppor/vnity Grants and work-study funding,

is excluded, imarily because this study is not attempting to gauge student

lthpacts. The'collegek serve a pass-through nction for these funds which are

usually applied to tuition and liri Rennes Other federal aid , as reported

by the colleges in annual audit rep was ove- ion.

1 Real estate taxes.

The State. received about $150,000 in real estate taxes in 1976777 as a
result of the seventeen_community colleges.. This includes taxes paid by the
collagajfacultlasarvd staffs and byJausinesses for real-property allocablete
their'coliege-related bdSthoss, Only two colleges, Wor -Wic Tech and Catonsville,

paid real estate taxes indirectly to the State through rental fees.

(1141E)CV

College-related !zeal estate taxes'palt to Maryland.

CR 7 (RRE)C ± (RRE)rTE.(RBE,E)

$50 $42,795

Variables;

(RROe

(RRE)

$153,282

real estate taxes lAid-to Maryland by the c;llege;s

real estate taxes. paid to Maryland by faculty. and staff

TrvipOn Maryland

real-estate ta_es.paidtd Maryland by businesses or

real prbperty a ocable to college-related business

and staff real'estate taxes.

Faculty and staff living in Maryland paid approximately $110,000

in real estate taxes to the.State. This was -found bv,multiplying an estimate
of the number of- college personnel 10o :down homes by the amount of tax paid .),

for-an average home in Maryland:.



Real estate

(RRE)F

taxes paid to Mary and._,:by- college faculty -and, staff.

Variables

FL

[7,

1 pt VPR
NPR

.412)] 1002 14,616 056 064

7 l,7 7-

number of faculty and staff residing in Maryland

= proportion of faculty and staff who rent housing

pt = State property tax rate

VFR = total assessed. valuation of all State private residences.

NPR = total number of private residepces in Maryland

The number of faculty and staff residing in. Maryland is found by
multiplying the propori'ion of-in:State personnel (used in a formula above) times
the total number of full-time faculty and staff at the colleges= This number is
multiplied by the proportion of homeowners, found by subtracting the proportion
of-renters'(see (EH)F) from one,, to estimate the number of homes that are owned
by the colleges' faculty and staff.

The formula assumes,that personnel who own their own homes live
in facilities of average value. To estimate the assessed value of the average
home in Maryland, from which the real estate tax is computed, it is necessary to
divide the total assessed valuatibn of all private residences in Maryland by the
total number of residences. (Both of these figures are available from the De-
partment of Assessment and Taxation. 24)) The average assessed value is
multiplied by the. -1976 State property tax rate which is in turn multiplied-by
the nurnber of homes. owned by college perS'onnell

b) Business real estate tax.

State businesses paid almost $43,000 in real estate taxes for real
property allocable to college-related business. The dollar value of real
property due-to college-related business-, which is found by multiplying the
proportion of business volume allocable to the college times the assessed val a-
tion of business property, is multiplied by the tax rate to arrive at this
estimate.



Real estate{ taxes paid to Maryland by bu
in support of college- related business.

Variables:

pt = local property tax ri

BVCR = coltege- elated local

siness volume

assessed valuation of

-1191=ireal rf_...2piyert taxes.

us ne s volume

I business real property see RPBCR)

Property taxes other than real estate that were paid to Maryland as a
result of the communitY"colleges vas- about $73,000 This includes taxes paid
by the colleges' facUlty and staff as well as taxes paid 4' businesses for in-
entories that exist in support of college-related business.

4( (RNRE)CR

. Co e- elated prope ty taxes, other than real and State, paid to Maryland.

(RNRE)CR (RNRE)F RNRE,B)CR k.

= $38,953 34,159

73,112'.

Var 13'14:

( NRE)F .= nonreal prope
and staff

y axes paid to Maryland

= inventory and other nonreal property taxes paid to Mary-.RNRE,B CR
.

land by businesses .for assets allocable to college-related
business



Faculty andyalfttionreal_-1-ct

The value of-nonreaproperty taxes paid to Maryland by in -State
faculty and staff is iwAimated to be 0.8,953. This assumes college. faculty and
staff households:pay the same proportion of such taxes as other Maryland clt1-

zens

(RNRE) F

Non real property taxes paid tq Maryland by faculty and staff.

'NRE4 FL ;(411

Variables:

number of faculty a d'staff-residing in Maryland

total property taxes for other than real estate or inventories-
paid to Maryland

total dumber of households in Maryland

The amount of propertY,taxes.-for other-than real. estate or inven-
tories paid to Maryland is calculated.fro6,the annual report of the Department

'ofAssessments and Taxation. [24 The number of households in-Mailialra is
calculated by adding the Tmgber,of household's-reported-in the-1970 -Census -to
the estimated numberof:6e-hauseholds added since 1970,Jound-by dividing the
-difference in population -from 1970 to 1976,by,the average household size. [25,

41]

Inventor

Maryland businesses paid about $34,000 in taxes for inventories
allocable to college-related business. Unlike many of the-local jurisdictions
which do'not tax inventories as an inducement to'business, Maryland charges the
same rate used for real property, 23 cents per $100 of assessed valuatioh. The
estimate is made by multiplying the tax rate times the college-related inventory.

a

(RNRE,B CR

Taxes paid to '.Maryland by businesses for inventor allocable o college
related bdsinSs.

_)
ARE B CR CR



Varbables:

34

(.0023) ($14,851,800)

= $34,159 ,

Maryland inventory tax rate

(1
B

)

CR
= value of business inventory committed to college-related
`busines-s

Sales tax.

Maryland receive aboi '$1.5 million in sales tax'revenue as a result
of college - related purchase i i976-77. The estimate is calculated by mul-
Oplying the portion of the t 1 business volume in Maryland that is generated
by the colleges times the total sales collected in FY 1977.

T CR

Sales tax received by Maryland as a result of college - related purchases.

BVe
_

RST CR .
sT)

ll

Variables:

BV
-L

= ($465,840,488)

.506,092

$123,765L004
,022,100

ST = total sales tax collected in Maryland

BVC colldge-reiated business volume

BV
L

= Maryland business volume

Te amount of ales tax collected in Maryland is reported ln the CoMp-
-oiler's Annual Report for FY 1977. [10] The other variables have been used

previously.

4 Income tax.

College faculty and staff paid the State over $2 million in income
taxes based on their cllogv-earnings. This is calculated by mul tiplying the
proportion of personnel livlflg in Maryland times the amount of total compensa-
tion required for State income taxes.
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(RI)CR

College-related income taxes collected by Maryland.

CR = 'Os) (fL) (W F)

= (?954) (.031) ($82,679,618)

= ,$2,14145 167

Variable-.

rOpor ion of faculty and staff living 'n Maryland

L
= proportion of income paid to the State for income tax

= gross compensation paid to faculty and' staff`.

The proportion of income paid to the State for income tax in FY 1977,
which is the same as the effective tax rate for all in vidual tax returns, is
based on figures supplied by the income Tax Division o the Office of the
Comptroller of the Treasury. (9] The amount of gross Tompensation is taken
from the annual audft reports of the colleges.

5 - Feder- id to ublic sChools.

Another source of revenue for Maryland is federal aid payments fp
special functions. This study estimates that almost $300,000 of the total $89
million in federal funds coming into the State for public schools is dye to the
number of children from college - related, families attending public elembntary cif
secondary schoold." It is assumed that public schoOl operating costs arc direckyt
relared'to the number of students enrol fed.

(RA)CH

Federal school ai

C

Variables:

(CH
PS

CH
PS

allocable children of college-

-CHPS

==. total federal aid to public schools

ated families.

ntimbor of faculty and staff children attcn ling public 1

l(rtAl r of chi ldrfn attend nu purl is Ict l
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Enrollment . data and the amount of federal aid to Maryland public'
schools, which includes funds for food service programs, come'from the Maryland'
State Department of Education. [29i Some of the colleges were able, to provide
the actual dumber of faculty and staff children in Public schdbls from local
survey data. The number for the other colleges was estimated by first dividing
the'lotal number of children enrolled in public schools by the number of house-
holTvand then multiplying this result

s
by the number of.full -time faculty.and

staff. This assumes that each facdlty and staff person represeniia-n average
houSehold in the focal jurisdiction in whi,th he'or she fives. The estimates
calculated by this procedure were significantly lower than the abtuel data sup-
plied by college surveys. This suggests the estimate of federal aid that is a
result of the children of college-related 'Families is understated,_ However,
there is no hard evidence that houeholds of community college personnel are
different frOM average households or that they are more likely to send their.
children to public as opposed to'private schools.

6.,.- Federal revenue sharial

The State also receives aid from the federal government on a per-capita
basis. Through one of the newer forms of aid, federal revenue sharing, Maryland
received about $1,p,000,in FY 1977 due to the presence of the. colleges' faculty
and staff,and their families. ,This amount is calculated by multiplying the num-
ber of people in faculty -staff households" by the average per capita amount of
federal revenue sharing received-by Maryland:

Col re la

CR

d Federal revenue sharing received by Maryland.

(4(

-F

POPLR

Variable5:

FHL

R
F

5139

($42 033,538
311,170,600

t

LOLdi HUMt-.( Ot rrcrsuns in Maryland faculty and staff households

is =i1°rtrI rt:/C !--,horing re ivod by Maryland

POP total populAtIOn

Tho 1 rumber 1 po facet y onel 5taFf hotifi l7cald i o,rt tod

by Hui t i p 1-y i nri t nil (-)f- 10 1--onne. 1 Fey the vo Cage, him; oho I

irf ry ,And 1-11i characteii,,tiL,,,, of pooplo o'rk,infi ,it rani

munity cir n different trum average
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amount of federal revenue sharing for Maryland came from the Office of Revenue
Sharing, U. S. Department 9f the.TreasuO. The Focal resident population
based on esaMates by the Maryland Department of Health and Mental Hygiene. 29F

Ho much revenue
he seventeen c

d the local urisdictions receive because the resen

The local jurTsdictions which support a community college received about
$46 million in annual tax receipts, State and federal aid, and other local gov- ,
ernment receipts derived from the colleges, their faculties and staffs, and the
related business activity. (This includes StAte and federal aid for the colleges

but not studentaid.) In 1976-77, the locarjurisdictfons spent V1,797,244
support of their 1061 community colleges. Table 1 compares"the revenues re-,

ceive4 by the State of Maryland witb-thosureceived by the local jurisdictions.,
In sore. cases the two figures can be added together for an estimate of the total'

revenues received by all Maryland governments. The total figures did not, in-

clude any State aid to the local jurisdiction because State aid from Statewide

perspective is not a revenue. (From a purely- ;local perspective, however, it is

a definite benefit or 'revenue.)

Generally the same formulas used in the State study were used to estimate
revenues for the local 4ftrisdictions which support community colleges. The

loCal estimates represent the "sum of the individual college estimates. Because

'aggregate data is used some of the es_tiTates may appear to be too low in com-

parison with the State figures. Gile7n the nature of the local piggyback income

tax rates, for example, it would sgem that the local figure ,s ild be about half
of.lhe,State figuret-f:Jhe reason this does not happen is the ar i nce in resi-

.

dency erns. Over 90 percent of the personnel from a eqe lay live in --I

Marylad, while only 60 percent live In the local juri ion in whichthe

lege i,-, located.

How-much did it cost the State oif Tr°112-/12-ALIprovide services for the 1l

and their sta

Maryland spent about'$8.l million to provide service and public schools

1-"o-r the colleges themselves; their employees, and,the related business'activity.
The formulas used to arrive at this estimate emphasize population relationships.
The population basis for allocating costs of services to a college area may cause
an overestimation of the costs Of Services to the college by implicitly under-

estimating the services rendeteOto business establishmvnts. Businesses are
usually capital intensive,. and,because a college is usually labor intensive, the

share of government expenditures will probahl he higher than it would be for

an industrial installation,

ollege-related co,,-,ts of

.(0c,

CR

State government



TABLE

MARYLAND tOMMUNRY COLLEGES

COLLEGE-RELATED REVENUES RECEIVED BY,STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

Label

RCR TOTAL REVENUES RECEIVEC

Variable

.......

(RRE)CR
College-related real estate taxes

,(R )

C

.Real estate taxes paid by colleges,

(1

kE

RE F
Real estate taXes'paid by faculty aRltaff4

4,

(RRE B

C011ege'related real estate taxes paid ,f,

bybusinesses,,,, 4.44 . . ,,,,, , *.4

(RNRE)CR
Other college-related property taxes

(RNRE)F
'Nonreal property tax paid by faculty and 'staff

(R

NRE,B
)

CR

College-related inventory tags paid

ST)CR

(R16

(R,

) A CH

(Rr)CR

(RF)c Aid to comilunity colleges

State Local Total

$ 8,977,22k $46,588,793 $11,932,2304

153,282 1,585,659 1,738_1211

'50' 1,368 1,418

110,437_ lit9,086 l 469 523

42,795 225,205 268,000

71,lI2 224,684

3953 203,740

17,796

242,693 7'

by businesses . . . 34,159 40,944 75)103

Sales tax received- from coliege-related purchases , 1,506,0.52
g 1X506,0

College-related income taxes ,, 2,445,167 939,866 3 385,-03

286.1961 _1,533,54 286,1964
College-related aid to puloll schools

College-related revenue -haring .
139,406 184 797 324,203

1 Federal aid,
1

State aid,

3 Federal and Ste aid,

,-,
/e aid to local jiirisdictions not included in total figur

,4_,3_7_4,0_0_91 42,095,2443 4,374,0094

A



$8,829,71'8

Variable

39.

(0C
M

)

CR
= operating cost of government-provided services alloCable

to college-related influences

CR
operating cost of pue s-hools a Locable'to'College-related'
persons

- Stet rovided Services.

The cost of services other than public schools provided by Maryland to
college-related personnel and businesses was about ?$7 million in FY 1977. The

allocation of these costs is made on a college-related,'per-capita basis. Two
components are used in the equationL including the number of full-time faculty
dhcFstafP at the colleges, and,the total number of persons in faculty and staff
households residing=within Maryland. Each of these components is expressed as
.a proportion of the total daytime or resideht population of the State. They

are then added together and dded by,two to avoid double counting. This method
weights equally the costs ofts6rvices for commuters comllg into the area and for
those living and working in Maryland. Because almost all College personnel live
in Maryland, assigning different weightswould make little significant difference.

(0CM)CiY

College-related costs of State services other than public schools.

(oc
CR

Variables,:

POP
LD

FHL

POP
LR

CMS

FHL
+

POP
LD

POP

2

$4,461 $13,832

_970,600 $4 7
170

7
600

=

6,917,484*

tot l number of faculty and staff

= total State daytime population

115,944,000

total number of pc-sons in Maryland faculty anvil staff households

total resident population An Maryland

Maryland's operating budget except public schools
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.7-t..t,

The ime population of Mrylaild is based orrCensus data and estimates
of commuting atterns made by Ilit State Department of Planning along with recent
p9Pu.la,t'iOn es _ males of the Department of.Health and Mental Hygiene. [25] The
daytfme population tends to be lower than the t-tal resident population because

,of the number of people commuting to Washingtomi from rince George's and Mont-
gomery Counties, although some of this outflow is balanced from commuters into
the Baltimore area. The operating budget for FY 1977 of the State of Maryland
came from the Comptroller's Annual Report and excludes federal funds. [1O]

2'- Public school c

The State cot- providing public schools for children of college faculty
and staff was almost million in FY 1977. The same logic used to estimate the
costs of other State services is used in this formula. The ratio of the total
number of college-re,lated children attending public schools to the total number
of children attendirfg public schools is multiplied by State expenditures for
public schools for an estima of college-related costs.

(0Cps CR

State cost of operating college-related public schodl services.

OCPS CR

((CH
PS

CHAS

Variables:

CH _

PS

CH
PS

B PS

SI ,9 -I. 734

( 596 ,OOO)

lumber of fac:ulty and staff children tending public =.clinOiS

in Maryland

at rumb children attending pub-1 ic schools in Maryland

cpylf_111 pendit- fur .--,01( 15

rho number t child.een at tending publIc schools and the number (II lac

ultyand staff children atte*dinq public scticiois is taken friar the re'yenup

formu as used earlier. The operating budget4-of public schools for MaTylcl'Ild'in

FY 10.7 came from the mptroller' Annual Report and does not )nchlde federal
fund;. [10]



What is the value of State
9Licriloees7
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-la to services r -vided for the colleges

The dollar value of State-owned capital facilities that exist in support of
services provided to the colleges and their staffs was estimated to be about 51.3
million. This estimatZ of related -capital faciUtiesdoes net attempt to state
how much capital outlay would be needed specifi4lly to provide those services.:
That kind of estimate would involve assumptions about the nature of capital in-
vestment, the scale of operations at the time the investment is made, and other
factors that are not considered in this study, Because the valuatiOn of public
property is likely-fu be considerably low than its true value or replacement
cost, the estimate may be understated.

Va

GP
CR

Ilege-related State rty.

)

(0C )G
CR

= M CK

1MS a,

= $1,302,939

Variables:.

($586,902,000)

(DE )CK = Operating cost c i State provided services allocable to
college-related influences

(

MS

GPM

-rylynd's operating budget except public schools

value of all State property except public schools,

Iite .es,timate is made by multiplying the proportion of c: Ate-provided services
that are college related times the estimated worth of State owned property. The
value of Stare-owned property is estimated in the Annual Re ort of the Department
of AssessMone's and Taxation. [24] Because the State rents facilities to house
the State Department of Education and the local jurisdicti- ons own public school
property, the amount of State-owned school-related property is negligible, and,
therefore, not included in the formula.

How much cort.al est ate tax_ are furece re
tax exempt stat ,the colleges.

he State -ejthlOzyland becausw of'the

The State ford9oes at leo'', $22,000 and the local jurisdictions another half
million dollars real ec,fate hecuuso the land tic by the Maryland
commOnitylzorie has been taken out of the property base. There ar two wary
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an estimate or foregone property taxes can be made. The first would involve

,estimating the value of the colliNges' property at the average unit-area value

of property in neighborhoods adjacent to the campuses. One pro -411 in doing

this is determining an appropriate market pric: which would, have pr= ailed in

the absence of the colleges. It could be argue that property values In adja-

cent areas.,Ove been positiVely influenced by th presence of the colleges and

that those Increases which result in higher tax.. evenues should be added to

the pos-itive contribmtiop of the colleges. The difficulty of determining market

values for all of the co'lleges whiCh are located in both rural and highly urban

pdacesmade the second alternative f r estimating foregone taxes more feasible.

The second procedure is based on an average Statewide unit-area value.

The total real estate taxed' collected by Maryland is multiplied by the propor-

tion of. total land held by the'` colleges. Real estate taxes paid by the colleges,

which are negligible, are subtracted both from. the amount of real' estate taxes

collected by Maryland'and from the amount of taxes allocated to college property.

The result is probab far too flow, but use of the first procedure would require

extensive knowledge about the real estate valsues and local land markets.

(RF
RE C

Real estate taxes foregone through tax exempt 5 a us.of the colleges

(RFRE

V riable,,:

R__
RE

[RRE

($53,411,56

$21,814

t I

-L

4.0814

9,970
$50

Cite taxes Alect d by the State

JI t ,t Ire ta es paid tO Maryland by time

= to to I _if-e_ Or the eu1

I cI

I Ic

area of M fond losive eif the eolleoes

The total real estate tox,es lloGiet by Miffylond III l')/6-/7 (=Awes tram

the Anduol Rport of the De'portment of As!--ie=;5ment arid Taxotion 1241 The JoJI-

lefic facilities offik_os provided the oLreno of their ili titutloir, irieil err
tr,cm HtPd i-ntn ,

[l -,quo r ini leaele` t t kifIlt-" re iri

the Mclry[ond MO if. I3i6]



What Were-the _osts to the local isdictions o
colleges and their r facu lLTTLLtALL1

ovidin services to the

A The local governments have similar college-related costs'to the State in
the provision of services; in the costs of property existing to support these
services, and in foregonelreal estate taxes. Table 2 compares local costs with
State Costs. As in Table 1, some of the figures can be added together to get a
Statewide estimate of total government costs. This is important since community
col,leges are a joint State-local venture. The value of local government propeTty
may seem high, but it includes ell publr9 school property which is extensive=
The amount_of foregone real estate taxesfi-also significantly higher but that
is dde to the tax structure of local jurisdictions that depend much more--eavily
on property taxes than does the State.

OnevariableincludedinTabte2but not included insthe State esti ates
of government impacts is the value'lpf municipal -type services that were se-f-
provided by the colleges. Institutlions such as colleges often provide some of
their own sanitation and security services to supplement thoSe offered by,local
governments. They also may pay for the lighting of some areas, such as_streets
and parking jots adjacent to their own property, and sometimes maintain or
partially meintain.public areas with street and walkway maintenance, tree trim-
ming, and o er=services.- The colleges estimated they provided about $1.3
million of these local Services in FY 1977,

GENERAL EMPLOYMENT

bow many full -t'ime jobs are available in Maryland because of the operation
of the seventeen communit colleges?

Almost 7,000 jobs in Maryland are attributable to the presence of the seven-
teen community,:t011eges. This include the number of jobs provided directly by
the colleges and`-those created indirectly by college-related activities. Addi-
tional jobs are created not only in the business sector from expenditures made
by the colleges and their employees, but also in the government sector which
supplies services.

Number of jobs attributable

(i) (F)

(1.5) ($4,461)

, $6,69

Variable;:

,== employment molt

J_

o presenc Maryland coMmunity col leges.

oiler effect (see Appendix A)

F total number of faculty and staff

1



Label

1 TABLE 2

NEMO COMMUNITY COLLEGES

COLLEGE-,RELATED COSTS TO STATE AND LOCAL GOVERNMENTS

!°0

_ _ _

Variable 'State Local Total

4

(0C --) College-related costs to governments for public
iM,FS CR

schools and other Avices
k#,

(CICH)a

CTIN'ege-related costs of services

o fier than public schools

(0cps)CR llege-related costs of operating public schools

GPcR Value of college-related government property,

(RF ) Real estate taxes foregone throughRE . estate .

(RRE)C

(0CM)

tax-exempt status of the colleges .

Real estate taxes paid by the colleges.

Value of local government-type services

self-provideL by the colleges'

* I

8,829.171 1 6,540,713 $l5,370,4

6191,484 ,310781626 9M6/1)10

1,912,234 3,462,087 5,3741321

302,939 6,6641880 7,967;819

21,814 L557,026

50 1,34

578,840

418

1,290,,861 1,290,867

11 Variable not used in State Flo+

V 0
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"'he emplo lent multiplier effect is based on the same theory that deter-

min the expenditure multiplier. For an area-the size of a state; 1.5 is con=

side red to be an,ncceptable, if conservative, range. (See'Append,ix A.) The

multiplier is I iplied by the number of faculty and staff, which include all

feiWtime,person at'tfie colleges in 1976-77, for an estimate of the total

'number of jobs in Maryland that exist because of the colleges.



PART I: ECONOMIC IMPACT OF EXPENDITURES

CONCLUSION

The major impact of Maryland community colieg'es is still definitely relate
to the principal mission of higher education. -Education and training provided
by the colleges increases students' potential earning power and enriches their
lifestyles. In fUlfillingthe primary mission, the colleges assume many diverge
roles.---The-study shows that the seventeen community colleges utilize several
resources from the local communities and the State, while contributing resources
of their own. The faculties and staff who are employed by the colleges also are
active participants in .the economic life of the State. The community colleges '

of Maryland are not onlyran excellent educational benefit, but also a solid
economic advantage to their communities and, the State.'
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PART ft; HUMAN CAPITAL VESTMENT

CHAPTER 1

Education is one way that people invest in themselves. By paying some
costs in the present, they can generate greater returns in the future.. As the
term "human capital" implies, individuals have certain capacities.or skills of
a cognitive, physical, social, or psychological nature with which they earn aliving. Higher education is capabje of teaching a person general facts, the
use of specific...tools, and general problem-solving techniques. Higher education
also can influence a person's behavior by making him more tolerant of diversity,
better able to stand stress, a better leader, and mentally mare disciplined.
All these factors could make a person a more pfroductive and effctive worker
and, therefore, able to command a better income.

There has been considerable study and Much-controversy about how education
and earnings are causally linked. While there may be some doubt as to whether
education is a sufficient condition for obtaining a, higher paying job,' it doe
appear to be a necessary catalyst for at least the majority of the population.

Economists have known a long time that people a!e an important part of the
wealth of nations. But what mat have failed to'ekamine is the simple.truth
that people invest in themselves and that these investments are very large,
Many paradoxes abou't a dynamic economy can beresolved once human investment is
taken into account.

HoW are human capital investmen measured?

Three approaches havel been used to quantify the impact of human capital.

Often a simple correlation is made between some measure of educational ac-
tivity and an index of economic activity. For example, enrollment ratios have
been correlated with GNP per capita, indicating a positive relationship. How-
ever, this fails to show cause and effect relationship.

The "residual approach" assesses the total increase in the economic output
of a region for a period of time, measuring the impact of identifiable inputs
and then attributing the residual to unidentifiable inputs, the most important
of which is human capital.

The third approach, which is used most often in human capital research,
contrasts the future lifetime earnings of people with less education with people
that have greater educational attainment. The rate of return method seems to
be the most precise because it relates not only benefits but also costs.

49
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To alculate a rate of return, it is necessary to'know how much education

costs, h w much the college educated earn comparedto those without a college

education, and how, much those future earnings are worth today, The comparison

of these costs and benefits results in a measure orhuman capital investment:

How are future earnin-s estimated in terms cif today's va 1 ue?:

4,

"Present values" ,are obtained from expected future values by a method

-.economists call discounting.< This concept is as important in the financial

world as it is in the economist's theoretical world. Prospective purchasers

of any asset have their eyes on future income or increased wealth from the

ownership of the asset. Their demand for the asset reflects their estimate

)4f the total future earnings. That is why, for example, the stock of a cm-- -

p6ration that is not earning any net income now may still sell for p high price.

It is also the reason that some people invest in education even though there

may be ,innet loss n tnre present or immediate. future.

,Wealth in the future, however, is not worth as much as wealth now. Con

sider the investor that can ordinarily earn 10 percent on his money. For him,

$110 a year from ROW is worth only $10P now. To determine the present value

he discounts future wealth,at the rate of 10 percent. He divides $110 by 1.10

(1. plus 10 percent) to obtain the present value of $110 a year from now.

Money available today can begin to pay dividends imiiiediately,.while money

available in the future cannot. Even though a person with higher education may

be able to earn more than someone with less education when he As in his forties

or fifties, he might have come out ahead if he had continued working and in-

vested his money in a certificate of deposit.-

The same-theory is used to determine present value from any point in the

future. For example, how would our investor determine the present value of $100

four years from now? The present value of $100 received four years from now is

'$100 divided by 1.10 to the fourth power (1,4641) which works out to about

$68.30.
ip

The following is an example of how discounting works in making an invests

='rent decision and why present values-are necessary.

Joe Jones has $10,000 which he can invest in a savings account that earns

10 percent interest a year. He could also buy intb,a new company -with antici-

pated net reve es of 0 the first,two years, $1,500 the third year, $2,000

r\the next two Yea ,
$2,500 the sixth, seventh, and eighth years, and $4,000

thee following two Years. Profit becomes negligibielpast that point.

At first 6-11anej, by adding up the profits, it would appear that Mr. Jones

would receive $21,000,return on his $10,000 investment, which would be greater

than the return from the savings account. But the $4,000 he earns in 10 years

i', not worth as much to him as it would be if he-could invest it now. By

e',Iimating the prownt value of those, net revenues, he can decide if he should

invest his money in the new business.
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The discount rate .used isthe best interest avail le n a'guaranteed in-
vestment, .which for MrA Jones is 10 percent. 7he present. value of the net gains

. is $10,834, which is only slightly greater than his initial investment of $11.0,000_
.and sIgn/ricantlp less than he could earn by putting his money in a savingipac-
count. Part of- the reason for this is the low returns early in the life c5f the
Inv tment. Jiad he earned $4,000 after the first second yea of operation,
h resul.ts would have been significantly different.

The concept of present value is important because human capital- benefits
_accrue over a lifetime, It is necessary to know the present value of increased
earnings due to education during a person's entire productive LifetiMe. 'I

It would seem to be a lo; easier to just,add all earnings differentials
instead of going through the complicated discounting procedures. That sum,
however, would not mean.,very much to the student pinking about making an in
vestment in education or a goverhment trying td-assess costs and benefits: .lust

as apples and oranges jannot be added together, dollars from different year
cannot be added together without distorting the rtsults and overestimating true
values.

What are the colts of hunt 6 n ca ital inves ents in education?

The costs of education can be divided into two categories First, there are
the direct costs of salaries, -supplies, buildings, and student tuition and fees.
Then there are indirect or opportunity costs that take the form of foregone stu-
dent income or foregone tax revenues.

Many researchers feel that foregone income-is the primary cost of direct
and indirect expenditures in education: This is the income that d student
could have earned if he worked full -time rather than attend school. From society
point of view, foregone income reflects output that is not being produced because
a potential labor source has been withdrawn from the labor market.

It is true that the foregone earnings cost is not out-of-pocket, but it
does impose a financial sacrifice, particularly on low, income families. Illus-
tration 2 indicates how the inclusion of foregone earnings shifts the major
burden of financing education.fromcthe public to the individual and his family.

- Wha he benefits of human ca investment in education?
-

On,the plus side of the question is the increased oductivity that comes
as a result of education. The mainimeasure of this pro ctivity is th igher
earnings students 'get because they attended coPege. This study was I rested
in the difference in earnings between high school graduates and _those with some
college education. Students can also receive benefFts in the form of financial
aid or scholarships While they aeet\in so ool.. Society as a Whole benefits from
the increased protluctivity as well as thf greater tax rev- ues from the increased
wages.
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FLLUSTRATION

RYLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGES

IMPACTS OF FOREGONE --EARNINGS-

Rivedues FY 1377

Fecleral-cove rnthent

and Other
14%

Tuition
and.Fees

8%

Federal and Other
4%

Students'

Foregone Earnings
69%

State
Government

10%

Local
Government

Direct and Indi Expenditures
including Foregt Earnings



When looking at private human capital invesents, only ctors affect in

the individual are,Pconsidered. On thecost side ,are tuition d fees,..b k

and supplies, and foregone earnings. Un the benefit sidle are finaKcial aid

and the present value of earning differedtials. This is the same information
that a student probably uses in making 4is decisions about whether or not he
wants to 'go to.collge, where he wants to go =and what will be.his future

benefits,: i6edoes not consider other none.040mic factors which may for-some

peovie'be mode ithporrtant than the economiones.
kn,

The social human capital'model takes inlo account afl COEtS and benefits

to society as an edonomic entity% To the student costs are added the public

costs of subsidies to higher education. For Maryland community colleges the
largest portions are contributions from the State and local governments. T

final figures reflect" the value of the increased productivity on society as a

whole.

What do the numbers-Mean? 7

There are two ways of calculating human -capital investthents. One lsto
simply estimate the present value of all the costs and compare with the

present value of all the benefits. This results-id a. dollar amount that can be

compared with other investments: Much depends on the discount rate selected
since a high'ratrwillyield lower returns than a low rate-. This is illustrated
by going back to the example of the investor who was computing present values
of $100. The present value of $100 a year from now at a 10 percent discou'rit

rate is $90.91. If a 5. percent discount.--rate is used, the value would be
.$99.24- For investments that stretch out for long periods of timei such as
education, 'this' ten have-a huge impact.

Another-way of looking at human capital investment is by computing the
"internal rate of return." -Instead,of the discount rate being selected-because
of present market conditions or common assumptions, the discount Irate is com-

puted. 'id the first method, that amount.becomes 0 and the unknown in th(

equation is the discount rate. This is used more often because it allows
comparison-with those investments which'have a guaranteed rate of return. For\

example, this study estimates that a woman who is unemployed and attending a
community college full-time can expect a 5 percent return on her investment

in education. MAI-lough she probably could get a better return If she worked

and invested the oney spent on tuition, fees, books, and supplies, she May
feel thet.the noneconomic benefitspbm6ined wittthe expected economic benefits

make higher education worth her time and expendi,tures..



SUMMARY OF HUMAN CAPITAL IMPACT

Much more mono` and c le +e studen

Orr the average, a student will n between $4,346 and $17,345 more, de-

pendiflg OR the assumpLiOns made and t e discount rate selected. In computing

th e a unts, costs include: the amount-the student spends for tuition and fees,

bo ks an !supplies, and foregone ear ngs. Benefits are the difference in earn-

ings between a high school graduate and a person with less than three years' of

-higher education. The first number is a more conservative estimate that was
-computed with a 10 percent discount rate. The second used more liberal lissump-

tions, including a 5 peRcent discount rate, a 3,5 percent growth rate adjustment,

and an ability facyor of 15 pprcept as opposed to 25 percent. . ,

How much more money_in present dollars will' be earned by Maryland communitT

colle e students enrolled in college in the Fall 1976 semester because of the
he State of Mar land, the local jurisdictions and the

udents themselves

The sod'ial human-capital model Which takes into account' all costs and bene-

fitO to society as an economic entity, is used to answer this cidestion.- The .

prdipsent value of the increased earnings from community college:- students attend-

ing schools during the 1976 Fall semester is between $236.7 miltion and.$1,290.7

million depending on the asSumptionS made andthe::discount rate used To cal-

culate thesefigures,- the social returns for individuals had to be computed.

The average social returns accrued by each student including full-,and,part-time.-

students, rangO from $3,078 to 16,008' depending on ;the assumption-s. This amount

was then multiplied by the total number of students attending a Maryland community

College during the 1976 Fall semester.

hat is the .resent value of he additional State and local.tax revenues

enerated from the increased earnings?

.

The present value of the additional taxes the State and local governments

will collect on the increased earnings of community college. students is. between.

$252 million and -$77.6 million dependjng on the assumptions made and the dis-

count.rate used The cost side of the equation was primarily the amount of
foregone taxes the- State and local jurisdictions did not receive for those

students who were either unemployed or employed part-time. The tax differentials

which made up the-- benefits were calculated by multiplyinging the earning differen-

tials by 5.6 percent, which is an estimate of the avere fraction of personal

income paid in Stateand local taxes, exclusive of the p operty ta

How much money ditlMarylandand the local urisdietiOns_i .est7

The total contribution from State and local sources in FY -1977 was $68,316,884

for credit enrollment,. including restricted and unrestricted funds. A little over

-$55 million was spent for operating or unrestricted expenditures for redit en-

rollment.



What was internal-rate of. return

n FY 1977?
7_

land communit colle e students

The average community college student who attended college di ding 1976

.Fall semester will receive almost a 27 percent.return on his or her investment

in higher education during a lifetime. The percentage§ are widely varied ac-.

cording to the status of the Stulients, wheVer,they were full- off-pgrt-time,

e ployed or unemployed, male or female. The internal rZtes of return range-

m 3.6 percent for part-time female students who were unemployed while in
llege to more than 100 percent for full-fiMe male students who were employed

611-time while in college. Two major reasons for the disparities in the rates
of return were the foregone earnings of the unemployed students, acid the ten-
dency for women to drop Outof the labor force during ,some part of their careers.

Women who do not interrupt -their work career can erect returns similar to

those of men,

What was the internal rate of return or the social investment made b the ublic

and he)students in FY 1977?
--IF

The average' rate of return for the social investment in a dividual is .

almost 15:perzent for. Fall 1976 students. The same method us d to determine the

present value of the totarsocial investment was used,to calculate the social

return. First,1 the individual social rate:Of return was computed from which ,the

systemwide average was determined, The social rues of return for the different
;kinds of students ranged from 2:4 percent for part-time female students who were

unemployed while in calldge to 45.8 percent for full-time male students who were

employed full-time while in. college.



PART II: HUMAN CAPITAL INVESTM N1

CHAPTER 2

Studies of humari capital investment irivhigher education have, for the most
par_ dealt only with the economic costs and benefits. Calculation of rates of

turn on an investment in education, however, f4il to .include both external
enefits accruing to,society at large and nonpecuniary benefits accruing to the

individual Although the omitted items are difficult to measure, they may take
on more significance in the future. For example, higher education appears to
make important contributions to the quality of-citizen and commufity responsi-
bility, and provideaccess to a range of options and opportunities that might
otherwise be closed off to certain people. In addition, increased education may
narrow the gulf in understanding between people of different backgrounds. An-

_orther important benefit can, also be thetreduced transfer payments for welfare,
4pemployment.compehsation and "related programs which go heavily .to the less edu-
cated. k ...

The distinctive characteristic of human capital is that it is a part of man,
and it is a.sourceof futve satisfactions, r of future earnings, cir-both.-
Human capital= can be acquil.red only by love _ing-An oneself; it- cannot bebought
in a market place The concept of human c_piteVinvestment in education was re-
-cently addressed in a Colorado courtroom. a divorce case, a district court
determined that the wife had contributed -7 44rcent of the couple's financial
-support while, they were-married. The judge- ruled that she was.entitled to joint
ownership of her husband's master's degree in business. administration .which he
had earned during the marriage. BaSed on an estimate of the man's increased
earning potential, the -trial court awarded the woman ,some $33,000 to be paid in
hist-Ailments of $100 per month. The Coloritio,...SUpreme Court reversed the deci-
sion.by a A to 3 vote saying that an educationaldegret As not encoMpasSed by

conceptoncept of "property." The three disSentini06dges-,-,howei0, declared- that
the woman's ,earnings during the marriage had:notonly provided her husband's
support, but-also had been "invested" in his edUCat.ion to enable him to have the
time and funds necessary- to obtain his education. [19]

If higher,education is to be considered an investment, there should be some
way the investors, individuals and the public.at Large, can gauge its effective-
ness. This is what the human capital models try to do. They do not take into
account all the benefits to society or the individual, but ler dolthey mea-
sure'all the costs, such as the support of the woman mentioi above.

The actual calculation of the value of human capital on the surface is very
straightforward. All the costs are subtracted from all the benefits. However,
it bec.omes more complex when present value must be considered and the actual
costs.and benefits are listed. What are all the costs? Which benefits should
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be included? This study also d Als only with community college education as

compared to the majority of the studies which deal with the traditional foul--

year students. The following pages will-explain the rationale behind the num-

bers in Part II, Chapter 1. The remainder is divided, into three main sectors:

Private Investment Social Investment, and Added Taxes.

PRIVATE INVESTMENT

The private human capital investmdht models compare only those costs and'

benefits whiCh accrue to the individutl Costs borne in the public sector for

subsidies for institutions orfinanciN aid fOr students are omitted. Most

studies have found that individuals do very well from an economic point of vie

from their investments in higher education. Recent studies "make it appear ,

highly probable that the rate of return for iklividuals who did complete two-

year programs was actually higher than the rate of return for four-year gradu-

ates." [33]

The cost Slde,of the-Ou'atibn will be discussed first followed by an ex-
planation of how'benefits 4re calculated. The numbers will then be used to

estimate both thepresent.yalue and the internal rates of return of community

-college education.'

What are the costs of hi her education?
4

The first cost that comes'to mind when an individual is trying to,decide

whether or not to go to colleges is the amount of tuifion and' fees different

kinds of colleges charge. One of the major advantageS of Maryland community

colleges is their low cost. The State Board for Higher Education estimates that

the average yearly tuition and required fees for full-time, in-State community

college students is $430 at public two-year colleges in Maryland. [27] This

takes into account all the tuition rates and fee schedules of the seventeen in-

stieutions. (The.same figure for public four-year colleges in. Maryland was $767,

and for comprehensive public universities, $774.)

Most studies in this field have been concerned only with the full.- ime stu-

dent. Because of the nature of community colleges and the recent trend toward

increasing numbers of part-time students, his eliminates'an important segment

of the Community college population--in Maryland's case'more than BO percent of

the student body in FY 1977. One way to allow for this is tp use full-time

equivalent (FTE) figures, but this ignores important differences in full- and

part -time- students especially when foregone earnings are added to the costs.

For this reason, this study treats the part-time population differently from the)
full-time population. The average yearly tuition and fees for part-time students

is estimated to be half the full-time rate, or $215.

Booka and Supplier;

Another related cost to students is books and supplies. Different studies

have used estimates ranging from $50 to $400' per year. A widely quoted study -.

by Hansen and Weisbrod estimated the cost for books and supplies to be about

$150 in 1965. [15] This study estimated that about $25 is spent per three-hour
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cmurse to total $300 fdr full -time students, and $L50.fo paT imettudents,

Credit I/eurn. Taken

-------

-The next problem is to gauge the length of time community college students
Ck6in Maryland a end school. The low percentage of graduates ascompared to the

total student R. ulation indicates manyNstudents may not attend college'for two
years. The State Board for Community Colleges Student Follow-Up Study: First-
Time Stuaents Pail 1972 [37] shows that the mean credit hours earned by the
average student was 33.2, down from 34.0 the previous year. This indicates that
the average full-time student attends about one year, while average part-tiMe
students attend two or more years, Based on this estimate; the amounts for
tuition and lees, books and supplies appear only in t e' initial year of the cost\Np
sAream ,for full time students, but in the first and se and years for part-time
students. These assumptions May cause an overstatement r understatement of
returns on educational investments, but using Follow-Up figures is probably more
defensible thadivssurging all students complete f 0 credit hours.

Room and Board

Costs for room and board are not included for several reasans. First of
all, even if students do not opt to attend community college, room and board
costs would still, be incurred. There is no reason to believe that room and board
costs of students are any higher than. for anyone else,/and therefore these costs
are not really related to the college investment. Secondly, none of the seven-
teen community Colleges in Maryland provide dormitory facilities. Therefore,
there is not an artificial infldtion of room and board charges that might occur
in a resident institution.

Transportation

A real cost for students, especially because they are commuters, is trans-.

portation and travel time. These costs were not included because of Ahe diffi-
culty of making accurate estimates. It is impossible to gauge on a systemwide
basis,distance traveled; cost per mile; and whether or not public transportation
was used. Most studies on the value of travel time provide contradicting guide-
lines as to the value of that time. The omission of these costs probably causes
an inflation of the final results.

Foregone Earmnge

The primary cost to students is the opportunity cost of foregone earnings.
This is the income that a-student could have earned if he or she worked full-time
rather than attend school. The illustration on page 52 illustrates. how the in-
clusion of foregone earnings shifts the major burden of financing education from
the public to the.jndividual and his family.

Foregone earnings are often a neglected cost of investment in human capital,
but they should be treated as indirect outlays. This includes the difference
between what could have been earned and what actually is earned. The amount
foregone depends-on the number of hour.S-pent for college activities and at work,
and varies with the person's age, sex, and educational level.



Some have suggested that it should not be included because the foregon%

income of houswives or voluntary workers is not included in the benefit side

of the equation. Most economists in this field (Becker, Hansen 'Ind Weisbrod,

A and Schultz, among others) feel that earnings foregone by students Woke up well

over half of the real costs of human capiCal formation in higher educatioh.

[3, 15', 34] Foregone earnings may be just as important as lack of.information

and motivation in explaining why low-income high school graduates do not attend

college.

Once,the decision has been made-T6 include foregone earnings, the next step

is to estimate their value. The.Student Follow -tip Study [37] was used to esti-

mate the amounts for both unemployed and part-time employed students. A break-

down program was used to find mean earnings by sex and by whether the student

was employed full- or part-time. The major drawback to using this data is that

the earnings reported were not earnings made while the students were in college.

Instead, the figures show how much students made upon leaving the college for

those students who were employed during college. This may overestimate the

amount of foregone ear ings because a-high school graduate in tIe same job might

have not earned as mu as the employee attending college. However, the follow-

up data is probably t most accurate information available.

There is one other drawback in assigning all students who were unemployed

during college the cost or foregone earnings because it does, not allow for the

students who a.re enrolled for self-enrichment or other noneconomic reasons.

However, the use of labor force participation rates alleviates much of the prob-

lem. The amount of fore one ea s by sex and employment status is shown in

Table 3.

The age of students is important for several reasons. First of all,_it is

necessary for determining the starting point of the cost-benefit stream. In the

section on benefits, the effects of age on earning differentials will be dis-

cussed more fully. Secondly, a person's age is an indicator of how likely he

or she will participate in the labor force. The meOian age of credit students

by sex and student status for the Fall of One is determined from-HEGIS data

supplied by the State Board for Higher Education. (See Table 4.)

Labor Fork p,tiolpa n Hat00

The use of labor force participation rates is important in the consideration

of both foregone income and future earnings. If a person attends college because

he cannot find a job, then he is not foregoing any earnings. For example, when

the country was in a serious recession in 1975, enrollment in colleges and.uni-

versities was far above all expectations for the Fall term. To adjust for this

factor, the Amount of foregone earnings is multiplied by the labor force parti-

ciparion rate as projected by 'the Maryland[State Planning Department for 1976.

[30] (See Table 5.)

Both the age and s,ex of 'a person is an important indicat r o1 tItc 1 ikeli-

hood he or she will be in the lahOr force. For example, the median of



TABLE

MARYLAND COMMUNJ COLLWES

PRIVATE COST FACTORS

student Status

Foregone Earnings ears
kin'

Colle e
Ylnancia
v Aid

Tuition
and

-,fees,

. Books
and

S 01,1 esEmployed
-Full-time

Employed
Part -time n-m lo ed

le

?art-time 27 Cs $3,526 $7,781 2 0 $215 $150

Full-time 20 . 3,526 7,781 1 $250 413. 300

Female

Part 1me 28 94_ . 0- 215 - '150
_ 4

Full -time 20 0 3,394 7,014 1 250 430 300
,--

Sources: State Board for Higher Education, Maryland con unity Colleges Student Follow -Up

Study; First-rime Students Fall 1.972, Third Annual Desegregation Status Report for 1'e blia"

Postsecondary Education in Maryland.
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LABOR FORCE PARTICIPATION RATES1
IN MARYLAND

Age Grou

Sex

in ale Female

20-24 82.9
qw

47.1

25-34 94,7 36.0

35-44 94.8 46.8

93.6 53.5

64 83.8 38.0

Estimates for 1976.

Source: Maryland State Planning Department, rho La

:J M,zryi,ana'.. Pro,ii!3t1mw -4Jiacconomic Chamlotorie

to 1980 Maryland State Planning Department, 1970).
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full-time males is 20, while the median for part-time males is 27. In Maryland,
82.9 percent of men aged 20 to 24 are in the labor force, as compasred to 94.7
percent of those aged 25 to 34. For full-time students, the amount of foregone
earnings for those employed part -time nr who are unemployedvwould be multiplied
by 82.9 percent, while the amount of foregone earnings for part-time students
would be multiplied by 94,7 percent.

u;r1

To summarize, the costs include the annual tuition and fee, the average
costs of books and supplies, and the amount of foregone earnings for students
who are-employed part-time or who are unemployed. -Fif1-4-time students attend

school about one year, while part-time students go an average of twO,years.
Therefore, the cost stream for full-time students is terminated after the first
year, while the cost stream for part-time students ends after. the second year.

What th benefitsthe

Une benefit in ividuals that accrues while they are in college is in the

form if financial aid. If the student were not in college, the aid would not be
"earned Therefore, average aid payment to community college students in
FY 1977 can be subtracted from the cost stream,

Must of the .aid payments, both fhom the 'State and federal governments, go
to fll=timo students. At the time of this study, the methods for allocating
aid were not sCt up for part-time students --,r1 though they represent a growing

proportion of the total student population in 11 segments. For this reason,

financial 31d benefits are included only for fu -time student.,

Th, total amour) )1- financial aid is computed for each col loge Iron the

which includes Federal' Basic and Suppfe-
.

Intsnt,r1 Lducotional,Upportunity Grants and state scholarships and grants for

community college c,tudent, LAI Federal or State loan monies ore omiitoif from

the computations, The amount of aid is then divijiled by the number or rull-vime

-,,tudenl enrolled in Maryland community col loges in the Fall 1976 -,eme-,ter tint

mcirc of th Ivorooe grant per student. Table 3.)
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'than any of the preceding censuses. Age by income distributiOns are available
for high school and college graduates and also for individuals completing one
and two years of college (combined), Minor adjustments were made using the

Consumer Price Index (CPI) to update the data to FY 1977, although the actual

differentials were not significantly affected.

The main drawback to using Census data is that it reports income rfither

than earnings. Earnings figures theoretically are preferable, but earnings
data from the Census is ,not broken down in sufficient'detail, nor is it avail-

able from any other kn,own source. Use of income rather than earnings could

result in a significant over-statemerit of returns if income differentials- be-

tween educational categories are much larger than the corresponding earnings -

differentials.

HoWever, studies have shown that the Census tend!1,.to under-report all types
of income with the bias bey-fgriTtfater for property income as opposed to wages

omd salaries. One study conc-ludes that aggregate earnings are about equal to

the total incomes reported by the Census and the under-reporting of earnings
just about offsets the inclusion of property and other "unearned" income. At

the aggregate level, then, Census incomes can be used to measure true earnings.

Although property income would be a larger percentage of total incomtis at

higher age and education levels, the under-reporting of earnings pr6bably also

rises with age and education. Therefore, the unadjusted data may not greatly

overestimate earning differentials between different levels.

The problem with obtaining income data broken down by age and education

level is the main reason analysis college-by-college is not attempted in this

study. By using aggregate data for Maryland, a .fairly good picture of the

returns for a Maryland community college student can be drawn. ;,,Another factor

that made a -State study more feasible is the tendency of studeto migrate
frbm the area. . Fron lrr individual's point of view, the investpent con be taken

wherever he goes. From the public's point of view, the social. irtyestmenC is

io t if ,1 person lev, the area. Migration trendsTndicate a.Per,s041 is more

likelj/ to remain in the State even if he leaves a county or ra047,4,c4 the State.

Therefore, over u long period or time the State as a whole will:4001)(6re the
benefits of greater productivity from a larger proportion of tbci nding

community college.
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in their 30's and 40's make more than 20-year-olds just entering the labor force.

This is due not only to experience,but also to salary increases pegged to length

of time worked.

The average part-time student 14-10 enters college when he is 27 (or 28 for

women), will probably make more upon leaving college than the average full-time

-tstudent who is' abcut 20 years old. This is because the older student is com-
opensated for the experience gained before entering college. The olc4er student,

then, receive- higher returns earlier in the bfnefit stream than the younger

student. This is important when using present-value because those higher returns

are less affected by the discount rate. Earning $2,000 more a year now is more

significant than making $2,0P0,more ten years from now: Even though the older

Students have a shorter berOTt stream--in.this case leven or eight years--the

present value of their earni4Mifferentials maY.octually be higher than younger
'--- :students who work longer.

The equation would-appear no o be complete:. The .costs have been enumerated,

the differentials determined, and the time span described. However, other factors

which affect the rate of,return must still be taken into account,-such as income

growth, ability, unemployment, and the selectiqn ©f a discount rate.

',4;101,71471

The estimation of an educational rate of return begins with a cross-section

distribution of 'income differentials by age. The rate of return can ,,be calcu

lated directly Wom this distribution, or the differentials can be adjusted by

qapplying a growth')./_ c that captures anticipated inflation or productivity in-

creases. Studies lhive shown that the use of income averages by age based on

the cross-section surveys produce lower values than would be obtained by using

nverage based on successive censuses. [31] This indicates- that some allowance

for growth rates are probably in order.

urn are compared either implicitly or explicitly wltfl rates

trom alternative investments. If these investments do not include inflation or

productivity increases, then the educational rate should be calculated from the

raw data. However, this is highly unlikely. Market interest and profit esti-

mate do fnclude these two factors, and these are the most likely investments that

invite cOmparison. In toil', study, both raw data and data adjusted for income

growth are tr,ed.
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Abfli /41,just

Variables other than educational attainment can affect the differentials

in average earnings. The income differences between educational categories,

for example, are likely to overstate the effect which education has on income

since those with more income are likely to have greater ability. The%extent

of the effect of ability is difficult to determine, though many have tried.

Some argue that it is extensive, while others feel that too much importance

has_ been attributed to it in human capital research. There is also some ques-

tion if the conventional tests of ability reliably measure the talents required

to succeed in the economic world.

Most research aq however, that ability does determine some degree

of a person's succ ss. The person with higher ability is not only likely to

make more money th n his peers, but also is more likely to pursue higher edu-

cation. To account for ability differentials, the income differentials between

all education c- gories are. reduced by both 15 and 25 percent. Because these

adju-stments e made for the initial as well as later years, the adjustments

should ure the noneducation elements which affect income differentials.

-loyment Ratao

Not everyone who attends :community college will be employed. ,According

to Maryland statistics, the employment rate varies with a person's age and sex.

(See Table 5.) To allow for those students who do not enter the work force for

any reason, the differentials are.multiplied by the labor force participation

rate by age group. There also was no attempt to identify those students who

transferred to a senior institution. The income data indicate that they would

probably make more by further investing in themselves, but this study is only

interested in the additional income the average student could expect from com-

munity college education.

Despite charil3es in attltudes'-and levels of acceptance, women continue to

have low participation rates as compared to men. This is probably why most

studies in human capital have looked only at malestiudents, making only broad

generalizations about female students. This may als
10 explain the reason eco-

nomic benefits are couched primarily in terms of increased earnin- and why a

measurement-or the economic value of a woman's contribution outsid -he trndi=

tional work force has yet to be developed.

This omisslon may be shortsighted, however. According to an article in the

January 9, 1978 women accounted for 93 percent of enrollment gain in

1971, and actually outnumberpd men among 18- and 19-year-olds on 'campt.:,. [231

It i important that future studies of human Gapital investment include women.

sliest that some - , 1 1 1 1 a r e 1 ikely to drop taut o f the Libtsr I it_

l {rr port of their Larcct, theft. no concrete evidenLe'tliat -domn
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The results for women in this study estimate the return the average woman
can expect it she participates in the labor force an average amount of time.
The woman whose career is uninterrupted, however, can probably expect a return
that more closely represents that of a male student. If more women stay in
the labor force than the statistics now show, the average returns will be higher
than those reported below. At this time it is difficult to predict if the
20=year-old woman today is more likely to be employed when she is 35 than the

-Naverage 35-year-old today.

By multiplying the earnings differentials by labor force part.)cpation
rates, the rates of return may have been understated for both men and women.
For example, statistics have consistently shown over time that college-trained
people are less likely to be on unemployed and welfare rolls than those with
less education. The U. S. Bureau of Labor Statistics admits that information
on jph placement of community and,junior college students has been scarce.
However, since community colleges are usually local and draw both students and
financial support from a very sHbll area, the Bureau has found that the college
programs are designed to fit the community. [42] Therefore, career programs
tend to be formulated around manpower requirements of the local area and as a
result, students generally have little difficulty in job placement.

There has been a change in demand for college-trained personnel that can-
not be ignored. The demand Lor well-educated persons began in the 1930's be-
cause of a shift in government and business toward complicated hardware and
systematic research. However, this demand has slackened in some areas as the mar-
ket was saturated by too many college graduates, resulting in falling salaries
and scarce job opportunities. The emphasis of community colleges on career pro-
grams and their close cooperation with community businesses and manufacturers
indesigning ntw j5rograms,has made job hunting less a burden for their students.
Some researchers are even speculating that rates of return for community college'
student-. will soon exceed, if they do not do so already, those for graduates of
four=year colleges.

In .addi t ion, although the value of education as it relate; to work ha. , been

questioned, its value for employment is more apparent. The more educated person
in the job market still ,seems to receive preferential treatrinnt from employers.
Whether this is justified is irrelevant if the market place responds in this

mariner -

Himkb_bl the Lommumity liege student is better able lo get a lob Hd

Aro Lo he in the 1,1hOr Force Lhall thy average work, then the rat/ (0

return will be liiigher than indicated in this study. However,
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control over the expenditure. However, when an applicant applies for a job,
he is not told tie salary is $7,500 if indeed it is $10,000 even though he
will pay about 25 percent of his income in direct and indirect taxes. The
present value of taxes the State and local governments can expect from the
increased earnings of students will be discussed later.

Dit!ount

Once the benefits have been determined and all factors taken into account,
the present value or the internal rate of return is ready to be calculated.
In determining the internal rate of return, the main concern is finding a dis-
count rate which makes the earning differentials equal to the costs incurred
in obtaining an education. It should be remembered that these estimates are
essentially averages and not marginal rates of return; they do not answer the
question of whether more or less should be invested in education. In the
equations below, the present value (PV) would be assigned a value of zero, and
the 'problem solved for (i). Mathematically this is very cumbersome, but the
computer can calculate it in a matter of seconds.

In determining the acutal present value of additional earnings, a discount
rate, or (i), is selected according to prevailing market conditions. There is
much disagreement on precisely what discount rate is most appropriate for cal-
culating present values. Some advocate using discount rates as low as 2 or 3
percent, while others argue for 10 percent or more. The standard rate for
evaluating public investments is at least 5 percent. In this study, both a
5 percent and 10 percent discount rate are used. The selection of the 5 percent
rate makes comparison with similar studies easier, and many would argue that
it is the most reliable based on historical data. However, with today's infla-
tion and the high interest returns available for long -term investments in the
money market, 5 perCent, seems somewhat low, while 10 percent seems to better
reflect actual conditions. The answer may actually ltsomewhere in between.
In determining the present value from the equations belb)4, .05 or .1 is

tuted for (i) and the equation solved for PV. Again, the computer .simplified

this task.

Private investment ecpations:

-11F-D5-e(FG) FG)

(I+ 4=7)
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e = Labor force participation rate (employment ra

FG = Foregone earnings
FA = Financial aid

= Interest rate
a = Ability adjustment factor

ED = Earning differential between high school graduate and pqrson
with less than three years of college

PV = Present value of community college investment

What are the rivate returns for investments in communal college education(

Several factors play major roles in determining the returns of an invest-

ment in community college education. First of all, whether or notA person is
employed while he goes to school makes a significant difference in the present
value of his return and on the internal rate of return. The fact that Maryland
women tend to participate less in the labor force also is a significant factor.

The other variable which plays an important role in the return rate is the low

tuition and fees charged by Maryland community colleges,

Because the values for all the factors had such a wide range, the popula-

tion was divided into subgroups and variables adjusted according to different

assumptions. (See equations.) First of all, students were divided by sex, by
whethr they attended college full- or pant-time, and by whether they were un-
employed or employed full- or part-time while they were in school: The numbers

for tuition and fees, books and supplies, financial aid, employment rates, and
foregone earnings from Table 3 were substituted in the equatf0, the discount
rate used to calculate present values was set at either 5 or 10 percent, and
the ability adjustment factor was set at l5 or 25 percent. The earning dif-
ferentials were either the raw differences found in the Census between high school
graduates and those with less than three years of college, or the differences ad-

justed by a 3.5 percent growth factor.

Table b shows the results if different assumptions are made. Column 1

contains the most aonservative estimate. For example, the present value Ta the .

return on the investment of an average community college student enrolled in the

Fall of 1976 is $6,346. This was calculated by subtracting the present value of

the costs from the present valUe of the benefits, using no adjustment for growth;

a 25 percilrit ability factor, and a 10 ,percent discount rate. At the other end

of the table in the last column is the most liberal estimate. The estimate of
S17,345 is also the difference of the present value of the costs and benefits

but as calculated with a3.5 percent growth adjustment, a 15 percent ability

factor, and a 5 percent discount rate.

In addition, the table shores which assumption made the greatest impact on

the results. The hione',I break cues hetr!en column 6 and column 5 when the

di,,count rate is shifted fiom 10 to 5 percent. The next Factor having the most

i4act ti-u adjustment ,r Ahe ability Cactor. The difference between [hi:, 15

percent and 25 percient provides a rough 1,-(ure of what the resnit,, would

have h( rt if n ahilit r hod he n uwd.

what it,n I til,' fit. j ter flit` t_,r',t t 311',1)(1( t 11).

t l _` It' 1 1
)1-1 I. I 1111,i al I tEjc 1,, NI 1,,t1r-t)



MARYLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGES

HUMAN CAPITAL

PRESENT VALUES OF PRIVATE INVESTMENTS IN COMMUNITY COLLEGE EDUCATION

Column)

Averpe student

Mal .

4,346

15,335

9,540

2,547

11,224

8,567

5,361

Part-time s'iudent

ployed full-time

Employed part-time

Unemployed

Full-time student

Employed full-tine

Employed part-time

Unemployed

Female

Fart-time student

Employed full-time 1,203

Emplovec part-time =916

Un6mployed -3,179

Full-time student

Employed full-time 1,308

Employed part-time -144

Unemployed -1 694

Column 2 Column 3 Column 4

$5,3

17;447

11,652

4,660

12,770

10,113

6,906

1,449

=670

=2,851

1,543

91

=1,459

4,634

15,890

10,095

3,102

11,632

8,974

5,768

1,336

-783

-3,046

1,376

-76

-1,626

$ 5,69,1

1

091

296

303

13,239

10,582

7,375,

1,597

-522

-2,785

1,617

164

-1,386

Column 5

$13,855

34,837

28,628

21,137

29,247

26,464

23,105

3,429

1,159

-1,266

3,473

1,952

328

Column 6

$16,601

39,537

33,328

25,837

33,182

30,398

27,039

3,980

1,710

-715

4,001

2,479

856

=
Column 7 Column 8

$14,892

36;064

29,855

22,363

30,277

27,493

24,134

3,656

1,385

-1,039

3,624

2,102

478

$176,345

40,960

34,751

27,260

34,372

31,588

28,229

4,231

1,960

-464

4,165

2,643

1,019

ColuFn I
Farnintl differentials not adiusted for growth ability factor, 25 percent; discount rate, 10 percent.

Column 2 Erflh (Werontirils not adiusf..ed for growth; ability factor, 15 percent; discount rate, 10 percent.

CoLI-n Coronu difRrenti,II$ adju5ted for 3,5 percent grovith; ability factor, 25 percent; discount rate, 10 percent.

Coon 4 Earning di',ferontia's adjT:md or 3.5 percent growth; ability factor, 15 percent; discount rate, 10 percent.

Colo-in 5 Earning dif!:,..2(ati,91s not adjuste!d For growth; ability
factor, 25 percent; discount rate, 5 percent:

Colum; EdrflihrJ '1.,1 1u,ki.d for growth; ability factor, 15 percent; discount rate, 5 percent:

Coiur[rn 7 Earlin d&erentiik odjuIJA for 3,5 percent growth; ability factor,25 percent; discount rate, 5 percent:

Colun 1 Lirrinc,
for 3.5 percent growth, ability factor, 15 percent; discount rate, 5 percent,
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time not only while he is in class, but also while he prepares for class.
However, the consumptive beriefits of college are not added in the eqUations
either. Some students may value their college investment for the learning
experience itself: The difficulty of measuring the costs of foregone leisure
or the benefits of consumption was the major reason for their exclusion. There
is also some indication they may balance out each other. The costs of trans-
portation, however,-are real costs to students which should be considered when
reviewing the results in Table 6.

The results also are a'reflection of current employment estimates. Be-

cause of the increased enrollment of women in-higher education and the national
trend toward increased participation of women in the labor force, the results
in Table 6 for women may, be significantly underestimated. However,. social
trends are difficult to gauge, and the use of actual data seems, more defensible
than the use of estimates. Women who do not drop out of the labor force can
expect a rate of return -similar to that of men.

What was the internal rate of return ar land commu it college studen

The same equations used to find the present value of the difference between
individual costs and benefitsare used to determine the internal rates of return'
for the different categories of students. (See equations.) InstLad of selecting
a discount rate, such as 5 or 10 percent, a discount rate is computed by giving
"PV" a value of zero and solving the equations for "i."

Using this process, it is estimated that the average community college stu-
dent in Maryland can expect a 26.85 percent return of his or her investment.'
Table 7 illustrates returns computed for different:, categories of students based
on the conservative ass1.10ptions of no grOwth adjustment, a 25 percent ability
factor, and a 10 percent Uiscount rate.

The same limitations that applied topresent value results are applicable
to the estimates of internal rates of retAn. The rates for women may seem
higher than might be expectkd from the present value results, but this i due

to the lower opportunity costs to women for foregone earnings.

Compared with h alternative long-term investments av'ailable in the money
today, community college education appears to be a sound iilves'tmen

[NVE,'TMIOT

The social economic gain from education, the gain to society as opposed to
individuals, differs from the private gain in costs and benefits. Social rates
of return ottenpt measure all costs of education to'society as well In

benefits of increased productiviAy resulting from additional education. Tht!

cost,-, include not only the amount the student `spends for tuition, fee,,,

supplies, and forouontzrnings, but also the public payment of _tntis,iHt The
benefit,, of incrervaid productivity are me cured by increaSed earninns. Ihi
as sum that eornina-, reflect ,in employee' output which is At this, ti it Ow
bt,,t in,liccit it



TABLE 7

MARYLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGES

' HUMAN CAPITAL
INTERNAL RATES OF RETURN
FOR PRIVATE INVESTMENTS

Internal Rate
of Return

Average student 26.85%

77.5
18.7

11.3

108.5
23'6 --

14.9

Part-time student
Employed full-time
Employed part-time
Unemployed

Pull -time student
Employed full-time
Employed part-time
Unemployed

Female
Part -time student

Employed full -time 21.4
Employed part-time 7.2

Unemployed 3.6

Full-time student
Employed futl-time 31.1

Employed part-time 9.2
Unem-1- ed 5.4



The results in this study provide only a limited assessment or the social

rate of return. They were derived by adding to private costs subsidies paid

by the State of Maryland and the local jurisdictions, including restricted and

unrestricted funds. Costs such as depreciation on capital wirre not included.

The benefits to society at large not captured in increased earnings also have

not been incorporated into the equations. Some argue that the value to society

of an educated populace is far more significant than the earnings differentials

indicate.

The people of Maryland are designated os the "society" who make the social

investment and receive the benefits. Only a small percentage of students at-

tending Maryland community colleges come from out-of-state, and community col-

lege students have a greater tendency to remain in-State than students attending

four-year colleges or universities. The Student FolT6w-Up Study: Firot-T7me

Studon`;0 Fail 107,'? showed that 93 percent of students surveyed in 1976 were

employed in Maryland or Washington, O. C. [37] Maryland community colleges

also receive their main support from theState the local subdivisions, and the

students themselves. Only a small proportion comes from outside sources.

What are the costs?

Direct costs are obviously greater to society than to students because_some

of the expenditures are paid out of public subsidies. In this study, restricted

and unrestricted expenditures by the State of Maryland and the local subdivisions

for FY 1977 were added to student costs. Using these figures, expenditures per

credit hour were calculted, and costs assigned to individual students :according

to their status as full- or part-time. Federal monies were not included although

some proportion probably came from Maryland tax dollars.

Table 8 shows estimate; of direct costs. The total amount spent by the

Butte, the local jurisdictions, and the students for tuitilon and fees was divided

by the number of credit hours taken in FY 1977 to get an estimate of the cost

per .hour. The same procedure was used to estimate the cost per credit hour in

FY 1978 using budget and enrollment estimates from the colleges. From the

Follow-Up Study, it was estimated that students attend Maryland community colleges

an average of 33.2 hours, Full-time student Jost was found by multiplying 33.2

times the cost per credit hour ($55.50), Cost per part-time student was found

by multiplying 16.6 times the r,( 1977 cost per credit hour FOr the first year

of the cost stream and then m, r,lying l6.6 times the FY 1978 cost per credit

hour ($60.06) for the second (The cost stream for Full-time students

was only one year-) The other direct cost was for books and supplies purchased

by - dent!i.

-tdnity iris Iuderi the ferrerlone earnings of 'itudoots whidl Ct eve* as

MI indiL., ,t I(p,t productivity and tax, revenue to MarylcInd. An opportunitv

must- l iii ,.-/a-, hilt ill(kldt'd '4,1.-, foreqone real' e-ilotc taxce.) on ptuperty (willed

the I I LHc,. ,. F r",)n fit. I HH1Ct ':, I j(i,/ _LH.. 5 ta I. e ,:and 1( 1(-_, , 1 I luridictiop did not

realize iihout in real et_lty Foxes. (Although the me!_hod uwd :.,-)

-)111--.1t e t- li 1-, vcr I 1
rr ir.rf, I v ri 01 I t ecl in -in, Ill ' r'.. (rit 0111(.11 t , I ( ; ', tire= he'-,I

inkit ,iv,Iilahle. t 1 iw .-L 1 1
i

1 real ,.-H_,-)te udent

I in-, i ,Il,I 1 I , .Th

,k,ri



MARYLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGES

SOCIAL OSTFACTORS

Forgone, Ernings __

Em lo ed Emploed

d

foal

Part-time 0 $3,526

Years

P y y in , Jhancia1 C

'

Student talus A e Full-time, Part-time Unem_loe Colle-e Aid

u I 1-t

Female,

Part-tiThe

Full-time

First year

Second year

20

28

20

3,526

3,394

$ 7, 781

7,781

7,014

7,014

$25

250

Cost Credit Books

redit 'Per Hour , and

lours HoOr

t

Cost Su- lies

16,61 55,50 921 150

16.62 60,06 997 1

i3. 2 55.50 1,843. 00(

L61' 55,50 921 :150

6,6:2,

.

60106

59.50

997

1,843 300



What are the benefits?

76

The primary,benefit to society from its investment in higher education
Is the Increased productivity resulting from the increased learning. This
Is measured by differences in earnings among those with different educational
backgrounds. The same factors which affected the earning differentials in
the private ca?culations, such as growth adjustment, abiYity and employment
rates, also affect the social computations.

The other benefit coming to Maryland fcom.outside the State is federal
student aid% The amount of federal aid for student grants and scholarships
was divided by the number of fu'll-time students to arrive at an estimate for
this benefit. The total amount of federal student aid (not including loans)
was available from the StatleBoard for Higher Education. [28]

There are other benefits to society that are not captured by simply fo-
cusing on earning differentials. For example, higher education appears to
make important contributions to the quality of citizens and community respon-
Sibility. Another important benefit is the reduced transfer payments, such
as welfare and unemployment compensation, which go heavily to the less edu-

catd.

Social investment equations:

Pa eatudents

-SC-BS-e(FG) - SG- BS -e(FG)

Puri -time otudenta

(L-a) (e)(ED)
14-01 1 +i_2

PV

SC = Social cost, including State and local expenditures and
student tuition and fees

BS - Books a,nd supplies
e = Labor force participation'r employment rate
FG = Foregone earnings
FA = Financial aid

Interest rate ,

a Ability adjustment factor
ED = Earning differential between high school graduate and

person with less than three years of college,
PV - Present value,of community college investment
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.

i

How much more money_ln present dollar's wilLbe earned by Maryland community
___ __

colle-e students enrolled Aur the 1976 Fall semester be_ cause of the total

investment by the
__
State P he

_
local jurJsdictl 1ons andjhe students themselves?

Before aggregate estimates 'can be mad it Is necessary .to compute the,

-sOcialTeturns for individuals. The same Method used to compute the private

returns ls used in calculating the social return. Values are substituted Into
the equation, and the length of the time streams are the- *time' as those used for,

private return computatioA. The social return for an averagd comOunitycol-
lege student ranged from -$3,078 to $16,008, deperlding on the assumptions made..
(See Table 9'.) The major factor in the discrepancy betWeen the two figures is
again the discount rate change from 10 to 5 percent.,

410

To get an estimate of -how much'more money in present dollars will be e ned

by all Maryland community college students, the numbe. ,Of students in the vsnious

categories is needed. For example, if more students -_re in the full -time em-

ployed categories as opposed to the unemployed Categories,- the overall' return
will be greater because of the costs of foregone earnings. Student data by sex,

by full- or part -time status, and by emplOyment status are not readily available.
However, six- Maryland community colleges, including' Catonsville, Montgomery,
Prince George's, Dundalk, Allegany, apd Anne Arundel, were able'to provide this-

informationjor the 1976 Fall term students, which made up'about 60 percent of
the total State enrollment. Using thete'statistics as guidelines, students en-
rolled in Fall 1976 wera separated into the categories des Ibed in Table 10.

By multiplying the number of stalents inreach category times- the calculated
,social return, it is possible to estimate the present value of the total social
returns for Maryland community college students enrolled during the Fall 1976

semester. The results, shown in Table 11, range from $334.1 million to $1,333.4
according' to the as-sItTptiony made. student categories also aid in estima-

ting average returns for both social arid private investments.)

The' actual return to Maryland per Sc. is probably lower than these figures

indicate because of the migHation of students from the State. As noised earlier,

the number of community college students remaininain the State is very

high. Reducing the estimates ),0- 0,19 Percent would allow any overstatement

(because of Migration.

What was he internal rate
students

eturn r the social investment mad

The social ret.0 n equations are used to compute the social internal of

return for community college students. Overall, t e return for the average-66m-
JP)munity college student is 14.9 percent, which re esents a good-investment for

Mat-ylancfsociety. The Maryland rates of return are comparable to social rates
reported in other studies, which- ranged from 13.3 percent [33] to'13.7 percent.

[45]

The san rocess used in estimating pri rate internal rates of return- was'

used in determining social internal rates of return. In the equations For social

investment, 'TV" was given a value of zero, and the equations were solved for
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TABLE 9

MARYLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGES

HUMAN CAPITAL

PRESENT VALUES OF SOCIAL RETURNS FOR INDIVIDUALS IN COMMUNITY COLLEGES

Average students

,Male

Part-time student

Employed full-time

Employed part-time

Unemployed

Full-time student

Employed full-time'

Employed part-time

Unemployed

Female

Part-time. tudent

Employed full-time

Employed part-time

Unemployed

Full -time student

15773177i me

Employed part-time

Unemployed

-olum

3,078

14,110

8,315

1,122.

9,909

7,252

4,046..

-22'

2,141

-4,404

-7

-1 459

-3,009

Column

$ 4,105

16,222

10,427

3,435

11,455

8,798

5,591

224'

-4,076

228:

-1,224

-2,774

Column 3

-$ 3,376

Column.

$4683

14,665 18,666

8,870 i 11,071

1,877 4,078

10;317,

7;659 ,

4,453

111

71,006

A271

11,924

9,267

6,060

'372

-10747

-4,010.

302

A15[
r2,701

column 5 column a caumto Column

02,909 $19,265

3 525 38,225

2 316 32,016

( 825 24,525

27,869 .31,804

25,066 29,020

21,727 25,661

2,117 2 668

-153 398

-2,578 .2,027

2,095 2,623

574 1,101

-1,050 -522

$13,556

3. 4 , 7 5 2

28,543

21,051

28;899

26,115

22,756

2,344

73

'2,351

2,246

723

-900,

$16,008

39,648

13,439

25,948

32,994

30,210

26,851

2,919

648

1,776

2,787

1,265

-359'

..,,

olumn 1 - Earning
differentials not adjusted for growth;

ability factor, 25 percent;
discount rate, 10 percent.

olumn 2 - Earning-differentials not adjusted f growth; ability factor, 15 percent;
discount rate, 10 Rercent,

Column 3 - Earning differentials adjusted for 5,percentAgrowth;
ability factor, 25 p int; discount rate, 10 percent,

Column 4 - ningOlifferentials adjusted
for 3,5

*Antigrowth; abl ity factor, 15 pent;cent; discount.rate, 10,percent,

Column .5- ming Idiffetientials not adjusted
lorlrowth; ability factor', 25 percenf; (fffdiscol

ate, 5 percent,

Column 6
Earning differentials not adjusted for gowth;'ability

f' tor, 15 percent;
discount rte, 5 percent.

Column 7 - Earning differentials ad
usted for 3. 5 permegrow0; abilil,

factor, 25 percent' di count
rate, 5 percent.

Column 8 Earning
differentials a justed for 3'5 percent growth; abilrt factor, 15 percent _mint date, 5 percent.

I
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TABLE 10

MARYLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGES

HUMAN-CAPITAL
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT CATEGORIES

All students-

'Male
Part-time students

Employed full -time

EMployed part-time
Unemployed

Full-time students
EMployed ull-time
Employed part -time

Unemployed

Female
Part-time students

Employed full-time
Employed part-time
Unemployed

Full-time students
Employed full-time
Employed part-time
Unempld

Number Students:

76,877

36,2614

10,663

5,625
5,080

2,803

7,237
4,856

13,667

7,210
6,516

2,488
6,422
4,310

0,613



TABLE 11

MARYLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGE

HUMAN CAPITAL

PRESENT VALUE OF SOCIAL RETURNS FOR COMMUNITY COLLEGE. STUDENTS

Column 1
lump 2

Average

social return

Average

social return

for men

Average

social return

for women,

Present value

of all

social returns

3,07{

6

-1,64!

Column

4;105 3,37

10,257

-1389

8873

Column 4

4.68

Column

11,359

-1,278

12,909

26,941

379

236,653,440315 578,280$25 ;524:87036o 019;2009414151825

Column 6

15,265

31,326

923

olumn

1

556

28,086

581

$1,173 516 372S1,042,150 135

Column 8

108

32,653

1,145

1,230,681,465

umn 1
Earning differentials not adjusted for growth; ability factor, 25 percent; discount rate, 10 percent.

Column 2 Earning differentials not adjusted for growtfi; ability factor, 15 percent; discount rate) 10 percent.

Column 3 darning differentials adjusted for 3.5 percent growth; ability factor, 25 percent; diicount rate, 10 percent

Column 4 Earning differentials adjusted for 3,5 percent growth'; ability factor,
15 percent; discount rate, 10 percen

Column 5 Earning differentials not adjusted for growth; ability factor, 25 percent;
discount rate, 5 percent.

Corumn 6 Earning differentials not adjusted for growth; ability factor, 15 percent;
discount rate, 5 percent,

Column 7 Earning differentials adjusted for 3.5 percent growth; ability factor, 25 percent; discount rate; 5 percent.

Column 8 Earning differentials adjusted for 3.51percent
growthipability factor, 15 percent; discount rate, 5 percent.
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" -Table 12 illustratL internal rates- of return computed for different

categories of students based on the conservative assumptions of no money growth,

a 5 percent ability factor, and a 10 percent discount rate. The same limita-

ons that affected the computations of present values, mainly the negative ef-

c s of migration, apply to the internal rate of return calculations.

The calculation -of the social,raies, using both present value and internal

rates of return, fails to include external benefits'to society at large and

nonpecuniary benefits to the individual. Although these benefits are difficult

to measure, and therefore omitted from the calculations, some day their signifi-

cance should be recognized.

ADDED TAX

Another way of looking at social benefits is by estimating the increased

tax revenue that can be,expected. Tax estimates flow directly-from the estimate

of income differentials found in the private human capital model by applying

marginal tax rates to the income increments. This measures the extent to, which

the individual who benefits from higher education repays the public subsidies

he receives. While this approach does _indicate the, extent to which individuals

epay subsidies through taxes, it provides little insight into the decision

making process of allocating current funds to education.

What are the costs? .

When considering future tax revenues, often costs are ignored. However.
_

just as foregone income is important to student4 attending school, foregone. tax

revenue is important to the publiclat large, The student who works full: or

part-time while he is in college is le s'costly to society than one who i5 un-

employed, at, least from'a tax standpoint. Incremental taxes that would have

been received by State and local governments were estimated to be 5.6 percent

of foregone earnings attributed to individual students,- not including any

pr perry tax Payments. [15]

What are the benefi

The benefits are the increased taxes students pay on income resulting from

their educational investment. The same percentage used in computing foregone

taxes (5.6 percent) was multiplied 'times the earning differentials used in

estimating the private investment returns.

What is the resent value
generated from the inc

e additional State and lal tax revenues

Using the tax equations below, it is estimated rhatrhe average studenr

will pa,-/ increae odtiaxes of $327 to $1,009 in present dollars- (See Table

The present -( the additional taxes the State and local governments cail

eXpect from community college students enrolled in the Fall 1976 term is be-

tweqn,$25 million and $77 million,. depending on the assumptions made.



`TABLE 12

MARYLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGES

HUMAN CAP!.
INTERNAL RATES OF RETURN
FOR SOCIAL INVESTMENTS

Internal Rate
of Return

Average student=

Male
Part-time,student_

Employed full-time
Employed part-time
UnemplOyed

Full -time student
Employed full-time.
Employed part-time
Unemployed

Female'..
Part-time student

Employed full-time
Employed part-time
Unemployed

Full-time student
Employed full-time
Zmploydd part-time
Unemployed

14.9%

40.5
16.8

10.7

45.8

18.6

13.2

10.D
4.9
-2.4

9.8
5.8
3.8



Average student

,Total taxes from

all students

Male

Part-tiMe student

Employed full-time

Employed part-time

Unemployed

!HOLE I)

MARYLAND COMMUNITY COLLEGES

HUMAN CAPITAL

PRESENT VALUE OF INCREASED TAXES DUE TO COMMUNITY COLLEGE INVESTMENTS

alumni

$327

25 172,525

1,033

709

317

Full-time student

Employed full-time, 721

Employed part-time 572

Unemployed 393

Female

Part-time stude'nt

Empleyed,fulj-ti'Me 106

Employed Part-time, -12

Unemployed -139

Full-time student

Employed full-time

Employed part-time

,unemployed

97

72

Column 2

$348

26'718,520

1,061

737

345

748

599

4201

119

-126

111

30

-57.

--,----------
,

Column 1
Earning differentials not adjusted for growth; ability factor, 25 percent; discount rate, 10 percent.

Column 2 Earnillg differentials not adjusted for growth; ability factor, 15 percent; discount'rate, 10 percent,

column - Earning differentials adjusted for 35 percent growth; ability factor, 25' percent; discount rate, 10 percent,

Cdfumn 4 , Earning differential5 adjusted for 3.5 percent growth; ability factor, t5 'percent; discount rate, 10 percent.

Cdiurn 5 -1arning differentials not adjusted for growth; ability factor, 25 percent, discount rate; 5 percent,

Eolumn 6 - Earting differentials riot adjusted for growth; ability; factor, 15 percent; disCou h t rate, 5 percent,

Column 7 Earning di-fferentials adjusted for 3.5 percent growth; ability factor, 25 percenOiscount rate, 5 percent,
(

Column 8 Earning differentials adjusted for 3.5 percent growth; ability faFtor, 15 percent,; iscount rate, *cent,
1

A

-lumn 3

$335

25,742,540

1 043

719

327

.731

512

408

102

21

-66

Column h

$359

270620,975

1,078

754

.36q

766

617.

438

126

8

-119

117

36

-51'

Column 5

$883

67,861,702

2,030

1,6824

1,263

1,858

1,702

1,531

234'

108

,-28

219

133

43

Column

$986

75,804,134

2,290

1,942.

1,523

1,941

1,785

1,614

262

136

-o-

248

162

Column 7

$899

69;115.28

2,057,

1,709

1,29p

243

117

-19

.229

143

53

Column 8

$1 009

77,575,117

2,331

11983'

1564

1,961

1,805

'1,634

277.

151

15

262

176
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To find the total amount of increased taxes the State and local goVernmen

can expect, the bveragejax payment per individual is multiplied by the number

of students enrolled during the Fall 1976 semester. State and local governments"

spe.nt over $68 million for credit students enrolled in community colleges in

FY 1977. Actording to which assumptions are used; the taxpayers may.be able'to.
recapture some or all of their expenditures.

fax equations:

-Part-time aide

-(t) (e)(FG) -(t)(e)(FG

-Full-tme yatudents

-(t) (e) (FG)

1=a) E PV

= PV

= AVerage percentage of personal income paid 'n Sth :and local

taxes, exclusive of.the property tax
e = Labor force participation rate. (emplosyment rate

FG = Foregone earnings
= Interest rate

a = Abilitvadjustrtient factor
ED'-= Earning differential between high school graduate and person

with less than'three years of college
Pkre Pregent value of community college investment

(

W-1



PART 11: HUMAN CAPITAL INVESTMENT

CONCLUSION

Several otherlactors should be,con idered these_esti qes of

returns for private and social investments ecause the l'eturns"used rn the

study_are based:on average experience of p_ststudents, Use of the_results

to justify an incease.in higher` education sSUmes the:aditionaj students

will realize rates of return comparable to thoSe of pastitudents., It is pos-

sible that returns at the .margin may fall far below those found in .this study.

This part of the study also does not attempt to measure the economic im-

pact of the'growing noncredit programs. This.is due primarily to lack of in

come data for students enrolled in thesep,rograms. rn the future, it may be

importaneto include these community college programs since the returns on
the relatively low-cost, short-term noncredit courses may far exceed those for

traditional credit programs.

_Finny, the estimates in this study fail fat short of an accurate deter-

mination of all the social and private benefitj that come from investing in

community college education. -The retu n computed, however, imply that for

now investment in community colleges rs sc Und economid
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MULTIPLIER'FFECTS

ARPENOIX A

The multiplier effect is an economic gauge of the expansion of dollars in-
jected into T given environment from a sihgle source. The expansion of, dollarsq

--in cFrcufation 4 =a product of the distribution and-partial recovery of the
initial investment. The purpose of a multiplier is to reflect in the estimated
Impact of an initial expenditure the second, third, and higher order effects'
resultingfrom the fractiOn of each initial dollar passing into the hands_sof
local businesses and individuals who respend, partly on local good and services
and partly on items origInating.outside the area The final impact of the ini
tial expenditure will be some multiple varying dlrettly in size with the re-
spending fraction and'inversely with the amount of leakage from the first spend-
ing cycle.

The total gain in local income depends primarily 'on how much of the respend
Ing is absorbed by local suppliers as opposed to the amount that leaks out of the
region to business on the outside. The smaller and less self-sufficient the re-
-gion, the larger the portion of 'respending that leaks out, and the smaller the
multiplier effect Of the original investment.. The larger the region, the greater
is the total cycle of respending recaptured by the region, and the la'rger the
multiplier.'

Harrison says, "It can be seen that the decision whether to include- secon-
dary and tertiary benefits and costs of a scheme depends entirely on the ac-
counting stance taken . . the importance of an industrial project is not only
in the direct employment of Tabor or the payment of county and municipal taxes,
but also in the employment and expenditure induced by the-development."2

It should be pointed out that multiplier effects are generated only by
exogenous investment or spending that does not withdraw resources from alterna-
tive uses in the region. Therefore, education paid for out of local monies will
not incur multiplier effects. In the same way, investment in a regional college
cannot be valued for its multiplier effect if this educational spending displaces
othert, forms of external investment that would have created as much empl yment,
increases in productivity, higher incOmes; and equally larger multipli r ef-

fects.

Studies show the range of multipliers for smelt aromas to be.from about 1.00
to 1.70, the majority of which arkless than 1.20. In-larger areas, such as
Slates, the multiplier can be from 2.00 to 3.00, while n the largerstiof regions,
such as the United Mates, the,multiplier reaches a magnitude of abWt three-
fold the size of the initial investment. 'NMI and Brown point out several- f1-
tors which affect the multiplierf3

1 Geographic size of the area
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Size of the facility, work force
economic3. Diversity-in .the local

4. Current growth
. Forward an.d backward I nkagest't =industry-

`6. Payroll leakages
7. UnderemOloyment
8. Excess business-capac ty

,9. Unfilled vacatedijobs
Increased participation in the labor -orce

11. Unemployment

acti'vfty

A study of the establishment of new manufacturing plants in five rural

towns in Kentucky iilustrates how these factors can effect the secondary impac

For example, commuters from outside the impact region had a negative effect on

the multiplier. The study;.equated the total increase lig income due to new in-

dustry to thq'community income multiplier times the new industry payroll. The

communities, ranging in population from 2,000 to 5,000, had estimated income

multipliers of 1..46, 1.73,'1.43, 2.02, and 1.26, which are relatively small

because of underutilization of emOloyees.4

In a study 'sponsored by the Economic Development Administration, the.mul-

tiplier effect was also considered in determining benefits to a community from

new industry. Almost 100 case studies were reviewed, encompassing more than 700

manufacturing plants in 245 locations and 34 states. The 4'tudy found that while

industry undeniably brings new jobs to a community, there'is some question of

who gets the new jobs. -Becapse many of the new employees came from.without the

impact area or were newcomers'to'the' labor force, primarily women, new industry

did little to reduce unemployment and poverty. The employment multiplier ef-

fect.for a majority of the rural communities was less than 1.2, with e highest

at 1 71.5

......
.

While these studies were concerned only with rural communities,es, it follows
1

that the same conditions
i

exist for laryer areas, although perhap with less

consequences. Similar multiplier effects for larger communities will rarely IPe

greater than those reported above because of leakage' factors which affect all

areas. For example, the larger the local market area and the more diversified

and integrated its economit base, the easier it is to.absorb additional local

demand from college expenditures with smaller additional requirements for labor

and capital. These studies produced figures lower than those generated by re-

gional impact models. Models based oncross-sectional data will usually predict

higher impact' levels, however, than are found in- actual case-stfidies..-

In some of the economic impact studies in education,6 traditional multi-

pliers are no used; instead, coefficients representing local marginal ,propene

sities to spprid locally a(e emplo ed. It is clear that, these coefficients are

intended to conventional 1ultiplier effects because they are applied to
s,
econdary expenditure and employment =totals and.are based on ecsbrvic base .

studies. The total effect of the coefficients in these studies is an average

income multiplier effe on expenditures of 1.9 .and on employment of 1.5.
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Selgas, et al, point to 'problems in decomposing' the multipljer effects.
The linkages between the multiplier effect and the coefficients are weak and
based o0ittle empirical data. In thelr'study, hy using survey data and
multiplier literature, they rcame up with a multiplier of 1.45 for the Harris-
bu g, PendSylvania trii-county arpa.7

Both income and employment multipliers then will depend on the size of
the impact region, its growth and economic activity, among other..things. Be-
cause the income and employment multipliers are based'on similar'data, the
same multiplier will be used for-both "m" and "J" for college regions. Because
there are indications the employment multiplier is not as flexible as the in-
come multiplier due to migration effects; the State employment multiplier will
'use a More conservative estimate. Multipliers used in this study will probably
result in conservative estimates of income-expenditure effects. Suggested
mu l t i +p l i ors to be, applied to the fiftegn community college regions in the State
are:.

College impact Region

'Allegany Allegany County
Anne:Arundel Anne Arundel County
Baltimore Baltimore City
Catonsville,

Dundalk, Essex. Baltimore County
Cecil- Cecil County
Charles Charles County
Chesapeake Kent, Talbot, Caroline,

and Queen Ann 's Counties
Frederick Frederick Coun
Garrett Garrett County
Hagerstown Washington County
Harford Harford County
Howard Howard County
Montiomery Montgomery County
.Prince George's , Prince George's County
Wor-Wic Tech . Worcester and Wicomico

Counties

Maryland
Community Colleges State Maryland

Projected
Population

Januar?l-, 1977 m and

82,iuo'. 1.2

355,300 1.3

826,200 1.45

643,800 1.4

56,700 1.2

63,8001 1.2

8t,900 1 2

101,000 1.3:
24,900 1.2

110,000
141,200 1.3

108,500 1.3

585,300 1.3*

682,400 1 .3

88,400 1.3

2.0 (m)
4,1'70,600 1.5 (0)

'Barclay M. Hudson, "Regional Economic Effects of Higher Education
ns t itutions," Socio-EconJmic Plan "ig Science,' 8: 181-194.

'-Peter Harrison, -)171ton
LI. Change: The nemed Is lane' emir Sort Susan Conflicts, 'monograph (Seattle :
U iversity of Washington, May 1971).

1
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3Robert L. Bish and C'andis L.' Brown, "Issues in Energy FacilitPoImpact
Forecasting," prepared for the Office of Goasta1 Zone Management, June 1977.

40arles B. Garrison "New Industry in Small Towns: 4he Impact on, Local

Government," National Tax Journal, 24: 493 -500,

5Gene F. Summers and Jean M. lahg; "Bringing Jobs. to People: Does I t Poy7"

Small Town, 7: 4=11,

6John Caffrey and Herbert H. -Isaacs, Estimating the Impact of a Cone n_

the Local Economy (Washington, D. C.: American Council on Education, 1971
Norval L. Wellsfry, "The Economic Impact of the Virginia Community. College,
System," 1966-74, di.ssertation, Vi-rginia Polytechnic Institute and State Uni-
versity, 1976, and Katherine Lyall and Rpger Stough, Estimating the Impact of
the Baltimore Based Johns Hopkins Institutions On the Baltimore City Economy

(Baltimore': The Johns Hopkins University, 1973).

7James W. Selgas, John C. Caussy, and Clyde E. Blocker, The Impact of the

College on the Local Economy (Harrisburg, Pa.: Harrisburg Area Community .College

1973).



GRAVITY THEORY,

AFT :NDIX B

The factor "EL" represents the proportion of total nonhousing expenditures
that in individual is likely to make-tn'his local environment: This factor as-
sumes the gravity theory which. states that the amours -t = -of -money spent -for non-
housing expenditures is inversely proportional to the square of the distance to
the point of purchase. This is shown in the-Ouation:-

5

-F _2
DL

_2

PN1
D 2 DNn

R$ = total Period retail sales- in the local environment

= average distance or travel time fora local indiVidual to make
a purchase within his local environment

RS = totalperiod retail sales in the- nth competing neighboring community

DNn = average distance or travel time for the local individual to make aDNn
in the nth competing neighboring community

Thisvassumed proportion is not necessarily universally true, and studies by
area or state planning departments should be consulted whenoyailable. Period
retail sales can be found-in the Retail Trade Area Statis0)6 and Selected
Services: Area) Stcitistis, Census of Business.
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MARYLAND BUSINESS VOLUME

APPENDIX C

Maryland business volume was estimated by first obtaining the sum of the
dollar volume of retail, selected services and wholesale sales,, and, value added

by manufacturing in rie State. -Because, the most recent figures available'for
all these values were-for 1972, this sum was weighted by the ratio of 1976'State
sales tax receipts to the 1972 receipts to make the figure more representative
of current conditions.

1971-72 Maryland Retail Salesl $ 9,480,043,000

1971-72 Maryland Selected Servicesl 2,261 677,000

1971-72 Maryland Wholesale Sales2 10,212 246,000

1971-72 Value Added by Maryland Manufaauring3 4,697,400,000

Total Maryland Business Volume 1971-72 $26 651 366 000

BVL =

BVL =
B1/7 =

$26,65 1,366,00 0 X

$26,651,66,000 X
$26,651,366,000 X

419,412)0004
291,981,000

1.4364

BV
L
= $38 282,022-100.

12972 Retail Trade Area Statistics and Selected Services: Area Statistics,

Census of Business, 1972.

21972- Wholesale Trdde Area Stati

31972 Censu

Census of Business, 1972.

.Manufac&ring, U, S. Census Bureau, 1972.

4Report of the Comptroller of the Treasury of Md yiand, State of Maryland,
1972 and 1976.
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'INTRODUCTION TO

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE

The cOritirued growth in college enrollments and in the number of college

educated people Is n indication that college attendance 'and should be a

part of the normal educational experience. pf 'people society today. Not only

has the demand for college-educated pedple expanded very rapidly, but at the

same time there has developed a widespread belief that higher 'education offers

iasignifica..nt source of other e=turns that benefit society at large.'

In response to this desire for more universal higher education, the com-

munity college segment has seen unprecedented growth, in the last 20 years.

One of th majo reasons for this,has been the accessability of community

lege-5 in Maryland and the rest of the United States. By' lowering the cost

higher education to student and providing easy geographic access to institu-

tions that substan _ially reduce the economic cost of higher eduction, the corn-

murfity 'coll'eges -have opened the door to higher education to a whole segment of

the population which probably would not have been able to obtain any ctllectc
r

education other 1-se.

The commurity college segment has airqadr provided many benefits to

popul Trion of Malyi,ind. u t only in terms of the value of the education pr

vided to the students, but also in terms of the diffusion of higher r_duc_,itirtr

institutions and the cut tural and social advantages that they offer.'. While

t benefits -tire easily identified, the quantifjeatiol thes'o benelit),

necessdry elool-a- in thcl, of making d hotil the, I ul are

dIreCtiOn coinrrlr.rrt ty cod loges. Taxpayers. and their le( i s 1 at i Vu
F.

)1 t',4`11t..-1 I I vt-A

1)-



at all levels are hard pressed to Continue the level of,support necessary to

finance the expanding costs of education. Evidence justifying the investMerit

in public community colleges should. be useful to those who must make decisions

about alternative uses of public funds.2 The commun)ty'college Ptogram has had

a considerakile impact on individual communities and the state as a whole pro--

viding,both economic,and social - cultural benefits that accrue to individual

and society in general.

The economic benefit can be 'C-nsidered according to the impacts

generated. First and foremost is the investment aspect of education. As a

result of duration, the employee and his employer can-expect more productivity

and a higher income than would otherwise be expected. Both society and the
/

individual benefit as a result of the increased productivity and income. As a

corollary to higher incomes that college educated persons generally command,

-they are better :able to pay taxes, making a larger contribution to the public

revenues.

creased futu

this way, public support of higher education can pay off in in-

tax revenues which provi return to the public sector on its

investment in education.

Finally, the operation of the coMmunity oollend results in more immediate

community benefits by providing increased jobs locally, directly as a part of

operating and capital expenditures of the college and indirectly as a result of

the spending and responding -of the,income earned by the empl

Associa ed with these enef its are costs. .These costs i clude not only

the capital and operating costs of the community college program but thou the

.0 p p r micy costs -iciated with the income, tax receipts' and production 105

wh{hle the student is e_nro l led` in school, and the lost property tax recipcs cin

the property which i

removed from the tax rolls. Whilnot all the



ocia d with benefit, they must be included in the calculation when

appropriat

o the economic benefits there are additional social and

cultural benefits that, while part of the- °liege program, also extend to the

/,

community by/toprovinq the quality of life there. There also are additional

.benefits a 06ated with higher education which can be classified as'improve-0'

merits to :the qualify or quantity of human resources An tyhe community. The

1,Altyj:n_ staff provide technically trained people wh i probably would reside

else h re if the community college were not present, and the students comprise

sk jed, 1c age, pSrt-time labor force which otherwise would not be present.

Final.Ty, it Is to be expected that the staff, faculLy"and even the students of
4
6 '

the Community colleges will have some social impact on the. community. Dobesh

'Henry point out thfat there are various social benefits that society re-

from the education mission of community colleges. "Foremost among these

enefits is the greater understanding of the nature-of man, his environment and

'the 'Jety in which the student will function tliroughout his life."3 Others

have argued against limiting student output as student credit hour aggrega-

itions. Hyman et al., in an extensive study found that "education produces

large-, pervasive, and enduring effects.on knowledge and receptivity to knowl--

edge They go on to say that knowledge is a fundarriental purpose of the entire

education enterprise, not as simply to increase earning potential.

However, research over the years has proven that education is directly

related to increased ea= ngs, and that higher education oinstitui do impact

the communities in which they are located. One way to better understand

economi impact', or education is through cost-hencli analyses. By LA-iihq tlii

lossitrlei to wet() rhe benefits dqire,t the, cost,.. to lot ,r

OctuTo or the various.impac Before looking specif iral,ly at the [ior
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of cost-benefit technicides, is appropriate to review thI history and del

velopment of cost-Benefit analysis.



History

Cost- benefit analysis, i

COST-BENEfIT ANALYSFS

1

technique far mak ig decisionS'within.a frame=

work decided upon in advance and involving a wide -range of considerations many

a

f which have a political or social char =ter. It not relevant br service-

for large-size investment decisions that are likely to alter the whole

economy. McKeam says the purpose of cost's-benefit aria sis is to help determine

both;.-the size of a budget- or the numbe'r of projects, as -11 as the particular

projects to _e undertaken. The criterion used tc indicate the relative merits

of different proposals is the ratio of benefits to cost

The weighing of pros and cons has been around since man appeared on earth.

V

In the,United States, formal cost - benefit analysis dates back to the early part

of the 19th century when Albert Gallatin and otherS studied alternatives for

canals and turnpikes. Since,%hen teOniques have,:improVed as tools to help

V
decision makers ---nomize:'1 Harrison point out that cost-benefit analysis is

a method of assessing priositieS in investment decisions, especiall,y at the

federal level were it has seen the greatest use in water.resources management.

For example, as early as 18214 the Navigation-Improvement Act and in 1902

the Reclamation Act provided for suroveys and engineering reports to made for

each loPos11. The idea that Mnefits could be measured, and that 00 should

exceed costs in order that a project be jdstified, became widespread in the

thirties:" During the fifties, greater use of coat benefit technique', were

used in a variety of aqencies at the federal level, and by the sixti-es ware

ire inq adopted by state nd local goyernmeints.
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Durkig this time, three techniques were developed to measure cysts and

benefits. In the Pre ent-Velde-,Rule, a project is adopted when the present

value of the associated -stream of net benefits or net receipts, discounted at

the appropriate rate of interest, is greater than zero-. In the Internal-Rate- ,

of-Retur0Rule, a project is selected f the ,interinal rate of return is greater

than the appropriate rate of interest.! And finally, in the Annual Net - Benefits

Rule, a project is adopted if the annual net benefits'are greater than zero

When computed at the- appropriate rate of inte est. 11

In determining costs and benefits,' there are two kinds of economic ef-

fects for any N-Oposed policy, including'efficiency, or how much is available;

and distribution, or who gets what share. Cost-benefit analyses are primarily

concerned with economic fe ility, that the economic value of benefits are

-'greater than the economic value of the costs, to whomever they otcur.12 A

cost-benefit analysis, therefOre, is concerned with the economy as a whole,

h the welfare of a defined society, and not a smaller part

onomics, on the other hand, determines

We l fa re

government expenditure is desir-

able by analyzing if the program is economically efficient and if the income

redistribution effects are desirable.14

Blaug says that - "in one sense, cost-benefit analysis is an attempt to do

explicity what the price mechanism does implicity, namely, to choose investment

projects in order of their benefits per unit of costs."15 it is necessary to

be explicit because a whole range of government services are normally supplied'

hout O'ices being charged for them. Often, there are no prides in terms of

which benefits can he evaluated. Cost enefit--)analysis then, provides informa-

t ion much I i k'e consumer,

I 5 I

ch. In the public sector the test of survival

judgment rvivol in the political process. But even more impor-

tantiy, it causes officials and citizens to look at problems of choice in the
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right ways, even if values must be determined on the basil of.judgment. It a

least helps to raise the right questions. m"

Wilkenson defines cost-benefit analysis as a comparative cost study

rather than a predictive or descriptive study. He points out that it is also

-ferred to as economic anwlysis oast-effectiveness analysis and systems

analysis.17 McKean argues that the different names are used to distinguish

imong appltcatio'n. The first is used, for example, when economic policies are

compared, the second when defens'e actions are compared, and the third when

alternatives include complex, interrelated par,ts.18

Even though economic analysis is imperfect, it can be an effective tool

in evaluating public spending p licies. Priest and Turveyrpoint out four

rengthS of the process: 1) forces quantification of costs and benefits.,

as well as possible to replace vague qualitative judgment or personal hunches;

4

2) It provides clues to charges consumers are,willing t pay; 3) it raises

appropriate questions; and 4) It Ct411 act as a screening device:19 Its use in

the public sector is also important because it extends the profitability cri-

terion to benefits accrued to individuals who do not bear any or all of the

related costs.2

The majOr weakness is that it assumes he classical model of perfect

competition being in equilibrium and that market prices reflect opportunity

costs of goods and services and are unaffected by the entity un=ler analysis.

'Oth rs have =lisp noted that noneconomic gains and costs,ofien lore

Those

McKean

J--M9totwkewh.ich cannot be quantified nevertheless must be considered.

_ that is is the'major limitation of cost-benefit analysis, and

even when quantifica ion is possible in .n n conom ic';

e Nt I dfl'The difficulties are n

extreme caution must

created by cost- benefit analysis.'

Moreover, they do not re=nder= qoantita ive analysis 'useless. . They simply mean
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that one,has to be discrimircating about when and how to use .various tools.'

The benefit -to -cost ratio is not the only piecelof information, used in maki

a decision but it can play an important role in the final determination:"

Problems or Fat Considered

A major consideration in cost- benefit alys"-- is determining the impact

region because= impacts are exerted at different, points in completely different

economic spaces. For example, at the national level, a closed syst6m, the

external effects balance out throughout the economy. Determination of the im-.

pact region, then, becomes important in deciding which indirect,``orsecidaryfi

A

costs and benefits;hould be included. On a national level, only dleet costs,

and benefits are considered, since including indirect costs

double counting., Assessing regional impactduplication

would result in

include all

costs,and.benefts since the, expected external effect can assume greater im-

portance.-9L' Prest and Turvey add that because numerous types of ben its and

-10manydifferentbeneficiariesmalmited purpose
makes development easier.

McKean notes that primary benefi are often defined as the amount tftgl

26people would pay'for the output of a p ject.- Government agencies''also have
-4

conceived primary benefits the value of gogds and services that stem from a

profit. t by da in- this the orror of double counting caTi be copipounded.)

Secondary benefits are the values added over and'above the value of the imme-''

diate projects or services

from or induced fp, the

bene f,i t- t

the project as a, result of activities ing

zr r

McKean warns against the use of secondary

ains ecopomy,,, why is it that private

ti i not oncpuraged to ta hem in-- - -_unt7"28 As far as economic el-
e .241

riCiQnCy is cc,ncernod, these trz,rr'sfer s are irrelevant, though they are jnyor=

tant to the dis -ihn -Ith.
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A similar concept that, enlarges on the,definitions of priAry and sec-

or dary. benefits the difference between pecuniary and echnological effects,

Technological effects, like primary benefits, represent real, loss ok gain to

society. Pecuniary'effects, on the other hand, offer no change in real product

tive possibilities, but effect changes in relative prices, which only redis-

goods and services among people This is applicable to a closed

system, such as the United States or even Maryland where secondary or

pecuniary effects

courted as real bene

lect only shifts sin relative demand patterns and cannot be

The decision whether to include secondary or tertiaty benefits and

costs depends on thel accounting region entirely. In a county impact region,

for example, local multiplier effects can be extremely important, espeCially

he impetus is created from without.30 In a closed system, multiplier ef-

fects, reflecting secondary gains, are al t ina ropriate: 4

Every expenditure project may be regarded as adding to total
demand,,and thereby to/income and employment, if i_ 'is assumed'

that the level of total expenditure's on all other things in
the economy would be the same whether or not that rojec

were undertaken. However,,-if it is assumed that the alterna-
tive to one project is som&'other one, then the income and
employmept effects are note -an appropriate criterion for de-

cision making . . . IF the alternative were not another
government project but a tax reduction, this would permit an
increase in private expenditures.31

At the county, - level, however, the spending by the state, for example, for corm-

.

munity college education represents spending that might not otherwise hive

occurred. Therefore, determ ni gjhe degree to which responding occurs is

portant to understanding full irripact of the project on the community.

Harrison points our that ter impact may also be felt by other nearby orea,

pecially by industries importing ma It is possible that the impact to

the area or a prr ect's location co id be minimal if input are ripen rtc =ci aria
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value is added primarily to capital as opposed to labor. Another factor which

'less ns the impact is the extent to which the ownership is outside the locality.

Therefbre, id addition to focusing sn absolute _i e, it is n cessary to look at

the linkage patterns expected. Several methods have been developed Ao measure.

potential multiplier effects and predict linkage patte

The economic base study identifies key economic activi ies of a community.

It begins by defining the community, and then by dividing the local economy into

segments, including fir sand individuals serving markets outside the community

and those servicing markets within. the community/ Base studies deal with the

demand side of the economy, or where the products are sold, as well as the

supply side. TO determine local consumption, a multiplier process is used,

taking into account increase 'in export plus 'local investment .income and the

propensity consume locally, Several factos affect the propensity of con-

sumers to spend locally, including community size, geographic location, and

0
income. The larger and more isolated the community, the greater the local in-

come generated per dollar of local sales.

Another frameworkfor summarizing the economic activities of a region,

the input-output

hold to

ix. The matrix sums the flow from each industry and house-

o her household and industry. This is done by comparing and con-

tr -ring employment in different industries and service areas. Because an

employment base is,used:' the input- output matrix is most useful in under',Itanding

short -run impacts. The multiplier,

tf? work out to full effects."

Mcl an poInt,-; oet r vlos r

a short -run concept that takes time

increases in inc i tut tXnti,.rry

bentAitr; c,ccmir r t he rr 1 I or, In rii, CH the prt'luLt is locoLed

p.p. p ri 1y, f

( appetrr NT pidvide i tic on as h

,In
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'inputs are released through a long chain of istments and from widely dis-
/

persed operations. Estimates of secondary benefits can give a somewhat accurate

picture of local expansion but are inadmipsable in viewing the larger system.35

The size of the region selected for's\tudy also raise the problem of me

suring cos and benefits of effects not internalized. It is di fficult to

measure when markets are uneconomical an_ the size of external costs and bene-

fits are uncertain. The question arises if the eost-benefit valuation should

be adjusted to allow for external impacts. That can depend on the,cos of a--

quirrhg information and the value of the .information.36' PAst and Turvey argue

that externalities shou d be accounted for if they alter physical production

Possibilities or the satisfactions that consumers:get from given resource-

They should not be considered if the only effect iys price of prOd,ucts or fac-

tors.-.37

Prishan says Oat spilloversnust be internalized by transforming the in-

cidental by-product into a joint product. However, he acknowledges that many

important environmental spillovers cannot be internalized because a market can

never be created for them. That is one of the major reasons the cost-benefit

method is required to evaluate them. He adds that a cost benefit analysis can-

not ignore any spillover, effe

concern.

pa tive or negative, that are of social

"The economist gives an estimate based on independent economic prin-

ciples; not as a rationale for the political process."3q

There are other Factors not directly as,ociated with region 'size that also

must be considered in a cost-benefit analysis. One of these is dealing wi

benefits or, sts. hich have no implicit market pr This problem wo di-

cussed earlier as a weakness of the cost-benefit technique.

and benefits which be cloorl iti or priced are often 111(-..d

intangihle, while thus th =tt can be priced ore cal led tangible. Wee arc
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"what is tangible or intangible, measurable or nonmeasurable, Ls less than a

matter of what i
abstractly possible than it is of what is pragmatically, and

at reasonable cost, feasible.ii3`3
4

The term shadow price is used specifically to cover the worth of intan-
,

gible social benefits or losses that are either unpriced by the mark or un-

'satisfactorily priced in general. The question of valuation depends on the

relevant pojitical constraints."

Choices about gove nment expenditures,OSays McKean,eare group choices for

which there is no ultimately correct preference function. Government is guided

by a complex mixture of rules, Constraints and discretionary authority. Be-

cause of the uncertainties it is difficult to determine values of alter'nat'ive

outcomes. The role of prices, according.to McKean, is to serve as appropriate

substitution ratios emong ipputs, intermediate outputs, and end items in the

whole sequence of choices.41

Markets p'rovide an enormous amount of info rma ion at 6 relatively low

Cost, even though the information is still short of being perfect.

markets pose proqlems cost-benefi

Imperf9ct

analyses because using substitute prices

unt for imperfections can sometimes distort the final produec4.. In addi-

tion, in a mixed economy observed market prices do not indicate necessarily the

appropriate subs tution ratios. Shadow prices can be determined by using com-

puter proura mg techniques, comparing similar market prices, or determining

prices implied by other government choices. Estimates of shadow prices for

certain HUT arketcd items would not command sufficient agreement to he north-

while Mcke_an suggests, "For many of these nonmarketed effects I set' Mcl better

proc lure than to leave the shadow price to the political process."'

Another- fact-i that hos a misleading

boric f it aria y 5

on shadow pr i res and c'iu t

wh lc unemployment. For example, it complicat
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prediction problems and interaction effects - -if no project is undertaken,

va e investment may be reduted. Unemployment may also be overestimated as a

free resource; often projects stimulate inflation more than educe inflation,43

Excess supply at the current market price of any.input overstate the

=

social cost of using that input. If there is general/ unemployment, expenditures

on a project, by creating a multiplier effect, will create additional real in-

comes in the rest of the economy. This causes overstatement of social costs

and un _imatlon of total benefits."'

Mckegwargues against correcting employment costs for an excess of the

market price because:

1) If darrec ion Ls made for project costs only, the relative
-Social costs f project labor and of other inputs may be more
purely estabi ished than if no correction at all is made; 2)

Correcting' future costs requires establishing future unemolsy-
ment, which is difficult to do; and 3) Impact depends not
only on the expendilure itself, but also upon the way it is

financed.5

Another factor which can affect the final outcome of a cost-benefit ana

sis even more significantly than unemployment is selection of the interest or

discount rate. The computation of present value requires using a discount rate

to discount future income streams in ways that reflect the fact that future

dollars have less value than present dollars. By making this adjustment, deci-

sion makers can compare income benefits on the basis of the present value.

selection of the discount rate can be difficult. Some researchers

consider the rate cf return on long -term federal bonds to be the appropriate

ra to be applied to public investment decisions. Others use _t nternal-rate

return on the next be=t alternative invr stnnent. The selection of low dis-

count rates will favor investments whose benefits me long-range, such as edu-

cation. Webb suggests that lower discount rates can be used for public



_decisions-as opposed to private decisions

re as wel I' as present genera

social

nce society

lb ancetful.1_14yrfurrt, a single rate of interest could be used bec use %the

at of time prefecenc, kand social rata of return of investment:would

coincide. 7 'Howeve

40

other factors are known to affect equi ibri uM, .such as

higher- discount rate may be needed.'`

Because each -c the factors or problems-. discussed abbve adds confusion or

A

-uncerta the pess, is important to consider sensitIvity. testing.

The final product-will h v e'Va 1 idl ty 'I f the -calculations, of the mo -

cial Tirifents of the :problem are .re eated under a number of different assump--
tions. mcK0an 'suggests that caref _1 bttentlen be.:41v-en to :100sing al terns' -.

t I ve courses of action to. be compared. "Sound. models nd criteria will not

result in picking out good policies if only poor .ones are considered.""

IL



MEASURING COSTS- AND BENEFITS iW-EDUCATION

f

-Controversiet surround ._the application of cost-benefit analy

investment decisions concerrangieducatiOn. (Discrepancies arise from the deter-
,

.,
nation of the re-levant costs'and benefits. Critics point out that n economic

a

study does .not include the intangible exterlialities, such aStinct!eased Op-
.

. . .

po tunities. or the transmission of:cuitural- heritage. The difficulties asso-

dated with subrective,evaluations Ao not need to preclude the appliCation of

the cost-benefit analysis tool to education. The application does not negate

indirect costs and b'nefi Bu 'the technique can make it possible for educa-

don inliestmen de'cisions-,to evaluated similarly to other public investment

projects as wewell as provide"`educati- on..with comparative data for accountability

-purpos "Cost - benefit analysis releases education from: reliance on the non-

quantifiable data that.has l,mted, the presentation of its case in the pest.

Wilkenson notes thatthe costin .techniques are on a base of present

cost data and therefore depend on the ability"to describe "true" costs. How-

ever,, education does not know how to precise) y-deScribe its output-or the costs

to4produce this output. Many studie&JSeek olT rclaim to describe the costs of3

%education, but they lose all meaning for anything but a specific applica ion'to

-a. specific institution or are too generat to be of any real use.51

However, Blaug agues-that education falls uneasily between costbenefit

_,-

:Analysis and cost-effectiveness analysis. "Educational institutions, whether

public or private, in one sense do 'se l' their output of services in_a market,

the labor market, with the difference that payments accrue to the owners of the

services and not to the producing units."52 Therefore, the-earnings of educated

D-17
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people can,be used prices td-evaliridte the output'of gducati n. Blaug goes

e'sjilatilple goals, only one ofon to say that "since education everywheee

which is striCtly vocational, both cost-benefit analysis and cost- effectiveness.
.

*1. t
are appropriate techniques for wialuatingreducat on pulp'

poi-nted that many educators 'deny that the pursuits of- edujat ion

should be controlled by ecqnomic determinism. Career patterns are riot always

selected to maximize income and the pursuit of education is not necessarily

geared to profit.54

AJthoy_gh the cost-benefit technique is not in high regard by

as an investment tooi its utp.and:application as an educationecono

some

plan-

ning tool has been well established. There also is a need to compromise 4e-

tween simplicity and complexity. Trade-offs favor simplip ty whenever distor-

tion of results can be held to a minimum."

Two economic models are en used in estimating :the economic benefits

and costs, of higher education. The human capital models are used to estimate

the benefits flowing from the effects' of education in terms of.the productNityl

of workers and the economic costs of.providing that education., The economic

impact analyses esximate the impacts on communities derived from the operation

of higher education institutions.

..fiuman Capital InvestMents

Viewed-as an economic investment in skills, college training has been,

i - . P,

highly profitb4e-to ind'ivi-duals and society, and an integral pert of the

c,

American dream of success and thei.good life. Steps were ?taken in the fifties

and sixties to make college a reality for millions. The 'number of college

students tripled, and employment in higher eduCation reached more than either

the autorr7obile or steel industries.5b
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Education is, one way that people invest in themselves. By paying some
1

cbSts in the present, they can generate greater returns in the future. "But

the phrase,-,".education

be ptissitbia to calculate

Investment is to be more than a'me aphor, it ought

-rat of return on teansrorming present into future
.

income via educational investment. "57 In order to determine

able investment compared to alternative investment oPtions,

Is a prof,'

is necessary to

compare the known stream of costs of educationffh:the expeCted stream of

future earnings. That amountsto a cost-benefit analyils, treating the purchase

of education as analogous to the purchasTng of_any capital asset." This par-,

idular kind of cost benefit analysis is usually. referred to as:human capital

investment.

As -the term hutan capital.hnplies-, individuals have certain Capacities or

'skills of a cognitive, physi& ocial, or psychological nature with which they

earn a living. Higher education, for example, is capable of teaching a person

techniques.
--,_general fasts;; the use of sPecific tools, and general problem-solving

It _ sO can influence,a person's behavror'by making him .- tolerant 'of diver-

sity, better able to stand stiss, often a better leader, and mentally more

disciplined, ticese aspects of cognitive and affective behavior-could ma4

-16-
-a person a more productive and effectlye we

6

ker."59
kJ-

inensive interW inIthe proposition that education is an,inves ment in

human beillgs originated ifih Theodore Schultz in 1960. Since then, there has

been consid_ able study and much _contr versy;4bOut -how educati'on and earnings

are causal y view schOoting develops skills and cognitive

abilities 'beyond the level normally achie ed.th ough on-the-job training,

makirg the school- trained-person more productive,and-Able command a higher

salary. Others argue that native ability and family background ace more iM-

portant, with schooling contributing only a relatively small increment to



productivity. F na ly a third school of thought holds that a. suc essful aca

demic career serves primarily as a screening device 'for employers, an-d thal the
1

hooling_contributes little to an employee's productivity. 60

_Webb, points out that there is,po question about the value of a literate,

educated citlzebri, whICh,IS necessary for the funCtioning of a democratic state.

But there is some uncertainty as to the value of il-itional years of schooling,

such as community college preparation. She says the Orimai-y'economic benefit

of education to society that j stifiably can be c uan, .fied-fincludes indreased

nationl i ncorne associated *wi th education, increa revenues generated

from the ncreased income, Wnd the category of negative benefits associated with

t
education; wiljdh are gains from reduced demands for social\jservices suer as

Welfare costs and cost4.!_connected with crime that are attributable to inadequate

education. 61

While a -ll these-.views ave-some validity,, i, the relevant for this
,

discussion is the prOcess of determining whether or not higher incomes are a

sociated with additional years of schaAi g. Establishing- the specifics .o

,
,.causal relationship between e ucation and income continue to dominate the

wr i t i ngSA in human capitaL i ni es -Men

Obviously, fa=ctors such as Intetligenca, race, religion,
'pelesOnal contacts-',) personalappearance, physical-abi,Lity,
family background personality, wealth, -chance'opportiilli-'
ties, institutional prestige, and the demand and supply
relati nships of the variofis occupational specialities
are 1e variables whichare%cau-saLly related to income.
Addltkonal variables suchas work related experi ices,
quality of education, and the intensity of the s Oolin

investment have been emphasized recently. An int resti

change in the tone of the .14terature is that the quest i
are no longer directed toward the validiv/ of fhe human
capital concept but are, now concerned wjth how to deter-

.4.,

mine its value.
0,4-

A augh there is some evidence to `suggest that many indivrduals

-1.nve'st in schooli there is ample evidence that there are earnings



differen ials among-tho,poPulation which -are correldted- with eduCation."
. .

,

Jlecker.."$: classic setiOy showed. that all the.eS--ymates indicate a-pry-,substantial

private gain to white male college graduates.fr5 It Should be remembered that

-these estimates are essentially averages and not'Marginal rates of return; they,.

do:not answer the question, should there be more or less investment in educa-

tion.") Wh4 there
(*

y be some doubt a to whethe r educatioh , is a. sufficient

-

condition for obtaining a higher paying job, it does appear to be a necessary

catalyst, at least for 'the majority of the population.

.

In other4bfds, we arecasgu.mingjhatTecrpte acquire extra
educatioa only when thg -job opportunities-and theasociated
lifetime incliale-:stream that it is expected to create out

weigh the value of the time and resources that will ihave to

be invested, due allowance being made for the fact that in-
Mme foregone in the present is worth more' than equivalent

me accruing in the future . . . as if they were equal-
izing rates of reeurn-on all possible investment options
available to them.67

r

74e economics of education first became legitimate source of e _nomic

inquiry in.T. W. Schuitz's ._p'residential,addres the American Etonomic Asso-

ciation in 1960 in Which helserved that human capital investment is im-

deVelopment- Until then, the cOncept of hurTI capi-,portant aspect of eco
t, , v

tallhad-een ignored for theist part." Schditz'S theciry grew ,out of his

observation hat advances in technology c9uld not explain all of the-gains

:product lihr.% Inihis search he "began to see the- role of the acquired abilities

f human agents as amajor source of the unexplained gains

These alkilities

in productivity.""

were not free, meaning that scarce resources were being alio-
,

catedtoacquire them.

Schultz noted the omission of human capital in he,economic growth models

that dominated the economic literature. This did not mean that human capital

was completely ignored. Several distinguished.economists had loAed upon hunans

s !capital -uch as Adam Smith, von Thunen, and-irving,Fisher.. Alfred
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Marshall allUded to -idea in his um that: "Knowledge is our most power-

ful engine of production.4" Schultz advocates an invertment approaCh .

necessity for thinki,u,about economic growtht.- In this way, the stock cif capi
tat- is augmentedby-inveStmenvi and product ve services of the additional

capital increas-e. lneeme which is The essence-of economic growth. This is ap7,

_plied to the three traditional elements of production labor, capital, and

land.

in the past decade these have been important advances in economic think-

{with respect to investment in human Captta4-- Tlik'sei of investments is

usually thought of in tenths of chooling and h gher education, on-the7job

tEaining, migration, health, and economic ormationl- Most f the work,has

been concentrated. on th4 first-of this-,iet ch also sUggests that economic

literature .has continued to make physical investment the principal factor-in

economic ,growth and to minimize or -di

cation i n H6man resolirces.72

E4 d.

d tn-e economic contribution of eau-

At the outset Schultz found de wi =th Viand'_ --and labor mpageable but-
-.

,.,1 A,

capital to beralytiycalAy elusive As,tys he heit fur the into.tWeDroblem, he
\ ,. ,

f---..'.

concluded thati,'whether or not an economy is in equilibrium or whether its
1,

1

technology is changing or constant, there is at capital structure that consists,

of more than one form of capital. Traditional economists ignoring this factor

did-not come to, grips with .capital theory. Schultz calls, t,a dkaSter, the

major akness,of classical theory."

eonom i s ts4 have known a long-time the people are. an iMportant part of

the wealth of nations. But what they haVenot examined is the simple tru

that people investin themselves and that,thes investments are very urge:

OnCreasor';,for this is that values and beliets cannot see huipan beings as- capi-

tai goods, except in slavery. fie treat Humans as wealth that can be augmented
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by investment runs counted to Ion -held values. However many paradoxes about

a dynamic economy can be resolved once human inVestment
,

is_taken into account.

For example 4 national income ofeen increases faster than national resources.

Income in=the U. been,increasing at a uch higher rate than the combined

amount of Land, man-hours worke4 and the stock of capital used to produce- the

income. One expl nation. is the-large improvement the quality of ihputs tha

have occurred, but have beeri omitted fro- input estimates:74

This brings up the problem tif howto establish the magni-Nde of human,

investment. Schultz says it is possibrfe to use the practice followed.jn con-
.

nection with physical capital goods by estimating the magartudet.of tapital for-
*

matron by expenditures made to produce capital, goods. In human capital,-one
I

e

probtem is.immediate: how to distinguish between e0enditur s for current con-
.

. .
. ,

sum ion and
,-

thos- e for cap.; formation. This As then a major task ofO
1

1

anyone investigat4ng -human capital investment.75
-- -

Today buman.reso4rces are seen by-some.to be the true basis,for the wealth
J,-

opposed to capital, income, and..material resources. They -argue
.

p4 f nations as
'

.., '

--thet realrstically; the weallhp f bations should be Mealured,by some quantifi--
., .q,ri... _-,7,, "1'..

t,

13' '

,
cat on-ofcshuman resources -sin ,- indices reflecting minimization of opulation

growth and improvement of the env ronment.75

Investment in people, makes it possible-to create and adapt to technoie
\

cal progress. The benefits of education, for example, pan be categorizedsas

increases in production through- income in the capacity of the labor force;

increases in-eff- iciency by-.reducing unnecessary Costs and by reserving

resources for the enhancemen_t of human productivity; and 3) increases in'thci-

soeial consciousness of the community so 'that living conditions are made better,

To quantify. the impact of human capital in areas such as education

an enigma. Three approaches have-been used.'

oft

ill remains



Fl simple correlation is often made between some measure of educe-

. - --

tional activity And an index of economic attlyipy. For example, enrollment

ratios have been correlated with GNP per capital ,' indicating a positift eela-
.

ti nship. However, this fails to show cause ana effe ct relationships.

'Second, the'reSidual approathassesses -thetotal increase in the economic

output of a country for a period of'time, measuring the impact of identifiable

inputs and then attributing the residual to unidentifiable inputs, the most

important of which irs human -pital. Although the data show substantial varia-

tions in the residual, econo agree that'inves nt in education has a
)

vital.ef ect on the economic L owth. However; the residual is difficult to
2 .

circumscribe because of the interplay between capital inputs and education -.

The'third approach'(the rate of return- nethod) contrastsz, the future life

time earnings of people of less educe ion with people of greater education a

tainment.. This often follows the cost-benefit analysis whereby-the costsi

ssociated with

an estimate of

cation are estimated and-deducted from the benefits, 'leaving

value of education.. Alexande/. believes that thethe' economic

rate -of- return m method above is the precise because it -not only analyzes

economic benefits but also relates costs thereto.77-

,Rates of return a imple rays to describe the value of a college edu-

cation. To calculate a rate of return, s necessary to know how much an

education costs, how much the ccii.lege educated earn compared to those without

a college edu_ ion, and how-much thoSe future earnings are-worth today.78

the following section, problems or factors which must be taken into account in

determining costs anckbenefits will be discussed.

The costs of education canlJaeLd_Lvaxiedlinto two categories. First, the

are the direct costs incurred by direct expenditures for salaries, supplies,

,capital outlays, etc. Then there are the indirect or opportunity costs that
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take the'for- of foregone student income., - foregone tax revenues,.etc,79 Hansen

andl-W _rod say "the real cost-of higher educatAn is:the loss Of the goods

and services, or leisure; .that must be -given up to provide the fact that

resource inputs,are used in higher education.'" Costs also have been referred.

to as explicit, thoSe costs which are in the form of a payment either in cash

orin 1(ind, or implicit, those costs- in the form of a. lost, opportunity to use

one's esouroes, including time, in way. 81.
. ,

1 addition to_the- tdirect costs listed by Webb, Becker Includes- tuition,

fees, books, supplies, and unusual transportation and lodging expenses."

Hansen and Weisbrod note, however, that the.totarcost- f ettpndig college -is

far in excess of -any student charges. They go-on-to say that the fraCtion, of

total costs-borne by students and the r families Is far greater than the frac-

tion borne by 7taxpers thcough state and local tax support,"

It

--The main factor in the total cost of education is the opportunity cost.

ttishan says the opportunity cost of any factor is the highest market value which

can be produced in any enterprise hat can make use of it currently.84 In this

case, the primary opportunity cost is foregone earnings

Since obtaining college education requires-the student to
be present in:school, one form of cost of higher education
is--from the student's point of view--the income that he
could have earned were he to work full-time rather than
attend school;,and from society's point of view,.that fore-
gone income reflects Output that is (at least temporarily)
not produced, by xirtue of the potenti.al labor resource
having been withdrawVr from the labor market.-85

It is tiNe that the foregone-earnibgs cost S not out-o socket, but- it does

impose a financial sac ifice particularly on low-income f milies. Becker notes

that foregone earnings often are a neglected cost of investment in human capital.

andshoOld tbe treaed as indirect ou'tlays. This includes the ifferenclp b- en

what could have been earned and what actually earned, as w71 i as any valel
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placed onfbregdee leisure. The amount foregone:al-so depends, both on the num-

ber of-hdurs spent at school work and the oppo unities for part-timefand

seasonal Work." Hudson egreesLthat from an tCO °FOC standpoint, the question

of income foregone is particularly signif cant. He notes that the loss is

captured in the long-run by the greater productiyity of graduates, but, there

are two major qualifications that 'he suggests regions take into account, F1

future-benefits have to be ditcounted, end the benefit-cost ratio is very sen-

sitive to alternative assum=ptions AbOut the proper social ,discount rate.

Second, the assumption that--present incomes foregone in the community will be

locally repaid by :higher future incomes depends- on the willingness of graduates,

to stay in the region.

Witmer says OPporAinity costs of higher education seem to include fore-

gone wages and the ,property taxes real estate would yield were itynot devoted

to a tax -free enterprise.

On the other hand, the income taxes, students would contribute

were they fully employed, the income taxes professors would. \

contribute were they employed at salary levels typical of

alternat:e mployment open to them, contributions of college

;Id

and university spending to the local e'onomy, the exemption

of 'higher e ucation institutions from corporate income taxes,

and other orgotten costs are usually ignored."

There has been some controversy about including foregone income as a cost

component Schultz, Cohn, Haug, and others feel tha should be included,-

and that,a downwarc0Dias in the estimate of education costs will be created if

it is excluded. On the othr hand, others have not included it because to do

so without including income fo -gone 6y housewiyes or voluntary workers orbene-

fits received while being. ed,pe -d womidopen the gate to approximations which

would take the concept of national income away from its origin as an estimation,

the, measurable flow f the economy. Webb suggests this latter rationale

seems to be applicable to a consideration of the deletion of Foregone income in



the cost - benefit framework which is concerned wit

data rather than vague 9pproximations.8
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substantive quantitative

Schultz arguest earntrigs1Oregone by students are well over half of

the, real. costs of man capital formation of higher education. He expresses

. -

concern that-these costs are often omitted in the planning and financing ap-

proach to higher educationi By not inclmding the opportunity costs in the

planni4stage, they are- effecttvely concealed." Becker claims the dominance

of foregone- earnings and the relative unimportance of tuition can be vividly

demonstrated with rate of return calculations. "Good economic reasons, as well.

as lack f information and motivation, may prevent poorer school graduates

from attending even tion-f ee cbileges."91'

Given that education is a necessary' catalyst to reach.Ogher income,

levels, measuring the difference in the average income of people with different

revels_of education provides an estimate of the value of education. A-1972

study by the Census Bureau estimates that a college graduate earns $331,685-

more during a lifetime than a high school graduate.92 Kastner found the direct
-

returns` to individuals who acquire a Community college educatiohrep __sent an

.

annually Compounded interest rate of least 5.6 percent for males and 5.88

percent for females."

Alexander points'out that the economic value of education is distorted by

factors%.,such-as intelligence, pardht's education, sex, _race, etc, -Researchers

disagree yoth some finding education to be a substant.-1 contributor to higher

economic returns while others find it to be far significant. The value

of education is never negated, but an element of uncertainty is introduced

which cannot be accounted for.94

Weisbrod and Karpoff agree variables othe than educational attain-
.

ment also contribu to .the observed differentials in average- earnings.. One

1
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such variable is innate ability. They argue. that the need to control for stu-

dent ability is clearly critical to avoid attributing to schooling the effects

of other variables which are likely to be positively correlated with level of

educ tion.95

The income differences between educational catedories, according to Ray

mond and Sesnowitz, are likely to overstate the effect which education has on

income since thoSe with more income are more apt to have greater ability. Much

.work:has been done.recently in an attempt to separate the effects of education

and ability on earnings, but *clear consensus has been reached-. Empirical

work is-hampered by a lack of data, by the interaction between the explanatory

variables, and by the absence 'of a measure of ability independent, of education.

Greater ability and:motivation and higher socioeconomic. status are all posi-

tively correlated with educational attainment and with each other. Compounding

the difficulty is the absence of a variable which incorporates. both quantity

and quality'of education."

A study 134 Hause indicates that the net opportunity costs of people of

high. bility who-aZqui're one or more college degrees relative to the actual-

earnings profiles of high ability people leaving school after high school grad-

uation is not significant. Therefore, he found that the overstatement of rates

of return to a college education due to an understaterri6nt of ability-related

oppprtuni

Grliiches used a measure of ability in

costs not to be a serious .sou

educational,jnveslment.

e of bias 97 in his early studies,

determining the long term returns for
-

He now feels- that adding an q ility bias was somewhat

f

mi d reped. "There is no/good reason to expect the :lye ability bias'. to

)--

onstant across different samples o

another ,and to the populatjon large

Becker points out that econorili,s,ta

e

to generalize easily from,one study to

been aware that conventional



measures of ability, while relevant

/
evant at,times, do not reliably measure the
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talents required to succeed. -iri the economic sphere. At least since Pigou,

economists have ltried to recbricile the skewness in the distribution of-earnings

and other- 'income with a presumed symmetrical distribution of How-

.-

ever, their arguments do 'not directly help explai0 the-skewness earnings.99

Becker goes on to say that "the trtie rate of return on education is
e

grossly overestimatedbecause persons
,

differ' systematical iy.100
cha acteristics tat at cause their income He

,,. .

further suggests that the available quantitative materials definitely show a
a .

.,=-.

positive relation between education and several measures of ability. but even

diffeiing in education also differ in many.

-r adjustment for differential ability, his st dies,show the private rate of

eturn to white male college graduates to be considerable.101 Using the Becker

studies; Hansen and Weisbrod in their research of rates of return-:-to-California

-colt egelgraduates corrected final earnings differentials by 25 -percent. -1'Q2

.account for ability'differentialS Raymond and.Sesnowitz reduced the

between all educati n categories by both 15 and 251

to defiaterlhe estimate of a g_

ercent '103
.

income differenti-al.bY 33 percent

to account for the posited ability factor."`' Finally, in a study designed to

determ nel the ability factor, Weisbrod and Karpoff estimated that about one

fourth of the,difference shown by census data between the man-earnings of col-

lege graduates and the mean earnings of high school graduates can be viewed-as

a return of the higher level of non-educational variables possessed by college

graduates generally."'

Another facto that in recent years has been as significant as ability is

_the change in demand: During most of this. century,. more jobs _vp been offered

to _College trained workers than there were graduates available to'fill them

Demand for well-educated persons has risen since the thirties because,of a shift



in government and business toward complicated military hardware and systematic

research. On the other hand Becker says a g owth in the relative number of

highly educated persons would reduce rates of return on education.

For the earnings of college and high school graduates wouf8

decline relative to less-educated persons, and thus absolute

earning differentials between college and high"school gradu-

ates would decline even if percentage differentials were un-

changed. And a decline in absolute differentials would
lower bhrate of return from college unless costs declined

by an equal amount.'"

Miller found no significant deterioration in the relative value of edu-

cation through 1960:

The large relative increase in the supply of college- trained

workers did not adversely affect their relative income posi-

tion. On this basis it is concluded that the demand for more

highly educated workers has kept pace with the increased

supply of srh workers and, as a result, their relatiye,,income

position'ha ri15t changed.'"

rA later study by Miller also produced e Aence df,an enhancement of the value

educatio ou Raymond and Sesnowitz also reported that after making a num-

ber of rlevisions' in the methodology employed by previouS investigators, their

resultS indicated that the increased supply of college-educated people during

the 1960'.5 did not use a significant reduction in the rates of return on a

co11-6ge eduction

1
economists estimated the rate of return for college studentsuden , who

graduated before 1970 to be between 10 and 12 percent Baxter, however, sug-'

nests that those who graduated after 19=70 may receive lower returns. He de-

scribes the college labor market in the early 1970's as "an over-enthusiastic

celebrant tin New Year's Day: it was hu rting."

Throughout or this century, more jobs wHtc avai la

for cut irsie qroduates than there were college graduo

wanted them. In the 70's, the opposite has been true.
College graduates looking For work in the 1970ys

caught in a three -way squeeze: more people were graduljiita

than i n the 60's, a izirger percentage of the graduates



wan ed.to go to work
and large numbers of
the 1960's completed
result of the surplu
at salaries that did
could find no job at
job usually given to

rather-than continue their schooling
students who had attended college in
their postgraduate training. As a

many college graduates were hired
not keep pace with' inflation, some
all and others were unable to find a
college graduates.11°

'Freeman also notes the high rote of return

But he points out that times changed, and in the

porting that graduates were having difficulty

He raises the question about the

frOrTrthe 30's throughthe 60's.'

mid-70's newspapers began re-

getting college=level jobs.

significance of theAdoWntu n in the labor

market for college-educated people in

tically that the major decline in the

the 70 ' s Freeman-demonstrates statis-

college market in the770's breaks harp-ly,

th previous historical patterns and'severely impacts new entrants'. into the

labor market. The new reality for graduates of the 70's, he says, is 'falling

sala ies, scarce job opportunities, and dwindling career prospects "

Several factors begin to exPlain the sharp decline in the labor market

for college - educated- ,wo.rkers. Oar

highly educated was maqntained_in

_he'demand side, the relatiy pOSition of, the.

the 90's and 60's by large increases in d-

mend due to changeS'in the industrial mix of jobs, the growth of research.

'development, andand -th huge expansion of the educational sec,tor; In the 70's,

all of these forces` weakened or actually declined

the econ_Ty. Oh the _supply side,

of new cotlegeraduates,geeki,ng

demand. Freeman est Les that_

in comparison to-the rcSt of

the e:was- little net increase "in the

k during th period of

mbe r

rapid g roh and

rate oPreturn f the class, of '73 could

low as 7.5 percent, still a hette

lower return thun

return than

red by some investments,

most savings banks, but a

The Car ission suggests that even if college graduates experi-

(Ince di) average rate r return id 14 percent ror the inv- I ell t i II 111

cati-on, which is highly y, about a tliird of theiiiw ill do 1055 Well



financially than the most successful third of high school graduates. Not all

the occupations that pay well require a college education, and not all the ot-

cupations that attract college graduates pay well. Electricians and police,

°Ricers-earn more.than teachers, librarians, and registered nurses.113

Long payoff periods also effect t e to of return on allege education.

Some researchers have noted that the effects of education on income levels may

not be immediately felt when the college trained individual enters the work

force, If the full value.of on edudation is not reelected in- earnings until

some/years after entering the labor force, this will require some adjustments

in the project.-ion ©f the future earnings curve.

Becker notes hat the long payoff period increases the difficulty oean-

While business investmerAsb ten pay off

within five or ten years, the payoff from college takes mucf01 He esti-

mates that the unadjusted rate of return to a 1949 graduate is

--

yet 10 years a r graduation it would still be negative and after a full 15

ticipating the gain from .college.

about 13 percent;

-years only about '6 percent. A long payoff'period increases risk along with low

correlations between return by reducing the value of information available when

investing.1156

Closely Ic.iated with this are life cycle chara_ eristics which also 'af-

fect the rate of retuLa.. Becker 's studies show that incomes tend to be rela-

tively low at :the_begtanin') of labor force participa rise throughout later

age. until a ccirtlrllon peak is reached in the 45 to 54 age)cla and decline in

e class.
-

(A:Jet ]qt , he

your

Most investments in human capital rai

r u tdr;" pa r

bservcd ed-rnings

of earnings then, and lower tlkslir at

I
b(:iduw costs are tletitted from

Icaat :du se he di i I

it y r- t

rnkngs at''tnal Lime."

' CO 0ltie r ge-,S Ole

(

a1 i Lc:rernt mg procedure,

111111111,iii
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Becker also suggests that data should be corrected for mortality, growth,

and taxation`. A decrease in mortality ould"by itself, he argues .increaSe

f return. However, he also note that mortality among White adults is

already so low that subsequent decreases .could only increase rates slightly.117

Raymond and Sesnowitz, on the other hand, argue that mortality adjustment 'has

virtually no impact on the rates of return.118 Another factor is what effect

additional education has on the probability that an individual will be on the

1
uneMplOyment and welfare rolls. According to a U. S. Department of Labor study,

22 percent of the white. made high school graduates aged 16 to 26 in 1968 ex-

perienced at least one -spell of unemployment between 1966 and 968. Only 6 pe

cent of the college graduates had experienced any unemployment. October

1972, however, the unemployment rate for recent college gtaduates stood at

11.7 percent, according to the Department of Labor, while the rate for high

schocx graduates in the,same age group was 7.7. These high unemployment rates

should not be confused with the' unemployment rates for all college gradpates.

In March 1972, the unemployment for college graduates was 3.1 percent,

while the rate for high school graduates was 5.6.1"

Alexander says that even though the value of education as it relates to

work has been in question, its value, for employment readily apparent. The

more educated person in the job market receives preferential treatment from

employers. Whether this is justified is somewhat irrelevant if the market place

responds in this manner.' Employees seem to feel that the educated worker has

favorable external effects on other' workers and on the firm in general. It may

be possible that too much educo i_nAayrbe- i e ficient to both 'the individual-
A

trie.rstate 1io ever,' the er l
yet aPparently still seeks to improve his

4

future productivity by h i ring more capable workers. Though raises of return to

education have decline_ during the, first half of the century and leveled off:
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education, income, and:employment s

terdependent.120

ill seem to be positively related and in-

There are additional issues which will require

tion. FroM a community's sAandpoint, migration results in a loss of human

capital, but migration represents no loss from the individual's standpoint be-

')

cause he takes his human capital with him.121 Griliches also suggests that

wage rates per hour or week:should be used in calculatin*rates of7i'eturn be-

cause annual earnings -onfouFid market transactions with issues of labor-leisure

choice and the more transitory effects of unemployment. Even that does not

completely solve the problem. Jobs differ in fringe benefits, in conditions of

work and in opportunities for training and advancement)22

DespiL the apparent drawbacks to calculating rates of return of college

education, valid estimates can be made when the factors discussed above are

taken into account.

The social economic gain from education, the gain to society as opposed

to individuals, differs from the private gain in costs and benefitsa. Total so-

cial cod rrnilarly to private costs, include both direct and indirect costs,

Direct costs are obviously greater t: society than to students because some oL

the expenditures on students are paid out of public and private subsidies.

Le and local colleges use 'scarce resources and are not free to sor-

ciety. Indire'Ct costs are greater trJ society only if the output-of students.

foregone by society. cYxcet1 the'eareangs foregone by students, which has been

proven untrue. Direct social costs then are the sum of educational expendi-ture5

by col)ege5 and social cc`i books and additional living expenses.

Both (Jul 4ind econoftic returns irrm collegeywoeld differ i f a

coiletto.liducati r';',hud diPte en

dent dlly

Ii his earnings.

s inn earnings and 'productivity. A stu-

(310tif IML re t -er1 in determining the effect of a college educJtior

Howe r r society needs to determine education's effect on
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national income' Recker argues that social returns are larger than private

because of the external economics produced by college educated people.123

Raymond and Sesnowitz have)esti a ed social rates of return by adding to

-v"cot's all subsidies, ng capital costs and removind 'the effectof taxes

from both the benefit streams and the opportunity costs. They point out that

the of benefits to society at- large produced by higher educatijwas not

incorporated into the results. Their findings show that in all cases tl'iefsocial

rates fall short of the,corresponding private rates. "the extra taxes paid by
,,.

offset the sum of the sub-students after hey leave school do not, ther

sidles they receive and the taxes y avoid while in school when all amounts

are discounted by the private internal rate of return."124

Hansen calculates social costs from 1) school costs incurred by society,

i.e. salari s, supplies, interest, and depreciation on capita); 2) opportunity

costs incurred by individuals, mainly' ncome foregone during school -attendahce;

and 3) incidental college- related costs incurred by individuals, such as books

and trave1.125 Devore and Scott point out a distinct difference b-mtween bene-

fits accruing to individuals and the benefits accruing to society. the indi-

vidual benefits come from personal factors, such as social prestige and job

satisfaction as well as the more objective factor of salary. Socivtalibenefi

can be more objectively measured since they relate to productivity increases."6

--Another way of lo_ idg at societal_br nef its i by estirnati the benefits

in the form of future tax retUrns. These will flow directly from the estimates

of income differentials found in the individual human capital model by applying

marginal tax rates to the income i.dCfements and to the taxable components of

impUt_d, increments to wea4th (i.e: property taxes) which are attri6-utable to

the additionAl year or schooling,. This will provide a way to cor ider the ex-

tent tee which the individual beneficiaries of higher eduction repay the pu lie

1
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subsidies they receive. A difficulty with this approach is 'that while t may

indicate the extent to which individuals pay th iubsidy Via taxes, pro-

vides little insight into the decision-making process of allocating current

funds to education .'27

The calculation of the social' rates by either methbdNfails include

both external benefits accruing to society at large and nonpecunia'?y benefits

_accruing'to the indivi-dual. Although the omitted items are difficult ea-.

sure, "there-is no reason to believe that they, will always be insignificent:"128

Hansen and Weisbrod argue that soc ety receives several significant benefits

from its investmerLt in higher education= For example, higher education appears

to Make impo'rtant.contrib,utions to the quality of citizen and community respon-

sibility. It also provides access to a range of options and opportunities that

might otherwise bJclosed off to certain peo'ple. In addition, the, aggregate

result of-increased education may narrow the gulf in understanding between popu-

lation groups. Another important benefit is the reduced transfer payments fibr

welfare, unemployment compensation, etc., which go heavily to the less educated.

c.f

To the extent that these effects are positive and sizable, the rationale for

public subsidies for higher ucation is strengthened.12

In addition to the problems discussed above, there are factors which

should be considered in calculating either a private or social rate of return

on human capital. Prestonand Turvey point out,, for example, the problems of

using `a current cross section analysii. to-preduct a future time series. They_

also ask if incomes reflect Marginal productivity sufficiently well to be u',ed

measure ref social returns. Renshaw points to indirect evidence that

people with oore 2lucotion work -longer hours and have a tendency to ---rk hardier-

once tney get

y - 01 return imputes

ldhur He argue ,Ti tht the 4Totho- ref tiiTrrrirrrj

quccition many r tltr r factors of production which are



positive rcorrel ed with forMajxeducation

that the.

Raymond and Sesnowitz agree

value placed upon a collegeilegree in the job market is not solely a

Junction of the increased productivity possessed by college-educated people -.

The college education, they Say, may serve partially as an inexpensive screen-
. .

ing device for employers. Thus, -some portion of the higher income does not

reflect higher productivity, but rather an artificial restriction in the supply

of labor, This 1 'zion for the income differential, then, is a transfer pay-

ment instead of a social benefit.132

Miller also has found that estimates based on cohort analyses produce

different results compared to those based on cross-section surveys. His studies

show that the use of income averages by age based on the cross-section surveys

produce tower values'thawwould be obtained by the use of averages based on

successive censuses.133 Weisbrod and Karpoff have even questioned the use of

average returns. -They point out that average returns mask variation in returns

becaus& of the diffe+ent c ality of the college education.134

Becker, in addition, has dealt with .a series of factors which can effect

the rate of return. For examp dropts earn relatively little rr re than

high school graduates but costs are also less for dropouts. His studies show

rates that are far from negligible and that indick that some college is by

no means an economic waste.' He also notes that absolute income differentials

between college and high school graduates are substantially less for nonwhites

than for whites. However, nonwhites do not necessarily (; in less,from'college

since both direct and indirect.costs are much lower. Sin larly absolute in-

come differentials are much smaller for female than male col le e graduates,

but the rate of return may not be smaller because direct costs are somewhat
, z

lower and opportunity costs are ugh lower for womeiL.,The same comparison can

also. be made between rural and urban personF,.135
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.;
Finally, some educatiOn is purchased for consumption rather than invest-

In addition, not all the benefits of education.ectrue to thement reaSons-

educated individual alone; therefore, in calculating the yield of investment

education, the investment component dust be isolated, the non-educational items

eliminated and the private benefits distinguished from the social ones.136

Raymond and Sesnowitz conclude that even the lowest rate of return exceeds

the return which could be earned on ait rnatIvesvqhat are generally available to

the individual.137 Weisbrod and Hansen, on

education is a good deal less valuable than

e other hand, argue that higher

commonly belieyed.138

These differing opinions on the rate o7 return should be considered within

the framework of Schultz's concept of capT1tal as entities that have the economic

property of rendering future service of some value- The distinctive charecter-

istic of human capital is that it is a part of man, and it is capital because

is a source of future satisfaction, or of future earnings, or both. It is

not a negotiable asset in the sense that

.

as an asset purchased in a

can be sold. It cannot be acquired

arket but by investing in onesel Therefore, no

person can be separated from the human capital he possesses. Schultz says that

althbugh educatio

faction to the pe

"is in some measure a consumption activity rendering satis-

son at the time he obtains an education, it is predominantly

an investment activi y undertaken or the purpose of acquiring capabilities that

render future satisfactions or that enhance future earnings.i13"

Economic benefits found by rate-of-return analyse or any other economic

tool currently in use, fall far short of an accurate determination of so la nd

/
private benefits accrued tram investing in education. Education, however, still

possesses formidable economic benefits, implying that investing greater sums in

development or human capital through education is sound economic policy,140
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.Economic impact Analyses

The economic impact of colleges'can be looked on inlong-range terms that

suggest the economic worth of educated individuals, or by examining the

ate effFict of the income and expenditures of an institution on the economy of

an area.141 COjlege and university faculties and students often dislike being

reminded that the orgahlzation. of iswhich they are a part an economic entity,

substantially concerned with obtaining'and utilizing economic resources. In

the, process of getting and spending, colleges have a choice, according, to

Millett: to behave as an economic endeavor producing and selling services or

to behave as a body'politiclobtaining resources from taxation and distributing

these resource s as some parl.ticular power structure may determ ne .12

Funds enter, the economy through the college from both internal and ex-

ternal sources. Internal sources include state and local appropriatic and

other funds from state and local treasuries. External funds include oltside

grants, contracts,- and other out-of-state funds from sources such as the fed-,

eral government and benefactors. Funds are also received from the community

through student fees and tuition and general community support. The funds are

circulated through the economy by expenditures of the college for salaries,

purchase of,materials, and capital building improvement. It is through this

circulation of funds that theltolL e generates its economic impact.143

Caffrey and Isaacs say that the main question an impact study attempts to

answer is: "Does the cost of having a college or university nearby r in the

coMmunity's midst outweigh the revenue gained thereby?" 144 Lyall and Stough,

in their study the impact

two purposes for the study:

Johns Hopkins University in Baltimore cited

1) To reveal tee_ the local community the ways and extent to
which one of its major not-for-profit institutions contrib-
utes substantially to the local economic base, and 2) to
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reveal to the University' points at which certain of its
actiVities, °perhaps thought to be purely internal matters,
affect the community in direct and measurable ways.145

A study of the Harrisburg Area Community College afso attempted to-clanify sig-

n ficant aspect of the economic relationships, between the college and the local

community and to present quantitative information regarding such relationships. 146

Most researchers have'conclude 'that no single figure tells the story or answers'

all the questions. There are many kinds of economic impacts, and they cannot

simply be added up to 9ne meaningful red or black sum.

The economic impa9 analysis is actually a series of linear cash-flow

formulas which include only' what can- be readily counted. The models attempt to

identify who is spending, how much is spent, what is being bought, and where

spending is beihg done. They do not show political, social, or aesthetic i

pacts or the effects upon the community of the college's human resources. They

do measure dollar outlay and 'provide simple indicators for planning. 147

It also should be noted, that there is a short-run and long-run economic

Impact. The product of education, which is most relevant to educators, may have

the greatest economic impact in the long-run.

On the other hand, the expenditures related to a college are
usually most relevant on a short-run basis unless there is a
long-term building plan and/or expansion in enrollments. In

sum, the product appears most relevant on the long-run and
the expenditures on the short-run.148

of the effects considered in an economic impact analyses are current and

short range. They are not concerned with the ultimate impact of the college

nupon the community, and they-4_ not consider what a 'community might have been

like without the college. Applicable 'policy questions might be, for example,

whether to expand college service or whether to rent or buy property. 149 Hudson

points out that backward linkages of expenditures, therefore, represent a very

considerable potential impact of the college on the local region. "That is
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particularly so in the short run, because a college's provision of jobs has

mediate effects on income whereas the income-generating effects of knowledge

and human capital forMation are stretched out in smaller amounts over the. full

lifetime of these resources. 111 50

One of the problems associated with economic impact analyses is determina-

tion of the multiplier effect. in the genqral discussion of cost-benefit

analysis-, the multiplier wasiscussed, especially as it relates to region size.

The purpose f a multiplier is to reflect in the estimated impact of an initial

expenditur he second third, and higher order effects resulting from the f ac7.

tion of each initial dollar passing into the hands of local businesses and ins

dividuals who respend, partly on lOcal goods and services and partly on items

originating outside the area. The final impact of the initial expenditure will

be some multiple varying directly in size with the respending fraction and in-

versely with the amount of leakage from the first spending cycle.151 The mul-

tiplier is developed through an analysis of the consumer-business-consumer re-

cycling process, which is associated with that increase in income, with due

allowance made for the passage of time usually then for convenience to &e one

yea 152

The total gain in local income depends primarily on how much of the re-

spending is absorbed by local suppliers as opposed to the amount that leaks out

of the region to business on the outside. The smaller and les44Pself-sufficient

the region, the larger the portion of respending that leaks out and the smaller

the multiplier effect of the Priginal investment. The larger the region, the

greater is the total cycle of respending recaptured by the region, and the larger

the multiplier. It should be pointed out that multiplier effects are generated

only by exogenous investw- or spending that does not withdraw resources from

alternative use in the region. Therefore, education paid for out of local
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monies will not incur multiplier ects. In the same way, investment in a

regional college Cannot be valued for its multiplier effects if this educational

respending displaces other forms of external investment that would. have created

as much employment, increases in productivity, higher .incomes, and equally

large multiplier effects.153

Models developed by Caffrey d Isaacs, employ four coefficients which are

described' as multipliers, althotgh they are actually local marginal or Average

propenSities to spend locally. The coefficients were intended to include con-

ventional-multiplier effects' by virtue of being applied to secondary expenditure

totals.154 A similar study of the Harrisbu-g Area-Community College impacts

found the 1. multiplier erived by Caffrey and Isaacs to be too high. Based

on data from the local economy, Harrisburg researchers came up with a figure of

1.49.155 Moore and Sufrin, using an interregional trade Multiplier based on

the minimum requirements approach of economic_ base analysis, calculated an in-

crease in income of $2.38 for every dollar spent."6 Ullman and Lacey found

the minimum requirements method could be used to separate approximately basic

or export ctivities from non-basic or laernal activitI'es.. Using this method

resulted in internal or service ratios of '1.9 for San Francisco and 1.4 for

St. Louis.157
A

The results of studies employing techniques of economic impact analysis

have generally found that nonprofit, nontaxed institutions have a capacity to

generat. e employment and millions of dollars in personal income through what is

in ffect interrelional trade. In addition, the subsequent expenditure of that

Income in the 1 -91 economy can make-an important ribution to economic

gro The findings of r study ofS Virginia community colleges demonstrated

[111(
I [ for q va more to the -communities than y take:

bu5inc vOlume generated by the pre- the community college system
V
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exceeded the state's' appropriatiOns for the system by 142 percent for the eight-
.

year period of the study.159 The study also pointed out that economic growth

i jan e4tvted return of education investment. Virginia's investment In higher

education increased almost 200 percent between 1963 and 1973 with the community

colleges accounting for a significant proportion of that increase. 160

The economic impact study at the Harrisburg Area Community College was

analyzed in twol'parts, the impact can usiness and the impact On local govern-

ment. In the former, after accoun t,hgor the negative impact of taxes, the

operation of the,college contributed from $2 to $4.9 million annually to the

cash flow of the local economy. (The total operating budget of the college was

$3.8 million for the year on which the estimate was based.) Although it is

difficult to determine a college's total impact on local government, the net

impact will usually be positive. One factor that affected a positive impact

was that almost 50 percent of the revenues for the college's operating budget-

( came from nonlocal sources.l "1

The Johns Hopkins University, though nonprofit, was found to rival a num-

ber of Baltimore's major local businesses in total volume of local business ex-

penditures. Total direct and indirect expenditures attributable to the Hopkins

in 1972-73 were more than $137 million. In addition, although the University

operates under tax-exempt status, it is still responsible either directly or

indirectly for sizable cash payments to Bal e. However, it was not surpris-

ing to find that a tax- exempt institution, many of whose outputs are supplied

free to the community, receives more services from the city than it cin rib-

OteS in taxes. The tax-exempt status perhaps rq,c_gnizes contributions of those

unpaid services to §t he 'community.162

similar study at the University of Rhode island indicates that the ,in-

stitution has both positive and negative economic impacts on the local, area

and state. The results further indicate that the impacts are substantial FOr
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.',example, it generates about $81 million otbus ness In the st to and $31- mil-

lion in the local area..163 Another study of higher eduCation institutions in

North Dakot

cation, the

Dakota,, and

found that for each dollar the state approprtated.to,hIgher edu-

colleges and universities returned $2.10 to the 'economy of North

total college-related spending provi ed the state with 10,000

additiOnal jpbS, 16Li Camber's study shows that. St. Cloud State University con-

tinues to be a major source of income for the St. Cloud, Minnesota area econo-

It estImates that universlty-related spending in the St. Cloud area in 1575

amounted to more than 7 milli& with an ultimate effect on the. St. Cloud area

economy, of nearly $59 million.165 A report concerned with the contribution

which education as an industry makes to the economy of Western Maryland shows

that education had a net impaC on the economy. of $62 million during the 4975-
. .

76 fiscal year.166

-Fr-

I
generate

can-add

e(I

c

.

these studies, it r apparent that by its presence the'college can

t.

considerable dollar voluMe of spending, It can create jobs, and it

tabilfty.167 What the studies neglect to say, however,is anything-

.

about the side effectS, such as noise, congestion, cultural. benefits, or, at-

-traction of residents and industry to the area. In addition, they do not corn-

pare the college with other priMary industries in the area. Communities ques -.

/tiohing the burdens of a college may prefer manufacturing, retirement communi-

ties, tourist business, or other industry. 168

However:

Measuring a college'; economic accountability is useful
primarily when doing so provides a frame of reference in
which to evaluate the college on other more important
criteria. For example, if a,callege has a sizable nega-
tive impact on its local ecoumy, its presence may not
be justified, even if it places all of its graduates in
local industry: On. the other hand, if a college has
tremendous positive impact on the local economy . . . the

community may accept a situation in which 90 percent of
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the greduates'go outside the local area or even outside
the.state for employment)."

Dobesh and Henry- also point out sever al economic benefits'to the -Understanding

of the immediate economic impacts of higher education. First, the study can

improve community-institution relations by revealing the inter-relationships

the area and college share. Local political leaders can be marie'more aware of

.the tax btirden and tax revenue benefits that the college generates. Faculty

and staff can be made more awe re of their immediate contribution to the commu-

nity and state. And.finally,'state political leaders and and the general state

population can see that the outlay of funds in support of higher edUcation does

not -disappear; rather, the schools return to theeconomy more than the state

inVasts.7°

Distribution Effects

Society, says Weisbrod, to make intelligent expenditure - decision, needs

to be involved not only-on the a locatiVe efficiency of its expenditures, but

also on the distributive effects which,constitute.anOther dimension of a proj-

ect's impact. OtherS say that pecuniary effec s..Can be dealt with separately

in the real world by overcoming unwanted side effects through taxes .and subsi-
,

dies. He points out, however, that redistributive sums are not additive to real

income.171

Recognition of possible external effects from higher Otycation i very

important because of its implications of the costs that should be borne by stu-
1

dents and their parents, and costs that should be borne by the public.

Society's efforts to cope with policy for financing higher
education have been stop-gap in nature--with no resdilution
of the basic issue as to who should pay. The provision of
public funds has been influenced by the customary view that
higher education is a good thing, so that whatever resources
are required should be provided within reason. Increasrhgly
however, ,peolele are inquiring as to the nature and magnitude
of the benefits provided by higher education.'72
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Economists often tend toanswer questions dealing -with efficienOY while

.actual decisions reflect answers to distribution questions. ','As a result,

ecaOmIsts are often disappointed that their advice carries little weight, and

decision makers are disappointed that economists do notprovide more complete

advice."173 Weisbrod suggests that economists supplement estimates of the

total costs and benefits of a project with indications of how those totals are

divided among the population. Mishan-agreesthere.is, -re to showing a positi.6

-cost-benefit'analysls; It is also necessary that the resulting distributions

Are not regressive_ and no gross ineqlties ace, perpetrated.174

Schultz suggests that the expansion_of education and the additional earn-

ngs from this form of human capital have probably been a major factor-in

changing the distribution of personal income. The difference in the-capacity

of individuals to benefit from investment in education' probably remains un-

changed for the popUlation as a whole, but the distribution of this capacity of

those attending college changes as the proportion of people of particular age

classes-attending college increases. He goes on to say that aithough.higher

education appears to be far from neutral in its effects on the distribution of.

personal income, very little is really known about these effects.175

419

Hansen and Weisbrod argue that the total costs as well as students' costs

are not closely related to family income. Therefore,, the level of costs poses .

a substantially greater financial barrier to low income students. -Their studies

in California also indicate that the Current method of financing public higher

.education leads to a sizable redistribution of income from lower to higher in

come.

The paradox of the situation is that those who benefit most
from the public higher education system are, in generil,

those least in need of help in paying for what they receive.
But by virtue of the structure of California suite and local
taxes and the long-standing policy of below -cost pricing, -



there US Presently no effective vice for shifting more

of the financial costs of higher education from theise who

benefit little. or are least able to pay to those who-

derive the most direct monetary benefits. or who are most

able to pay.176

.(Pechman and Shar.kansky emphasize that the final work as to the redist ibut onal

effect of all government programs connot be written on the basisof a study of

any one public service.177) in a similar study in New Jersey,'result, indicate

that income is redistributed from tho ejamilies with Incomes between $5,000

and 15,000 to families earning above $ 5,000 and below $5,000.178
e-

Freeman also explores the nation that public spending on higher education

redistributes income from poor to wealthy individuals and families. He argues

that there is no serious case for subsidizing higher education to obtain social

bene He postulates that subsidizing educetion is no great step towards

more equal income distribution.178



Even though there are flaws in cost-benefit ysis, "to' thinko thin s stemati,.

cally,-about the costs and gain from alternative policies is surely more sensible

fhail to rely on haphazard thought o intuition."188 in addition, when there is

a wide.disagreement, it is 4 good framework to organize evidence and intuition.

Local-atizehi-too often only seethe college as a' lass of tax revenues

and extra costs and nuisances. On the other hand, the acadethic officials are

inclined to dwell -on economic, cultural, and recreation contributions and the ,

visibility an institution brings a community. Both argumentS are not worth very

much until the facts and figures are known.189

However,' colleges are not banks; they do not Propose to mak moneY for

investors. They do try to enlarge a student's world, to add neyd people, new-

pleasures, and new ideas. Careful addition, in short, allows the determination

of the costs of a college education, but even the most accurate estimates .and

projections of economic impacts, salaries, fringe benefits, and employment levels

cannot reveal its tote.value.198-
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